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PETIT! 0 N 
To th'e Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia: 
Petitioner, defendant in the trial court, respectfully repre-
sents that it is aggrieved by a final order entered therein by the 
Circuit Court of Washington County on May 25, 1943, which 
overruled petitioner's motion to set aside the verdict of the jury 
for $675.00 and entered judgment clll the verdict. The parties 
will hereafte.r be referred to as in the court below. From. a 
transcript of the record attached hereto, the following will ap-
pear: 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
PLEADINGS AND ORDERS . 
Plaintiff alone sued defendant by notice of motion for 
judgment claiming $750.00 for loss and damag.e to an automo-
bile under a certificate of insurance issued to States Motor Com-
pany as the named assured and to plaintiff as the purchaser of 
an automobile from said· company, under which certificate loss 
and damage was payable as interest may appear to the named 
assured and the purchaser. It covered loss and damage by fire 
to the extent cf actual cash value, and by collision to the 
2 * extent of actual cash value in excess *of $5 o.oo, each acci-
dent subje.ct to said deduction. 
(The certificate was issued under a master policy issued 
to States Motor Company alone, and not to both as alleged in 
the notice. See original exhibits). 
Notice alleged that the car was consumed by fire; that 
proof of loss wa~ furnished as required by the certificate, and 
that defendant had waived all requirements thereof which 
plaintiff had not complied with, and generally that he had com-
plied with all provisions of the certificate "unless waived by 
you''. 
A .conditional sales lien indebtedness to States Motc,r Com-
pany o.f $432.00 and interest thereon was alleged, through the 
motor company was not a party to the suit. 
Defendant filed a plea in abatement alleging that no proof 
of lc~s bad been furnished within sixty days or prior to suit; 
that the certificate provided "all claims for such loss or damage 
shall be forfeited by failure to furnish" euch proof of loss with-
in the time provided, and that no extension of time had been 
given for furnishing same. Certain c.ther provisions of the 
policy were set out and the plea claims that plaintiff was not 
entitled to maintain the suit at all, or in any event was not en-
titled to sue at the time the notice was served upon its statutory 
agent. · 
What is called a special replication was filed to the plea~ 
which concluded with a motion to dismiss the plea and took 
issue upon it-all in one lengthy plea (Tr. 7- 12). 
Defendant filed a motion to strike out the so-called special 
replication .upon the grounds that it is bad for duplicity in 
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that it attempts to set up more than c,ne defense to the plea; 
3 * that it combined a general and special replication *and in-
cludes much that is neither, and while labeled a special rep.,-
lication, it concludes to the country, which is only proper in the 
case of a general replication. · 
When the o:iurt indicated it would hold the plea to be a 
special c.ne in bar and not in abatement, and that the motion .to 
strike the replication would he overruled, defendant excepted 
and stated that regardless of the nature of itsi plea it relied upon 
its motion to strike the replication and the exception thereto-
fore made. Then plaintiff moved that the plea be rejected as 
one in abatement.and treated as a special plea in bar; the court 
so held and defendant again ex.cepted (Tr. I 4). Defendant 
then moved that plaintiff be required to file his bill of partic-
ulars, in which should be included whether he relied upon a 
loss or damage by collision or by fire, and it was so ordered. 
A lengthy bill of particulars was filed (Tr. 15-20), to _ 
which plaintiff objected and moved the wurt to require a more 
specific statement thereof, upon the five grounds stated in its 
motion. The court held the particulars sufficient and de·-
fendant excepted (Tr. 2 1 - 2 3) . 
In its grounds of defense defendant relied upon the claim 
that plaintiff intentionally, carelessly and negligently allowed 
the car in question to bum and made no effort to extinguish the 
fire or to minimize· damage to the car; that it had not complied 
with but had violated a provision of the policy dealing with 
protection of salvage, set cut on pagesi 2 3-24; and that in no 
event had he sustained loss or damage to the extent claimed. 
The case was tried by a jury, resulting in a verdict fixing 
value of car at $800.00. less $50.00 deductible for dama.ge 
by co11ision, and $75.00 agreed salvage value after the 
4* *fire, a net amount of $675.00. Ultimately there was no 
dispute as to the correctness or propriety of deducting the 
items aggregating $ 125.00. 
The six grounds of defendant's motion to set aside the ver-
dict and to enter final judgment in its favor, or failing therein 
to award it a new trial, are shown at page 2 7 of transcript. 
There was a judgment on the verdict May 25, I 943, with 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
interest from Fe:hruary 19, 1943, and defendant excepted (Tr. 
28). 
THE FACTS 
On July 6, 1942, and pior thereto, plaintiff was using his 
car to deliver a morning newspaper published at Bristol to cer-
tain points between there and North Holston, in Smyth County, 
including the Town c.f Damascus. When he reached Mason's 
filling station at the intersection of the Glade Spring-Damascus 
road with the Bristol to Roanoke United States highway, he 
stopped and washed or wiped his face because of being sleepy, 
and he "had been asleep or dozing off and on while on the route 
that morning." At the same time, o.r after the car ran off the 
road (Tr. 94), he rolled down the right door glass of the two-
door sedan and set out '' on the road to Damascus''. After 
traveling two or three miles he lighted a cigarette and was ap-
parently smoking it .as he droye on. At a pla.ce on the road, 
· after crossing a bridge and starting on what he describes as the 
crooked road, from three to five miles from Mason's, he "lost 
his senses", went over a five or six foot bank on his left, 
5 * ran into a telephone pole with his right fender and * came 
to a stop with the car turned partly over on its left side, 
took out certain mail bags, bundles of papers, and himself got 
out by way of the right door (Tr. 51-55, 91, 94). The mail 
bags taken out of the car were on the back seat or in the floor 
behind the front seat; the bundles on the floor in front. Loose 
papers were in the seat beside him, but these were left in the 
car (Tr. 57). 
He claims not to have seen the cigarette while removing 
sacks and papers from the car; that he does not know what 
happened to it, and does not specifically state whether he was 
smoking at the time he left the road. He took the sacks and 
papers up the bank to the side of the road and was sitting on 
them smoking a cigarette when Warren, the first to appear. on 
the scene after the accident, came along in his car and stopped. 
There was then nc, smoke in the car (Tr. 9 5-6, 132-3). 
Plaintiff remained on the roadside while several persons 
came, all of whom showed interest in assisting hiin, and later 
left the scene. The car was eventually destroyed by fire. 
Plaintiff called none of these persons as witnesses. Mo~e of his 
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actions and non-action will be stated in discussing the first as-
signment of error. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
These assignments are based upon grounds of motion to set 
aside verdict (Tr. 2 7). 
FIRST. The court should have set aside the verdict 
a'nd entered final Judgment for defendant, because contrary 
to evidence and withcut sufficient evidence to su,pport it. 
It is our cc,ntention here that the evid.ence shows as a. mat-
ter of law that plaintiff at least negligently allowed the .car 
6 * to burn, made no effort to extinguish the small fire * when 
it appea.red, or to minimize damage to the car, and failed 
to protect it from further damage following the collision, as re-
quired by the express provisions of the contract sued on. 
The provision in question required plaintiff, in event of · 
loss c~r damage, to protect the car from other or further loss or 
damage, and provided that any such other or further damage 
due directly or indirectly to such failure to protect shall not be 
recoverable. 
1. The applicable law. 
(a) Independently of policy provisions. 
Though not specifically prcivided against, while it is gen-
erally recognized that ordinary negligence is insured against and 
is not a defense against loss and damage of insured property, it 
is equally well settled that "negligence which amounts to mis-
conduct is not insured against'', and that irrespective of policy 
conditions ''the insu.red cught not to refrain from using means 
within his power to prevent loss or to hinder others from sav-
ing the property". 2 May on Insurance (4th Ed.), Sec. 411). 
As stated in 6 Cooley's Briefs on Insurance ( 2nd Ed.) , 
page 493 7, "If the negligence is so gross as to indicate a fraudu-
lent purpose or design, the insurer is not liable." 
Of course, it is everywhere recognized that, even in the ab-
sence of any policy provision, insurer is not liable if the prop-
erty is destroyed by the voluntary, fraudulent, corrupt or 
wrongful act of the insured. 
6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Cooley, page 4938, says: 
"And ev·en though the insured does not himself kin-
dle the fire, yet if he prevents. the property from being re-
moved or the fire from being extinguished, or intention -
7* ally permits *an incipient fire to gain headway. and the 
destruction of the property results therefrom, he cannot 
recover.'' 
Fraudulent losses are excepted from fire insurance policies 
upon principles of general policy and morals. After referring 
to the ordinary negligence rule, 29 Am. Jur., Sec. 1030, says· 
"Notwithstanding this rule, however, it has been 
generally held that gross negligence or recklessness on the 
part of the insured may preclude a recovery. This would 
be true, for example, where the insured, in his own house. 
sees the burning coals in the fireplace roll down on his 
wooden floor a.nd does not brush them up,· or where the 
insured sees a small fire start and makes no attempt to put 
it out, or where a building is volunta.rily fired to save other 
buildings from the effect of a conflagration and no efforts 
are taken to save perscinal property in the building al-
though there is ample time." 
6 Couch on Insurance, Sec. r 4 79, says that the weight of 
authority suppo.rts the rule that gross re.cklessness will evince 
such fraudulent purpose as to release an insurer from liability, 
and citing a number of cases the author then says: 
"Thus if an insured stands by, and having means at 
hand to extinguish a fire or prevent it from spreading, 
negligently dr carelessly permits it to bum,. whereby the in-
sured property is injured or destroyed, there is something 
more than negligence, for if insured has failed to exercise 
good faith and common honesty, there may be room for 
a fair inference of such gross negligence as evidences a 
fraudulent purpose or design." 
Sec. r 492 says: 
"It is the duty of insured to do all he reasonably can 
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to minimize the loss. and a failure to take reasonable care 
to avoid a loss, or an increase thereof, may defeat a recov-
er:y, fo~r the mere existence of an insurance· policy does not 
justify carelessness in failing to protect insured property 
from loss. This does not require him to expose himself 
to serious danger of personal injury or death." 
8* * A note in 6 A~ E Ann. Cases 587, 589, is to the effect 
that "regardless cf the clause in the policy the assured could 
not recover if he knew that a fire had originated on the prem-
ises by his negligence which he could readily put out if so in-
clined, but he failed to use any effort to put out." 
Referring to the o_rdinary negligence statement, Nash vs. 
American Ins. Co. (Iowa), 1 o ALR 724, says: 
"This rule will not excuse extreme, reckless, and in-
excusable negligence on the part of the assured, the conse-
quence of which must have been palpab1y obvious to him 
at the time. * * * The gross degree of negligence, and its 
inexcusable character, coupled with the knowledge of its 
ce.rtain effects, ought, it would seem to us, to raise a pre-
sumption that the party intended the obvious and neces-
sary wnsequences of his act, which at the time were ap-
parent to him." 
A note to this ca~e on page 729 deals with what amounts 
to gross negligence or recklessness which will relieve a fire in-
surer from liability, a~d on page 730 a Missouri case is cited as 
holding that "regardless of the clause in the policy, the assured 
could not recc,ver if he knew a fire had originated on the prem-
ises by his negligence, which he could readily- put out, if so 
inclined, but failed to use any effort to put it out." 
And on page 73 1, an Illinois case is cited as holding "that 
outside of any clause in the policy requiring it, it is the duty of 
ari• insured to do all that he reasonably can to put out a fire, and 
that when he can put out one in its incipiency and fails to do so, 
he is guilty of culpable negligence, and that if he prevents others 
from putting out such a fire he is guilty of a. malfeasance which 
will prevent a recovery on a policy held by him." 
9* *In First National Bank of Nome vs. German Insurance 
8 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Co. (N. D.), 38 LRA (NS) 213, defendant was held en-
titled to a dire.ct verdict as to pe.rsonal property destroyed in a 
fire, the policy co·ntaining the .same clause as in building poli-
cies. There a fire was discovered in a store near the bank. The 
town authorities and an officer of the bank agreed that the hank 
building should be burned in order to prevent the spread of fire 
to a large store, and did so. No effort was made to remove per-
sonal property and effects frorri the bank before setting it on 
fire. The court thus disposed cif the matter on pages 217- 18: 
''As to the personal property destroyed, we think it 
clearly appears from the uncontroverted evidence that no 
effort was made to save the same, and that there was am-
ple time and opportunity to do so. It .would be useless to 
review the testimony bearing upon this point. Suffice it 
to say that, after reading the record, we are forced to the 
.conclusion that no indemnity could be had for the less of 
such personal property, even though the policies were not 
rendered void by reason of such additional insurance. The 
finding of the jury in plaintiff's favor en this issue is en-
titled to no weight in the light of the undisputed facts dis-
closed by the record.'' 
The conclusion was adhered to upon rehearing, because 
"we cannot help but feel that * * * no effort was made to save 
this personal property, and there was ample time and oppor-
tunity to do so * * *. At least reasonable care should be exact-
ed in order to minimize the loss as much as conditions will fairly 
permit of." 
A federal circuit .court (now CCA) decision is quoted from 
as holding that: 
"Every policy holder is bound to do all that he 
reasonably can, in case of a fire, to preserve and protect the 
property insured, and cannot, therefore, hold the com-
pany liable for loss which is traceable to a disregard of that 
duty." 
1 o* *Of the bank officer the court says: 
"The proof conclusively shows that all the personal 
property might have been saved by the use of even slight 
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diligence on Tor benson.' s part. His conduct evinces a 
most flagrant and reckless dis.regard of the rights of the 
company, amounting to bad faith, if not actual fraud, and, 
if the plaintiff bank i~ responsible for his acts in failing to 
exercise diligence to save this property, then clearly no 
liability on defendant's part exists." 
The bank was held bound by his contract. 
See also principle discussed, but facts not similar, in Gove 
vs. Farmers Mutual Fire Ins. Co. (N. H.), 97 A. D. 572, also 
reported in 2 A. R. 168. Michey vs. Burlington Ins. Co. 
(Iowa), 14 A. R. 494. Todd vs. Traders Ins. Co. (Mass.), 
I 20 N. E. 142. 
(b) Duty of insured under specific policy pro-
visions. 
The pc,licy in question provides in part as follows: 
"Protection of Salvage. In the event of any loss or dam-
age, whether insured against hereunder or not, the assured shall 
protect the property from other or further loss or damage, and 
a_ny such other or further loss or damage due directly or indi-
rectly to the assured's failure to protect shall not be recoverable 
under this policy.'' 
Sec. 408 of May says that if a policy requires the insured, 
upon the occurrence of a fire, to use all reasonable means for the 
protection of the property, this means that he shall take th(! 
'requisite steps to prevent its further deterioration. 
6 Cooley, page 4946, referring to a clause relieving the in-
surer from liability caused directly or indirectly by neglect of in-
sured to use all reasonable means to protect the property, 
11 * says that such an exception will cc,ver *a loss arising from 
failure of insured to extinguish the fire when such result 
might have been accomplished by a slight or reasonable effort, 
and that no recovery under such circumstances may be had 
under a policy providing that the insured must make diligent 
effort to save his property. A New York case with like pro-
visio.n was held applicable to neglect to try to· save property 
after commencement of the fire and an attempt to prevent others 
from doing so. 
1 o Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
29 Am. Jur., Sec. 1031, deals with statutory or policy pro-
visions, and dealing specifically with the wording usually found 
in policies on buildings, this is said: 
''Under a pc,licy containing the stipulation that the 
insurer should not be liable for los~ .caused dir_ectly or in-
directly by neglect of the insured to use all reasonable 
means to save and preserve the property at and after a fire, 
or when the property is endangered by fire in neighbor-
ing premises, an insurer cannot be held liable for the value 
of property destroyed by fire if the owner exer.csied no 
proper diligence to save it although th'ere was ample time 
and opportunity to do so.'' 
Beavers vs. Security Mutual Ins. Co. (Ark., 6 A~ E Ann. 
Cases 585, says: 
"This part of the contract only requires the insured 
to exercise care in saving and preserving the property at or 
after the fire, and prevents a recovery for loss of so much 
of the p'roperty as could have been saved by th'e insured 
with the exercise of due care and the use of reasonable 
means.'' 
A note on page 5 8 9 is to this effect: 
"A provision in a policy that the company shall 
n1ot be liable for loss caused 'by neglect of the insured to use 
all reasonable means to save and preserve the property at or 
after a fire, or when the property is endangered by fire in 
neighboring premises, requires the insured to exercise care 
in saving and preserving the property at or after the fire 
and prevents a recovery for loss c,f so much of the prop-
erty as could have been saved by the insured with the exer-
. cise of due care and the use of reasonable means." 
11-a* *Mercury Ins. Co. vs. Griffith, 178 Va. 9, 16 S. E. 2d 
3 1 2, dealt with a clause in a fire insurance policy on a 
building which provided that the company "shall not be liable 
for loss or damage caused directly er indirectly * * * by the 
neglect of the insured to use all reasonable means to save and 
preserve the property at and after a fire". As stated by Justice 
Holt, when the Griffiths ·were awakened by a dog scratching on 
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thei.r bedroom door, "smoke was p~uring in and the front of 
the house seemed to him to be in a mass of flames." Judgment 
on a verdict for plaintiff was affirmed, without citation of any 
authorities on the defense that the p~H.cy provision quoted had 
been violated. 
The policy provision here relied upon, unlike the Griffith 
policy, imposes an affirmative duty upon the insured, and the 
authorities treat the epecific prevision 'in question as imposing a 
positive duty, and deny reccivery for the loss of such property 
as could have been saved by using due care and the use of 
reasonable means. It requires more than calmly sitting in the 
road, doing nothing, and preventing or discouraging others from 
taking action which they were willing to take as to property in 
which they had no financial interest. It was only necessary, 
when Ford discovered the small "smouldering fire" in the rear 
seat, to remove tbe seat, and both Ford and Dexter Widen'er 
were quite willing to do that and more, alone c·r with plain-
tiff's assistance, but for his direction not to do anything. 
The facts are so different in the two cases as to make the 
Griffith .case wholly inapplicable here. 
1 2 * * 2. Plaintiff's ven;ion of what he did. 
From three tci five miles beyond Mason's, plaintiff's car 
went off the left side of th'e Damascus road, about seventy-five 
( 7 5) feet from the pole which stopped him (Tr. 9 3) . War-
ren, who came along and stopped, says the car left the road 
twenty-five to thirty feet before it stopped (Tr. 59, .135). 
Plaintiff "couldn't say what time it was" when he went off, 
as he did not have a watch, other than it was "just getting day-
light" (Tr. 58, I I I), so we accept Warren·~ statement that h\? 
passed and stopped between 5:30 and 5:40 (Tr. 132), and. 
plaintiff's statement that the collision occurred about fifteen 
minutes before Warren came (Tr. 59). 
His latest statement, twice made, is that he rolled th'e right 
door glass down after the collision, and removed sacks and bun-
dles of papers, his coat and himself through the opening thus 
made (Tr. 54, 92, 94). Keys to car were left in the ignition 
switch, and plaintiff was not hurt (Tr. 5 8). 
The car came to rest fifteen to twenty-five feet from the 
road (Tr. 58); he carried his sacks and bundles c.f papers up 
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the embankment and into the road and was sitting on. them. 
when Warren appeared. He asked Warren for a. cigarette· and 
declined. an offer of help on the gtound that he might have· to 
send for·a wrecker (Tr. 59~ 95--7). 
(According to Warren, plaintiff stated he had already call-
ea a wrecker (Tr. 133'}. He told Ford, the second person'. to 
arrive, that he had already. cralled a wrecker (Tr. 138-9). In 
fact, he had not and did not call a wre.cker., and neither Warren 
nor· Ford was cross-examined) . 
r. J* * There was no smoke or fire in the car up to the time 
Warren came and left (Tr. 59, 96) , or· when he again 
passed. in. the opposite direction. (Tr .. 97), which. was from ten 
to fifteen minutes later, according to Warren and. not disputed 
(Tr. 1 34}. Plaintiff had not up to that time gpne down. to 
look. at his.car, and was stlli sitting on the roadside. (Tr. 60).. 
(C L. Ford next came, between ~x and six:...twenty, and· 
the Wideners came as he was- leaving (Tr. 138, 140) , but as 
plaintiff professes to recall no one being there between Warren 
and the Wideners (Tr. 97-8, 11,3}, we will discuss Ford's 
evidence at another place). 
Accc,rding to plaintiff, shortly after Warren Ieft the second 
time, and while he was still sitting by: the side of the road, A. 
D. Widener, his.- father and the Widener boy "Bub" came to 
the scene (Tt. 60, 9,9). After talking a few minutes, one of 
tnem while yet in the road said, "It is smoking .. , and ·we walked 
down to the car, and one of them * * looked in the car and it 
was completely filled with smoke; that they suggested getting 
the ti.res off, but some gas. had run ,cut of the tank a.nd filled 
the "bowl of the fender"; that plaintiff told them not to 
get too- close to it, as it might explode; that Preston later 
came up while he and the Wideners were down. at the car, and 
"when that blaze shot up we ran" (although he had said the 
gasoline had spilled on the fender; on the side where· dcor glass 
was up} he later said. the blaze "shot u.p all inside, the car. r 
wasn't·up lo.oking down in the car. I don't know" (Tr. 103 ): ; 
later, "I can't say where· it came from", (Tr. 104) ; that 
14 * when a car came by he asked the· *Wideners and. Preston if 
they would "stay with the car until it burned"; that he 
went to Damascus with persons whose names he did not le.am 
and delivered his papers (Tr. 60, 61, 99, 103). Later he 
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said the smoke was first seen when the Wideners were there, and 
when reminded that one door was open, he reversed his state-
ment and said "it didn't do much smoking up to. when it burst 
in flames" (Tr. 1 oo) . In a written statement dated two days 
after the fire he said the smoke was observed '' ju.sit before they 
got to me"-·- up in the road (Tr. 75). 
There was no visible fire when the Wideners went down 
to the car, though one of them (Wideners) "looked over in it" 
(Tr. 1 oo- 1). He "didn't go in to find out" what was .causing 
the smoke (Tr. r 02). Plaintiff saw no blaze and "didn't take 
a good look inside it" (Tr. I 03). 
He ·made no effort to take out the keys he had left in the 
switch inside the car, so as to get tools from the trunk with 
which to remove tires (Tr. 105-7). 
3. The evidence of those who offered to assist plaintiff. 
Net one of the persons who came to the scene was called to 
corroborate plaintiff's statements, and he was not .called in re-
buttal. Much that they testified to was not mentioned by plain-
tiff, and hence to that extent there is no conflict. We take up 
those witnesses in the order of their appearances, noting con-
flicts with plaintiff where they exist. 
R. C. WARREN, driving a taxi from Glade Spring to 
Lodi in order to pick up a passenger. His evidence is suf-
ficiently set out in discussing that of plaintiff, except the 
reminder that, at between 5 : 3 o and 5 : 40, plaintiff had 
r 5 * *gotten his sa.cks and papers out of th'e car and up into the 
road, and was standing by them when Warren came along 
and stopped (Tr. 13 2-3) ; that plaintiff made no mention o.f 
fire or smoke in the car, and that the witness saw none; that his 
offer o.f help was declined; that when he returned ten or fifteen 
minutes later plaintiff was in the road alone; that he stopped a 
second. his passenger looked at the car, they saw no signs cif fire 
or smoke, and drove on without that time talking to plaintiff 
(Tr. 134-5); that at eleven o'clock he passed again, the tires 
had burned, and one of them was missing (Tr. 136) . 
. 
C. L. FORD, living nearby, next came in his .car between 
six and six-twenty, about· fifteen minutes after Warren had 
passed the second time. After his offer of help had been de-
clined, he went down to the car, "climbed up and looked in the 
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car", saw a little smoke in it and a "little spot of smothery 
fire" in the back seat, covering about six or 'eight inches; "it 
wasn't a blaze" (Tr. 1 3 8-9) . He asked plain tiff if he was 
going to try to put it out, and ''he said . no, he was afraid the 
smoke would smother him, and I got in my car and left", at 
which time it was not blazing. While Ford was examining the 
car and showing interest in saving it from further damage, 
plaintiff did not get up "off of what he was sitting on in the 
road" (Tr. 140). 
These statements are to be acc.epted as true, be.cause not de-
nied. Ford's presence there at the time was corroborated by 
Widener, who says Ford was leaving in his ca.r as Widener and 
his father walked up (Tr. 143). Ford says the Wideners came 
up just as he was leaving (Tr. 140). Plaintiffs evidence 
did not deal with the£e happenings at all; he merely stated 
r 6 * he * recalled no one on the scene between Warren and the 
Wideners (Tr. 97-8, 1 r 3), and knowing plaintiff's evi-
dence, his counsel did not ele.ct to cross-examine Ford. 
DEXTER WIDENER, his father and his twelve year 
old son next appeared. Dexter saw the car from thei.r home, 
called his father who was as.leep, the three went to the 
scene and found plaintiff alone, sitting on a bundle of papers. in 
the road. One of them asked if they could help him out, '' and 
he said he reckoned not"; that he "reckoned there wasin't any-
thing we could do about it" (Tr. 141 -44). There is no .c9'11-
flict between this witness and plaintiff up to here. · 
But Widener does not agree that plaintiff accompanied 
him down to the car. He went to the car, looked thrcugh the 
door glass, the body was about full of smoke, but he saw no 
blaze. It was after this that he asked plaintiff if there was any-
thing he could do to help him (not disputed), as he "meant to 
try to help him save his ca.r if I could" (Tr. I 44). 
He says his father talked to plaintiff up in the road while 
he was down at the car, and that he did not hear the conversa-
tion until he came back (Tr. 145, 147); that plaintiff "wasn't 
about the .car when I was down there looking at it", and that 
he de-es not think plaintiff looked in the car at all during the 
forty-five minutes he was there (Tr. 148). W. D. Widener 
would have testified accordingly had he been present, accord-
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ing to his written statement introduced on motion for contin-
uance (Tr. 38). 
There is no denial of Dexter's. statement that his father 
asked plaintiff if they could take the tires off, and that he said 
''No, sir, to just let it all go'', and that his father then said 
"Well, if that is the way you feel about it, we will just go on 
back to breakfast" (Tr. 156). 
17* *Widener saw no blaze in the car until after he had eaten 
break fast and started to return to the scene (Tr. 1 4 7, 1 5 6, 
158). . 
CARL MOCK. living nearby, was the next to arrive, be-
tween 6: 30 and seven o'clock. Only the Wideners and plain-
tiff were there, and he was sitting in the road. When he ar-
rived there was no blaze, but during his fifteen minutes stay a 
blaze appeared inside the car, near the back end (Tr. 169-7 I). 
Preston evidently came while Mock was. there, and plaintiff 
and Preston came down back of the car when the blaze appear-
ed (Tr. 172). This is the first time plaintiff is shown to have 
left the road and gone to the car, and that was a half hour after 
smoke and the "smothery fire" had been reported to him, and 
after he had discouraged and declined all offers of help to save 
the tires and .car. It was at least one hour after- the wllision. 
R. R. PRESTON, JR., the son of a physician in the com-
m unity, was the next to arrive, a bout seven o'clock. · Wideners, 
Mock and plaintiff were there. He did not talk with plaintiff, 
and did not look in the cu, but did see smoke (Tr. 159-60). 
During his half hour stay a small blaze appeared in the back 
part eif the car, but it smothered out and he did not see it any 
more. When he left for breakfast there was no fire, but when 
he returned afte.r eating it was on fire (Tr. r 6 r -2) . 
He would have assisted in taking tires off before the small 
blaze, but "the boy objected and I didn't" (Tr. 164-5). Be-
fore Preston left for breakfast plaintiff "said something 
about letting it all go. He wouldn't take anything ciff, 
I 8* * * * *He said to let it all go * * ! the car, the tires and 
stuff on the car * * the insu.rance company would object 
* * * if he had taken anything off of it * * * He left while I 
was gone" (Tr'. I 67-8). 
Preston was not cross-examined, as to the s tateme-nts 
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quoted in first paragraph above, and plaintiff did not deny any 
of them. Nor is it disputed that there was water in a branch 
from fifty to one hundred feet from the car (Tr. I 68, I 7 I). 
SAM COPENHAVER, JR., son of a member of .the 
Washington County Board of Supervisors, who lived nearby, 
came about eight oi' clock. No one else was there, and the 
"whole back end was on fire" (Tr. I 74). 
Plaintiff says he was eligible for a new car, by reason of the 
wo_rk engaged in. That his car had been in a previous accident, 
and that he had shortly before this one attempted to trade it to 
a Ford dealer for another I 942 model, is not denied (Tr. 
I 19-20). 
About two weeks before the fire he attempted to trade with 
a Chevrolet dealer (Tr. I 28, I 3 I). This is not disputed. 
It is our co·ntention that the evidence of plaintiff, coupled 
with that not in conflict therewith c,f all those in the community 
whose assistance he declined, conclusively shows that plaintiff 
did not act as a reasonable man, nor use or allow others to 
use the means and assistance at hand, to prevent further loss and 
damage to the car following the collision. If so, he is not en-
titled to recover for such loss or damage as was sustained by 
reason for such actiCin or conduct on his part. 
I 9* *We submit that the evidence even shows more - that 
plaintiff sat on the roadside with the hope that the car 
would burn and that offers of assistance would not be forth-
coming. Had there been no fire insurance, can anyone believe 
that plaintiff's actions would have been as· this re.cord shows 
them? And if the kindly disposed disinterested people who, tes-
tified were willing to prevent further damage to plaintiff's car, 
should he not be required to do as much for himself, or failing 
to do so bear his own loss? 
SECOND. 
instructions. 
The court erred in giving and refusing 
I. Plaintiff's instruction No. I. In addition to defend-
ant's objections, as stated at the time (Tr. 225), upon which 
we rely, we say that the instruction is so worded as that there 
is. difficulty in kr1owing just what the theory is. 
It certainly directs recovery if there was a collision, follow-
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ed by a fire under the conditions as disclosed by the evidence-
meaning the whole evidence-and that is the equivalent o.f say-
ing that, as a matter of law, defendant's evidence did not per-
mit a verdict for defendant. It clearly directs recovery without 
any mention of the defense of policy provision relied upon-
the duty to protect frcm further damage following the col-
lision. · 
What plaintiff's coum:el said on pg. 228 is not in accord 
with the instruction as to amount of recovery, as it fixed a dif-
ferent amount depending upon whether .collision o,r fire was the 
cause of damage. 
Plaintiff's counsel later agreed that defendant's instruction 
20* "C" properly stated that $50.00 and salvage value *should 
be deducted in any event (Tr. 236, 238), but the .conflict 
was not removed ·between the two instructions. 
2. Plairi1tiff's instruction No. 2. Omitting for the pres-
ent the burden of proof as to protecting the property, or to 
show compliance with ·the policy provision in question, we rely 
upon objections to the giving of this instruction (Tr. 229). 
3. Defendant's ir..istruction u B" ( refused) . As offered 
without the burden of proof clause (Tr. 232, 235), the in-
struction clearly followed the policy provision. relied upon, as 
,construed by the authorities cited under the first assignment of 
error. · It deals with the heart of the defense. There was ample 
evidence upon which to base it, and it is the only ·instruction 
offered which attempted to give the jury a guide or instruction 
as to what the contract provision meant. To refuse it was to 
leave the jury in confusion and witbc,ut any guide, especially 
with plaintiff's instruction No. 1 given. Needless to argue the 
action was prejudicial. 
Instruction B- 1 (B, without reference to burden of proof) 
was intended to advise the jury as to the policy provision re-
lied upon and plaintiff's duty thereunder, and to furnish a 
guide or chart as to the applicable law. When it was refused, 
defendant offered B-2 in more general terms (Tr. 240). We 
can think of no reason why the- jury should not have been told 
of plaintiff's duty under his policy contract following the col-
lision. The instruction was favorable to plaintiff, in that it 
required no effort by him unless in th·e exercise of 'reasonable 
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care he had the opportunity to prevent other or further damage 
and negligently failed to do so. 
21 * *The view of the trial court was that, "If the jury believe 
that man wanted the .car to burn, and if they think pe was 
lying about being afraid, why they would have a right to al-
low him nothing, I think, or give a verdict for him." 
Thus there was nothing in the way of recovery, no mat-
ter what plaintiff did or failed to do, and the contract was for-
gotten by the ruling. · 
We contend the last paragraph of instruction "B", re-
lating to burden of proof, should have been given, and that the 
converse thereof, in plaintiff's instruction No. 2, should not 
have been given. 
When a policy requires an insured to do a specific thing, 
and in a suit under it the insurer as a defense says the· thing was 
not done and the policy terms thus violated, plaintiff must 
show compliance as a part of his .case. 
"In the absence of statute, a general denial is _sufficient 
to put in issue the rendition cif proofs of loss". 7 Cooley's Ins. 
Briefs (2d Ed.), p. 5823~ This'is all the more so where fail-
ure to furnish is relied upon in grounds of defense under Vir-
ginia practice. 
''Plaintiff m:ust in the first instance plead performance of 
conditions precedent, such as the giving of notice and proofs of 
loss, and as a general rule it is unnecessary for the insurer to 
specifically plead failure to furnish the same." 29 Am. Jur., 
Sec. 1426. · 
"The burden of proving pro-per and timely notice· and 
proof cif loss or accident in accordance with the policy pro-
visions therefor, or of proving an excuse for a failure in such 
respect, is upon the plaintiff." Same, Sec. 1450. 
See also Benati v. Delaware Ins. Co., (Conn.) 84 Atl. 
109, Ann~ Cas. 1913 D, 826. 
The specification o.f defense does not convert the general 
21 -a* issue into a ~pedal plea, or a negative defense into *an 
affirmative one. Its object and effect is to "limit the 
scope and ·opinion of the general issue, and to confine the in-
troduction of evidence to the particular defense which defendant 
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has disclosed. The burden of proof then was still upon the 
plaintiff." Oeters vs. K. of Honor, 98 Va. 201. 
In order_ to recover upcin an accident policy, the burden 
is upon plaintiff to bring himself within the provisions of the 
insurance contract by proving an accidental injury. Gen. Acci. 
etc. Co. vs. Murray, 120 Va. 115, 126-7. 
Where the defense is material misstatements or misinfor-
mation in securing the policy, tb'e burden of shc,wing such is 
upon the insurer, the defen.s.e being an affirmative one and 
fraud not being presumed. Sands vs. Bankers' Fire Ins. Co., 
168 Va. 645, 192 S. E. 617, 619. 
The duty to protect the property from further loss was by 
the · policy made an affirmative duty on plaintiff, and if the.re 
was loss su~tained by reason therec.f, there was no loss by fire 
as contemplated by the policy. The evidence as to whether he 
did so was within plaintiff's knowledge, and where spe.cialty 
pleaded it seems to us that plaintiff should be required to 
show that he did so protect the property. so as to b.ring himself 
within the policy. If there is a new trial this question will 
agam arise. 
Regardles£ of whether we are correct, plaintiff's instruction 
No. 2 should not have so .strongly' stated the burden, without 
some qualifying statement that, upon the whole case, plaintiff 
must carry the burden of proof. 
2 2 * * 4. Defendant's instruction "D" ( refused) . This may 
be cc,nsidered along with the fourth ground of motion to· 
set aside the verdict-the introduction of certain evidence. It 
was offered because evidence of this character was admitted 
over defendant's objection: 
Rauh was an adjuster employed by the adjustment bureau 
to which the claim was referred by defendant. Plaintiff went 
to Rauh's office on July 8, 1942, concerning the loss, and while 
there signed a statement (Tr. 73). August 22nd he was there 
again, when another statement was given, in which the amount 
claimed was stated (Tr. 78). Notwithstanding these full writ-
ten statements, plaintiff's counsel brought out certain alleged 
statements of Rauh as to value of the car, and alleged promises 
that the claim as made would be paid. As an instance (Tr. 
71, 72), "What value did you all agree upon, if any?" 0:b-
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jection was prom pd y and· repeated! y made and overruled. See 
first objection, Tr. 67. Q. 100, Tr. 68-9. Q. 103, Tr. 70. 
Tr. 71-3. Q. 124, Tr. 81. Tr. 84-5. Rauh, Tr. 176-80. 
Tr. 190. 
It is plain, frcm the evidence of plaintiff and Rauh, that 
plaintiff was told the statements had to be sent in to the insur-
ance .company, and that the adjuster.,s conduct and actions 
showed that he neither assumed to have nor exercised authority 
to settle the claim o,r to bind the company to do so,. The evi-
dence was prejudicial, and likely to cause the jury to believe 
that there was either a binding admission of liability or a bind-
ing promise. not only to pay but to pay the amount claimed 
in one of the written statements. 
Neither was the evidence given by plaintiff over defend-
ant's objection proper or ~qmissible on the question of value of 
the car. 
23 * *That the adju,ster was a special agent with limited 
authcirity will hardly be disputed. 29 Am. Jur., Section 
1239. As stated in Section I 775 of Me.chem on Agency (2nd 
Ed.) , it must be kept iri mind that the fact of agency can neither 
be establi~hed, nor can its scope or effect be extended or en-
larged by his own statements, so as to charge the principal. 
It is true that the statements attributed by plaintiff to 
Rauh might properly have been introduced in eviden.ce if it 
had been first sho-wn that he had authority tc, make them, but 
such showing must first be made. 20 Arn. Jur., Evidence, Sec-
tion 60 I, end. 
24 * *THIRD. The verdict is excessive. 
This was the fifth ground of motion to set aside verdict (Tr. 
27) · 
Plaintiff did not qualify as an expert, or one familiar. with 
car values. If the las.t part of second assignment of error is 
well made, there was no, evidence of actual cash value from 
those who knew values except that of the two men to whom 
plaintiff attempted to dispose of his car in a trade. He was not 
ask:ed about value, ex.cept to "state whether or not the $800.00 
(his demand on that basis- Tr. 79) was a fair valuation" 
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(Tr. 86), and· recalled in rebuttal for the same question (Tr. 
223). 
Adams, a Ford dealer in Bristol, was called by plaintiff 
but not asked as to car value (Tr. 116). Defendant then called 
him. His estimate was between $550.00 and $600.00 (Tr. 
123). The cash sale price new was $975.00, purchased Octo-
ber 7, 1941; it had been driven 100 miles or more every day be-
tween its putchase and July 6, 1942 (Tr. 91), approximately 
35,000 miles according to Thompson (Tr. 129), and 23,300 · 
miles, "as near as I can recall" (according to plaintiffs state-
ment to the ccmpany July 6th (Tr. 74); he did not testify as 
to the mileage). One collision had cost $73.00 to repair (Tr. 
121). 
Thompson, of the Chevrolet agency at Bristol, who started 
with the same agency as mechanic, was its service manager for 
five years, and sales manager for two years before testifying, 
who appraised, bought, sold and traded in used cars of all 
make~. says its cash value about two weeks before the loss was 
not in ex.cess of $550.00 (Tr. 127-31). 
The verdict fixed $800.00 as the value and deducted from 
it$ 125.00 (Tr. 26), and in doing so disregarded the only com-
petent evidence of value. 
2 5 * * Their action was doubtless in part the result of the so-
called admissions of Rauh, and furnishes an additional 
reason why that assignment should be sustained. 
FOURTH. The court should have granted defend-
ant's motion for a co1L.·tinuance because of the absence of a 
material witness who was at the time out of the State. 
Grounds of the motion are fully stated in the record (Tr. 
31-36). 
Plaintiff declined to allow the written statement of the 
witness to be used as evidence. Defendant excepted to, the over-
ruling o.f its motion (Tr. 3 7). 
The written statement of W. D. Widener, referred to in 
the motion, is copied on page 3 8 of transcript. For convenience 
and brevity we have underscored in red the statements de-
fendant avowed he would make, and which were not heard by 
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A. D. (Dexter) Widener, because he had gone down to the car 
and left his .father and plaintiff in the road where they found 
him sitting on his papers. See also comments on Dexter Wide-
ner's evidence, page 16 hereof, ·paragraph three. 
Though not known at _the time the motion was made, the 
eviden.ce of the witness would have confirmed Dexter Widener 
in his statement that plaintiff did not accompany him to the 
car. See page 13 hereof, paragraph three. 
Courts are generally more liberal in sustaining a motion 
to continue than in overruling. Burks' Pl. f1 Pr.- (3rd Ed.), 
Sec. 232. 
In section 234 of the same authority, page 420, it is said 
that the Virginia practice de.es not require. the applicant to 
state what he expects to prove by the absent witness, un-
26* less the court doubts the motive of the applicant *and sus-
pects delay as the object. Here no question c.f this sort was 
raised, and defendant, in addition to showing all the requisites 
necessary for continuance on a~count of absence of a mate·rial 
witness, showed by a written statement just what the witness 
was expected to say if present. We respectfully insist that more 
than the necessary requirements have been met and that the dis:.. 
cretion cf the trial court in such cases was not properly exercis-
ed, and that this ~ction alone warrants a reversal of the case. 
Vineyard vs. Commo~wealth, 143 Va. 546, 550. 
FIFTH. The trial court should have sustained 
motion to declare a mistrial. 
The ground of the motion was that while counsel we.re 
out of the court room with the court in the preparation of in-
structions, one of the jurors, of his own accord, went to a place 
in the court room where plaintiff was sitting, and engaged in 
two separate conversations with him. The circumstances under 
which the alleged misconduct was called to the attention of the 
court, and the ruling thereon will be found at pages 24 1 -148 of 
transcript. See also pages 249-25 7, on what took place after 
verdict and for the ruling of the court. The matter was again 
brought to the attention of the court by the sixth ground of 
motion to set aside verdict. 
In the early .case of Borland vs. Barrett, 76 Va. 1 28, two 
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jurors were seen in conversation with plaintiff, following ad-
journment of court during the trial. On~ of them was examin-
ed and stated his conversation with plaintiff had no reference 
to the suit, and that he was present' while the other juror' was 
talking to plaintiff. It was held that misconduct will not be 
presumed from the mere fact of an unexplained .conversa-
27* tion with one cf the juro.rs. · However, * Judge Staples 
labeled plaintiff's conduct in holding any conversation 
with a juror during the trial as highly reprehensible; that he had 
no business with the jury except in court, and that familiar con-
versation between parties and jurors, ·however innocent, de-
stroys confidence in the impartiality of verdict and should be 
frowned up~n by the courts. 
In New River etc. Co. v·s. Honaker, 119 Va. 641, 654, a 
rule of public policy is mentioned requiring jurors to be kept 
out of such a po~ition that their verdict may be the subject o.f 
suspicion of being influenced by any party to the litigation, 
whether such influence was sought to be exerted or not, or in 
fact existed. A note to a case decided in 1927 will be found in 
55 ALR 750. Ip view c.f the fact that the identical question 
has not arisen in Vi.rginia since the Borland case, we feel that 
this assignment of error should be brought to the attention of 
the court at this time. According to bhe evidence of the juror, 
the case under trial was not discussed. One who prcifesses to 
know human natu.re will likely think that the average juror 
would be slow to admit that he had voluntarily discussed with 
a party the merits of the caEe in which he was serving as such 
juror. The fact does remain that plaintiff was awarded by the 
jury every cent he asked for, in disregard of the evidence of value 
pointed out in another assignment of error. 
28* *SIXTH. The court should have sustained defend-
ant's motion to st'rike out plaintiff's so-called special repli-
cation to plea· in abatement. 
See pages 2-3 hereof for history of the pleas, and trans-
cript page 1 3 for- -grcunds of motion, the ruling thereon and 
defendant's exceptions. · 
If plaintiff had not furnished proof of loss before bringing 
suit, he had no right to sue when he did, and it was proper ro 
raise the question in abatement of the action. A proper plea 
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in abatement is one "in abatement of the writ or declaration, or 
both.,, Burks, section 5 1. 
"The fact that the right of action had not .commenced at 
the commencement of the action is, as a rule, regarded as a de-
fense in abatement." 1 Am. Jur., Ab. f1 Rev., Sec. 6. 
The plea should have been held one in abatement, and 
plaintiff required to attack its sufficiency by motion to strike 
out or to reject it, ot he should have taken issue upon it by 
general replication, in which event the issues raised by the plea 
would have been first tried, under Code section 6 107. This is 
what defendant was attempting to have done, in order that the 
jury trying the main issue would not have to try the question of 
whether proof of loss was furnished or waived. 
But even if the plea was properly rejected as one in abate-
ment and treated as one in bar, the court should have sustained 
the motion to strike the spedal replication,_and this court must, 
as we understand the de.cisions, now do what should have been 
done. 
Virginia F. f1 M. hLsurance Co. vs. Saunders, 84 Va. 21 o, 
holds that a written replication to a special plea which does 
not apply to anything in the plea but departs therefrom to intro-
duce new matter and to allege estoppel from claiming 
29* *what is cc,ntained in the plea must conclude with a veri-
fication and not to the .country. No statute has cha·nged 
this rule. 
On second appeal, 86 Va. 969, on page 972, the court re-
states what was held on the first appeal, and says that conclusion 
with a verification was necessary in order to give defendant an 
opportunity to, answer the replication. 
C. ~ 0. Railway Co. vs. Bank, 92 Va. 495, involved a plea 
to the jurisdiction of the court, to which demurrer was filed 
and overruled, and plaintiff then filed a special replicatil::::n to the 
plea, upon which issue was joined and a trial had. It was held 
that the demurrer could not be considered because plaintiff had 
the right to demur or reply to the plea, but not to do both. At 
that time section 3 264 of the Code of 1887 allowed only a de-
fendant to "plead as many several matters, whether cif law or 
fact, as he shall think necessary''. This privilege was extended 
to plaintiffs by a 1934 .amendment to section 6107 of the pres-
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ent Code. Under the then law a plaintiff could make one an-. 
swer to each plea, either of law or fact, but not both. 
C. ~ 0. Railway Co. vs. Rison, 99 Va., r 8, involed a 
special replicatio•n to defendant's plea in bar, .which defendant. 
moved the court to reject, and the failure to do so was held to 
be reversible error. The court held that a motion to reject or 
strike out a plea can be used to obviate objections to pleadings, 
such as duplicity and the like. 
Morris vs. White, 146 Va. 533,131 S. E. 835, involved a 
plea of the statute of limitations, to which plaintiff filed a 
special replication which set up two distinct grounds of defense 
to the plea. Defendant moved the court to reject the rep-
lication on the ground that it was duplicitous, an.d the 
30* *trial court ordered the first paragraph thereof to be 
stricken out and allowed the balance to stand. It was held 
that this action was not prejudicial to plaintiff. 
On page 5 6 7 it is said that the replication is unquestion-
ably an insta,nt of double pleading, and as objection to it was 
seasonably made in the lower court the appellate court had to 
pass upon it. 
After the ccurt struck out the first paragraph mentioned, 
defendant demurred to the replication, which was sustained and 
final judgment entered in defendant's favor, and this was held 
to be proper pleading and proper action. Attention was called 
to the fact that plaintiff did not ask to withdraw the replica-
tion and that the trial court could have allowed him to de, so 
upon request. 
The opinion says that under the Virginia practice only one 
reply can be made to a special plea, citing C ~ 0. Railway vs. 
Bank. This case was decided in 1926, prior to the 1934 amend-
ment to Code section 6107. As amended the section provides 
that any party in any action may plead a,s many severa1 matters, 
whether of law or fact, as he shall think necessary, and that de-
fendant may file pleas in bar at the same· time with pleas in 
abatement, or within a reasc-riable time thereafter, but that the 
issues on the plea in abatement shall be first tried. 
But a party must co-!lfine his replication to one issue. He 
may file more than one ~pecial replication,· but each must be lim-
ited to a single issue. As stated in section r 90 .of Burks: 
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''This does not mean that these defenses can be set up in 
the same plea. Each defense must be set up by a separate 
3 1 * * and distinct plea, and if more than one defense is set up 
in a single plea, the plea is said to be double and is objec-
tionable on that account". This section says that a motion to 
reject or strike out the spe.cial replication is proper. 
CONCLUSION 
A copy of this petition was delivered to Dick B. Rouse, 
Esq., Bristol, Virginia, one of the attorneys of record for plain-
tiff, on August 17, 1943. Original petition, transcript of rec-
ord and o.riginal exhibits will be mailed to the Clerk of this 
Court at Richmond. 
An oral presentation of this petition will be requested. 
If a writ of error is granted, this petition will be adopted 
as the opening brief. 
For the foregoing, and other reasons to be assigned at bar, 
peti~ioner prays that a writ of error and supersedeas be award-
ed it, and that upon final hearing the order complained of be 
awarded it, and that upon final hearing the order complained 
of he reversed and final judgment entered in its favor, or failing 
· therein that the order be reversed and the case remanded for a 
new trial. 
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE COMPANY, 
DONALD T. ST ANT, 
BRADLEY ROBERTS, 
ROBY C. THOMPSON, 
Attorneys for Petitioner. 
By Counsel. 
I, Donald T. Stant, an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court o.f Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion 
the final order of the Circuit Court of W ashingto·n 
3 2 * *County, Virginia, in the foregoing suit should be re-
viewed by said court. 
Given under my hand this the 17th day of August, 194 3. 
DONALD T. ST ANT. 
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Received August 19, 1_943. 
M. B. WATTS., 
Clerk. 
October 8, 1943. W.rit of error and supersedeas awarded 
by nhe court. Bond.$1,000. · 
M.B.W. 
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RECORD 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Washington County. 
Howard Greene, 
vs. 
City of New York Insurance Company 
Of New York, a Corporation, 




Pleas before the Honorabl~ Walter H. Robertson, Judge 
of the Circuit Court of Washington County. 
Be it remembered as heretofore, to-wit: on the 2nd day 
of October, 1942, Howard Greene filed his notice of motion 
for judgment in said court against City of New York Insurance 
Company of New York, a corporation, in the words and fig-
ures following, to-wit: 
page 2 r NOTICE OF MOTION FOR JUD~-
MENT, Filed October 2. 1942. 
To the City of New York Insurance Ccmpany of New 
York, a Corporation: 
You are hereby notified that the undersigned, Howard 
Greene, will, on the 19th day of October, 1 9.42, between the 
hours of 9 A. M. a·nd 5 P. M. of that day, mc,ve the Circuit 
Court of Washington County, at Abingdon, Virginia, for a 
judgment against you in the amount of $800.00, together with 
the costs incident to this proceeding, all c,f which is jurt, due, 
owing and unpaid by you to the undersigned on account of th\; 
fellowing statement of facts: 
The under·signed avers that you issued your Certificate No. 
MPNF-279, under your Master P.cilicy No. AC 1435, to the 
States Motcr Company, Inc., of Bristol, Tennessee, and to the 
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u.ncdersigned, Howard Gree-ne, a's their interest may appear; that 
your ·said ·certifrcate was issued by Robert ·c. BoswelC Inc., 
your duly authorized agent, ·o:f B,istc"t Virginia, oil the 7th 
day:of'October, 1941: that the u11dersigned does ·not have yo1.fr 
Master Policy No. AC 1435, but do'es have your Certificate No. 
MPNF-279. 
The unders.igned avers that you undertook to and did in-
sure a certain automobile therein described, n·ainely: a Y942 
Ford Tudor automobile, Motc-r No. 18-6806922; that you 
undertook to and did insure by youi said policy of insurance 
the said auto·mobile in the name of the undetsig:n:ed, 
pa·ge 3 ~ and the total premium ·on the policy was $43.70, 
and the policy covered ·what is termed the actual 
cash value of the automobile, in excess of $50.00 deductible, 
and reference is here made to the said policy for the provisions 
thereof, and the said certificate will be produced at the hearing 
of this action, and the undersigned here requests that you pro-
duce your Master Policy No. AC 145 3, or a duly authenticated 
.copy thereof as the undersigned has never had possession of said 
Master Policy. 
The undersigned further avers that said automobile so 
insured by you was registered in the name of the under,signed; 
that he pur,hased same frcm the States Motor Company, Inc., 
of Bristol, Tennessee: that the said automobile was consumed 
by fire on or about the 6th day. c.f July, 1942, in Washington 
County, Virginia, and that the automobile was a total loss to 
the undersigned; that the undersigned owes the States Motor 
Company on account of the purchase mc,ney lien, evidenced by 
note, the amount of $43 2.00 principal, and that out of any 
recovery hereunder the said States Motor Company is entitled 
to receive the amount due it of $432.00, with any accrued in-
terest there~in. 
The undersigned further avers that he filed with you duly 
authenticated proof of loss, and has in all respects complied 
with all the terms and conditions of said policy in filing proof 
of loss thereunder, and avers further' that you ·have 
page 4 t waived each and every requirement which the plain-
tiff has not complied with under said policy and 
certificate. 
The undersigned further avers that the proof of loss which 
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you have !hows that the loss of the undersigned was $800.00, 
and that the undemgned is entitled to $750.00, deducting the 
$50.00 deductible in the policy of insurance, and of this 
$750.00 the said States Motor Company is entitled to receive 
the sum of $432.00, with any accrued interest thereon, same 
being the balance due under the contract of purchase to the 
said States Motor Company, Incorpo.rated, and the residue of 
said amount due the undersigned is due and payable by you to 
the undersigned. 
The undersigned further avers that he has made demand 
on you for the payment of this amount; that more than 60 
days have expired since proof of loss was filed; and that he has 
complied with each and every condition of the p:•licy, unless 
waived by you; that you have wholly refused and failed to pay 
the undersigned the amount due under said policy . 
. WHEREFORE. judgment will be asked at the hands of 
said Court at the time and place aforesaid in the amount of 
$800.00, together with interest there~·Il' .from the ..... day 
of .......... , 1942, until paid, together with the costs inci-
dent to this proceeding. 
pag~ 5 ~ 
T. L. HUTTON. 
D. B. ROUSE, 
Counsel. 
HOW ARD GREENE, 
By Counsel. 
PLEA IN ABATEMENT, filed October 20, 1 942. 
Defendant, City of New Yark Inmran.ce Company, an in-
surance corporation organized and existing under the laws cf 
the State of New York and duly domesticated and authorized 
to do business in the State of Virginia, comes and ,says that this 
court ought not to have :ir take any further cognizance of this 
action, because the certificate of insurance sued on and the master 
poli_cy. described in the noti.ce of motion for judgment each pro-
vides that within sixty days after loss or damage for which claim 
is made, unlers such time is extended in writing by the company. 
the assu.red shall render a statement to the company signed and 
sworn to by him stating the place, time and .cause of such loss or 
damage, thz interest of the assured and of all others- in the prop-
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erty, the sound value thereof, and the amount of loss or daniage 
thereto, all encumbrances thereon, and all other insurance, 
whether valid and collectible or not, and that all claims for such 
loss or damage shall be forfeited by failure to fur-
page 6 r nish such sworn statements within the time provid-
ed; that the loss shall in no event become payable 
until sixty days after said sworn statement or proof of loss re-
quired by the policy shall have been received by the company, 
and further that no suit or action on the certificate or policy 
sued on shall be sustainable in an:y court, unless the assured shall 
have fully complied with all the foregoing requirements; that 
plaintiff did not, within sixty days from and after July 6, 
1942, furnish the aforesaid proof of loss required by the policy, 
and did not furnish the same at any time prior to the institu-
tion of this suit, and that the time fo.r filing same has not been-
extended in writing by defendant. 
Defendant, therefore, says that plaintiff is not entitled to 
maintain this suit at all, or in any event was not entitled to in-
stitute the same at the time the notice of motion for judgment 
herein was served upon its statutory agent. And this the de-
fendant is ready to veri_fy. 
Wherefore defendant prays judgment whether this court 
can or will take any further cognizance of the action aforesaid. 
DONALD T. STANT, 
BRADLEY ROBER TS, p. d. 
(Sworn to by E. F. Rauh, Adjuster, October 19, 1942) 
page 7 r SPECIAL REPLICATION OF PLAIN-
TIFF TO DEFENDANT'S PLEA IN 
ABATEMENT, filed Nov. 23, 1942. 
Said plaintiff, by his attorneys, comes and says that not-
withstanding anything by said defendant in its plea alleged, 
this court ought not to be precluded from taking further cogni-
zance of this action because the plaintiff say.s he had a policy 
of insurance, as set forth in the notice of motion, with the de-
fendant company: that the certificate issued to plaintiff and 
the States Motor Company, as their interests may appear will be 
produced at the hearing d this action, to which reference is here 
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made; that the said insurance covered a Ford automobile de-
scribed therein; that said automobile was consumed by fire on1 
the 6th day ·of July, r 9·42, in Washington County, Virginia; 
that said :loss was reported to an agent of the defendant com -
pany in Bristol, Vitginia, on.July 6, I 942; that on• the 8th day 
of July, 1:94·2, a statement in writing, at . the instance and re-
quest of the ·defendant company, was submitted by the plaintiff 
to one Ed F. Rauh, -an a:gent of ·the defendant, in which there 
was set forth, ·among other things,· the date.> of the loss, the 
value of th£: ·automobile, how the loss occurred, and a detailed 
discussion was entered into which gave the defendant insurance 
company information as to the value of the car insured, the 
amount ofins.urance thereon, the loss sustained, the value of ·the 
salvage, and certain details pertaining to the entire 
page 8 ~ transacticn, which statement in writing, dated July 
8, r 942, signed by Howard Greene, is in the pos-
session of the defendant company; that on July 6, r 942, plain-
tiff had an interview with a Mr. Lewis, who was an agent of 
the defendant company, and the said Lewis stated he would re-
port the loss, and stated he would repc1rt same to the Boswell 
Insurance Company, Incorporated, who was the .party who 
signed the policy of in~urance issued to plaintiff; that on Aug-
ust 22, 1942, another report in writing war. made by the plain-
tiff to the defendant, which statement in writing the defendant 
has in its possession, dated August 22, 1 942, signed by Howard 
Greene, witnessed by Ed F. Rauh: that in addition to the writ-
ten statements filed, plaintiff had .certain interviews with agents 
of the defendant, in which he undertook ·to set forth the loiss 
c.ustained, and plaintiff says he has complied fully with. the 
terms of the policy, except those waived by the defendant; that 
the defendant company denied liab!lity under its contract: that 
plaintiff, by his attorneys, under date c,f September 5, 1942, 
prior to the expiration of the sixty day period, demanded ·pay-
ment under the policy, and requested if there was any other 
pro~·f of loss required to please :notify plaintiff's attorneys; 
That on the 25th day of August, 1942, the plaintiff was 
arrested, upon a warrant charging plaintiff with the burning of 
said automobile in an effort to defraud the defendant 
page 9 ~ company; that a hearing was had upon said warrant 
on the 4th day of September, r 942, at r o A. M., be-
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fore the Hon. E. H. Mcr..;re, Trial Justice of Washington 
County, Virginia, at which time and place the said Ed F. Rauh 
appeared as a witness and testified in said action in fayor of the · 
Commonwealth, and stated that he had made an investigation 
on the transa.ction, that on July 8, 1942, plaintiff had ma.de de- · 
mand for payment, that he had made several trips to the office 
of the defendant and had interviews with the agent Rauh, that 
plaintiff had made claim for a specific amount and set forth the 
amount thdeof; that the said Rauh stated under oath that he 
had made an investigation and reported same tq .the defendant · 
company; that be had interviewed a number of witnesses and 
had made a report to his insurance company, namely; the de-: 
fendant, of what the witnesses had stated, th"t he had had con- · 
versations with the Hon. Roby C. Thompson, .Attorney for 
the Commonwealth of Washington County, Virginia, and 
thereupon a warrant was issued against the plaintiff; 
Plaintiff further avers that at said hearing a number of 
parties testified, who .came upon the scene where the car was 
consumed by fire; that Rauh was pre~ent at the ~earing of said 
ca,se; that the Trial Justice of Washington County referred 
said cause to the grand- jury of Washington County, and that a 
grand jury failed to find a true bill against plaintiff, and the 
plaintiff was released from custody; that Ed F. 
page 1 o ~ Rauh and others were present at the hearing of said 
cause, and Rauh appeared before the grand-jury, 
according to information and belief; that the defendant denied 
liability, and this in itself constitutes a waiver of all proofs of 
loss; that the defendant failed to furni1sh forms for proof of 
loss, or to even reply to said letter of September 5, 1 942; 
That said defendant, by its agents, had entered intc 
numerous discussions with tbe plaintiff with reference to the 
loss sustained by the plaintiff, and a complete report was made 
by the plaintiff to the defendant; that plaintiff advised de-
fendant's agents of the circumstan.ces surrounding the loss, the 
value of the automobile destroyed, the salvage value, and other 
details pertaining to the entire transacticn; that the defendant 
was fully apprised and had all the information necessary, and 
denied liabi]ity, apparently on the theory that the plaintiff was 
charged with the destruction of the automobile in an effort to 
defraud the insurance company, which allegation so made was 
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not supported by the findings of the grand-j'ury of Washington 
County; 
Plaintiff avers that he has fully complied with all the COIJ.-
ditions; that the defendant company waived all requirements of 
proof of loss by its denial of liability; that the defendant, 
through its various agents, were fully apprised of the loss and 
damage sustained, and this defendant, by its own, admission, 
went into the casf and investigated same thorough-
page 11 ~ ly; that at no time after this action was instituted 
did it assert that the plaintiff had not complied 
with the te.rms of the policy, but denied liability and did not ad-
vise the plaintiff at any time that be had failed to wmply with 
the policy by fu.rnishing due proofs of loss; that the plaintiff 
was not cognizant with all the provisions of said insurance 
policy as plaintiff never had actual custody and possession of 
the master pdicy referred to in the certificate is,med the plain-' 
tiff; that this plaintiff relied upon the defendant company after 
plaintiff had reported the loss, in person, to defendant's agent, 
and had a right to rely upon the defendant's agents, and this 
plaintiff repeatedly reported the details of the loss to the de-
fendant, and the defendant denied liability prior to the sixty day 
period, and was present at the hearing on the criminal charges, 
and was actively engaged, ~G· this plaintiff charges and avers. 
in the pr~ecution of this plaintiff, which prosecution. termi-
nated in favor of the plaintiff, and there were no real grounds 
upon which to bar.e a prosecution as this plaintiff had not vio-
lated any criminal law; that the car wa!= destroyed by fire; that 
information was furnished as to the details of the loss and the 
value of the automobile in question, and this defendant denied 
liability and refused to pay the plaintiff for the loss sustained, 
in accordance with the terms of the policy in question, and this 
defendant still refuses and fails to pay the plaintiff for the loss 
sustained. 
Plaintiff says he is advised it was not pr:per for the 
page 1 2 ~ said insurance company, after having obtained all 
the information possible, to deny liability on the-
ground that it was not apprised of the loss in the manner and 
form set forth in the plea in a1,atement filed by the defendant 
herein, and tbat said defendant is now estopped tc• a·!sert such a 
defense, a~ a _matter of law. and that it bas waived each and 
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every provision· of said policy of insurance which has not been 
.complied with, if any, by its conduct·herein; 
That reference is here made to each proof of loss filed, and 
plaintiff requests tne defendant company to produGe the orig-
inal policy of insurance and the statement in writing, signed 
by plaintiff, at the hearing of this action. Plaintiff moves to 
dismiss defendant's plea upon hearing. 
And this the plaintiff prays may be inquired of by the 
country~ 
T. L. HUTTON. 
Counsel for Plaintiff. 
page 13 ~ MOTION TO STRIKE OUT PLAIN-
TIFF'S SPECIAL REPLICATION,. 
filed November 25, 1942. 
Defendant moves the court to strike out plaintiff's special 
replication filed herein November 23, 1942, to defendant's plea 
in abatement, on the following grounds: 
r. It is bad for duplicity, in that it attempts. to set up 
more than one defense to the plea: it com bin es a general and a 
special replication and includes much that is neither. 
2. While lab'eled a "special replication", it .concludes to 
the country, which is only prcper in the case of a general repli-
cation. 
DONALD T. STANT. p. d. 
ORDER ON PLEADINGS, entered December 9, 1942 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and on the 
pleadings hereto.fore filed the Court gave the following opinion: 
"The Court i~ cf opinion on the plaintiff's notice of 
motion and the defendant's plea designated as a plea in abate-
ment; the plaintiff's replication designated as a [,pedal replica-
tion to the said plea: and the defendant's motion to 
page 14 ~ strike said replication and on argument of ccrunsel 
that the so-called plea in abatement is in fact a 
special plea in bar, that the replication thereto is a special repli-
cation to said plea in bar and that the defendant's motion to 
strike said replication is not well taken and must be overruled." 
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To. wh:ch acti:.,n: of the court in overruling its motion to· 
strike said replication:, the defendant by counsel excepted and 
stated that regardless of the nature of its plea designated a-. plea 
in abatement it reli'es upon its said motion to strike said plain-
tiff's. special· replication and' its aforesaid exception. 
Whereupon, the plaintiff by his. attorneys. moved that the· 
defendant's plea designated as a· pfea in abatement heretofore 
filed be rejected· as a plea in abatement and treated as a special 
plea in bar and that the plaintiff's replication heretofore filed 
designated as a. special replication to defendant's said plea be 
treated as a special replication to said special plea in bar and that 
the defendant's motion to strike said replication be denied, and 
on argument of counsel tine: c~'W.'t is. of opinion. t:ba-t. the· so-called 
plea in abatement is in fact a special plea in bar, that the repli-
cation thereto is a: special replication to said· plea in· bar and that 
die defendant's motion. to str:ike said replication is not well 
taken and must be overruled, and it is so crde.red, tc, which ac-
tion of the court the defendant by counsel excepted. 
Whereupon, piaintiff by counsel -moved that the 
page I 5 r defendant file such other pleas as it might be advis-
ed to· file, together with its grounds of defense·, and 
the defendant by wunsel moved that plaintiff be required to-
file his bill of particulars in which shall be in.eluded whether he 
relies upon a- lo~s or damage by collision: or by fire, which is 
accordingly ordered .. 
And it is further ordered that this case be set for trial on 
Tuesday, January 1 (), 194 3, at 10 o'dock a. m. 
BILL OF PARTICULARS, filed January 25, 1943. 
I 
Plaintiff here refer:, tc· the notice of motion. to the master 
policy of insurance . No. AC- 145 3 for the provisions thereof, 
to the certificate of insurance, No·. MPNF-279; plaintiff re-
que~ts the production of said master policy of insurance as plain-
tiff has never bad possession of same. 
Plaintiff here refers to the allegations in. the plea b'eretof.ore 
filed by the plaintiff herein for the provfricm: thereof; to the 
r.tatement in writing heretc.fore furnished defendant company. 
dated Julv 8, I 942, statP.ment in writing dated August 22. 
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I 942, and letter addressed by plaintiff's attorney to the Fire 
Adjustment Bureau, Bristol, Virginia, under date of Septem-
ber 5, I 942, the said defendant coll.lpany having re-. 
page I 6 ~ ferred the adjustment of loss to the Fire Adjust-
ment Bureau, Bristol, Virginia. 
II 
Plaintiff charges that on the 6th day of July, I 94~. his 
automobile was consumed by fire: that he notified the agent o.f 
the defendant's company on the same date; that on the 8th day 
of July, I 942, plaintiff had an interview with one Ed. F. Rauh, 
an agent of the defendant company, and furnished the said 
Rauh a statement in w.riting, dated July 8, I 942·, to which ref-
erence is here made; that a number of interviews were had by 
plaintiff with agents of the defendant company with reference 
to the lc1ss; that on the 22nd day of August, I 942, the de- · 
fendant requested another statement in writing, which was fur-
nished, to which reference is here made; that the defendant's. 
agents and employees were fully advised of all the facts and .cir-
cumstances incident to the loss sustained by the plaintiff; that 
negotiation[: were carried on with reference to a settlement be-
tween plaintiff and the defendant; that the defendant's agents 
had interviews with the States Motor Company, a Corporation, 
of Bristol, TenneStsee; that defendant was apprised of the facts 
and circumstances surrounding the less, the value of the auto-
mobile, the salvage yalue, the amount of the loss sustained, and 
all the facts and circumstances appurtenant to the transition and 
all facts and circumstances required by the provisions of the 
policy o.f insurance sued upon. 
page 17 ~ III 
Plaintiff charges and avers that if he fails to file proper 
proofs cf loss the defendant, by its acts and conduct, has waived 
each and every provision of the policy not fully complied with, 
if any; 'that the defendant undertcok to and did investigate the 
loss; that the defendant made a full investigation with refer~ 
ence to the value of the automobile, with reference to the details 
surrounding the loss; that the defendant's· agents interviewed 
witnesses that were present shortly after the car left the high-
way and was consumed by fire; that the defendant, through its 
agents and employee~. had many interviews witb plaintiff with 
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reference to t~:2 c.::.use of the loss, the amount of the ·loss, the 
value of the salvage, and with reference to the loss sustained by . 
plaintiff; that the said Ed F. Rauh, one o.f the defendant's 
agents, stated under oath that he had made an investigation and 
reported the facts to the defendant company, which investiga-
tion was made prior to, the expiration o.f the sixty day period 
mentioned in the policy; that the plaintiff, on the 25th of 
- August, I 942, was arrested on a criminal warrant, charging the 
plaintiff with the burning of said automobil'e in an effort to de-
fraud the said defendant company; that the defendant was plac-
ed in custody and was released on bend; that the_reupon a hear-
ing was had on the wa_rr~nt on tbe 4th of September, I 942, be-
fore the Honorable E. H. Moore, Trial Justice of 
page r 8 r Washington County, Virginia, at which time and 
place the iaid Ed F. Rauh, agent of the defendant, 
appeared and testified as a witness en behalf cif the common-
wealth in said a.ction, and stated under oath he had made an 
investigation, that plaintiff had made claim under his policy 
fe:r a specific amount of insurance, that the said Rauh had re-
ported the results of his investigation to the s.aid defendant. 
That tbe said matter was referred to a grand-jury of Wash-
ington Cc,unty, Virginia; that acwrding to information and 
belief the said Rauh appeared as a witness before said grand-
jury of Washington County in an- effort to indict the plaintiff 
on the ground that he h~d burned tbe automobile· in an effort 
to defraud said defendant company; that the said grand-jury 
of Washingtc•n. County, Virginia, refused to find_ an indict-
ment against plaintiff. 
Tha·t the defendant, through its agents and employees, was 
fully aware of all of ~aid proceedings, and this plaintiff avers 
that the defendant denied liability under its policy of insurance, 
and refused to pay the plaintiff any amount on account of the 
loss sustained by him; that such act and c::mduct en the part of 
the defendant constitutes a waiver of any requirements with ref-
erence to proo.f of loss under sa·id policy of insurance; that the 
defendant company failed to reply to an inquiry made by plain-
tiffs attorney, by letter addressed to an agent o.f the defendant 
wmpany on September 5, I 942, which letter 
page r 9 ~ stated, among other things, that according to in-
formation proofs of loss had been filed, and re-
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quested if there was· anything furthe.r in the way of proofs of 
loss which the defendant company required; tc, please so advise, 
to which letter plaintiff .received no reply; that under the stat~· 
ute in such cases made and provided, and under the decisions of 
the State of Virginia, this plaintiff says he is advised that each 
and every requirement· of said policy .. of insurance . with refer-
ence to proofs of lo~s has been waived by the acts and ccnduct 
of the defendant; that it denied liability; that it investigated the 
loss; that it accept'ed proofs of loss, without obje.ction, which 
were furnished; that it. failed to furnish forms en which to 
make proof o.f loss, if any proofs' of loss were required; that the 
defendant was fully apgrised of the. details surrounding the loss 
sustained by the plaintiff under said policy of insurance, and 
plaintiff avers he is advised that the defendant compatiy is nc,w 
estopped to assert as a defense to this action that proper proofs 
of loss were not furnished, or that plaintiff's failure to file 
proofs of less constituted a defense to this action. 
IV. 
Plaintiff cha.rges that his automobile was consumed ·by 
fire; that he was driving same in connection with his business; 
that he left Bristol during the early morning hours and had 
traveled by way of Abingdon to North Holston, 
. page 20 r and thence returned to Glade Spring, and was en-
route to· DamaS'.cus, Virginia; that he was sleepy 
and tired; that he recalled having lighted a cigarette a short time 
before the car left the highway: that the car left the highway, 
ran over an embankment, through a fence and turned over and 
was consumed by fire; tbat he does not recall that the cigarette 
which he lighted a short :.:ime prior to the overturning of said 
automobile was extinguished, or what happened to it, but says 
that the car left the highway, ran ov~r an embankment, turned 
over and was almost totally destroyed by fire, and resulted in a 
total loss with the exc.eption of a small· salvage value; that· said 
car, after it left t~e highway, collided with some object and later 
was consumed by fire. 
V 
Plaintiff charges and avers that the defendant is indebted 
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to the plaintiff in the amount mentioned and set forth in the 
notice of motion, to which reference is here made. 
HOWARD GREENE, 
By Counsel. 
page 2 1 r MOTION F_OR FURTHER BILL 
OF PARTICULARS, filed 
December 29, 1942. 
Defendant objects to the bill of particulars filed herein, 
and moved the court to require a more specific statement there-
of, on the following grounds: 
1. Clause I merely refers to the notice and other papers 
and does not ccnstitute particulars of claim or information as to 
what is relied upon. 
2. Clause II states the automobile was consumed by· fire, 
but does not state whether loss by fire is relied upon. The bal-
ance of the clause may be intended to claim a waiver of the 
policy requirement for furnishing proof of loss, but does not 
say so. 
3. Clause III dces not say that plaintiff either did or did 
not furnish proof of loss within the time required by the policy, 
but merely that, if he failed to do s::), defendant has waived 
policy provisions not complied with. 
The last paragraph of this clause says defendant denied 
liability and that such denial is a waiver of the proof of loss 
requirement, and immediately following is the statement that 
it "accepted prcofs of loss without objection." 
. ' 
The bill of particulars rbould say whether plaintiff relies 
upon what has been done as a .compliance with the policy pro-
vision requiring proof of loss or whether he will rely up~n a 
waiver. This can be done in short and simple language. 
4. Clause IV gays the automobile was consumed by fire. 
but nowhere is it stated that loss or damage by fire 
page 2 2 ~ fr the thing relied upon in this suit. 
A part of the same sentence in tbs clause says that 
the car left the highway, "collided with f.Ome object and later 
was conrnmed by fire". Here again the bill fai]s to ·:om ply with 
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the order of December 9, 1942, which requires plaintiff to in-
clude in his bill of particulars ''whether he relies. upon a loss 
or damage by collision or by fire." Nowhere is it stated 
whether loss or damage by .collision or by fire is relied upon. 
5. It fails to give any particulars as to damage, but only 
refe.rs to the notice, which does not particularize alleged dam-
ages. It should show the amount of damage claimed to have , 
been done by whatever ground plaintiff may finally state he 
will rely upon. For instance. if loss by fire is relied upon, how 
much damage is claimed to have been .caused by fire: as distin-
guished from any prior damage sustained. 
The bill dces not give any more pa.rticulars of plaintiffs 
claim, or just what is relied upon. than does the notice. 
ROBY C. THOMPSON, 
DONALD T. ST ANT. 
Attorneys for Defendant. 
page 23 ~ ORDER ON BILL OF PARTIC-
ULARS. entered January 26, 1943. 
Defendant's motion for further bill of particulars was this 
day argued by counsel for the respective parties, and upon .con-
sideration whereof the court doth hold that the bill of partic-
ulars is sufficient, and doth overrule defendant's said motion, 
to which action of the court the defendant excepted. 
An order having heretofore been entered requiring defend-
ant to file its grounds of defense, this case is again set for trial 
on Thursday, February I 8, 1943. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. filed February 2. 1943. 
In addition to such matte.rs as may be relied upon under its 
plea of the general issue, defendant will rely upon the following 
as its grounds of defense. 
1. Plaintiff intentionally, ca~elessly and negligently al-
lowed the automobile in question to burn. and made no effort 
to extinguish the fire or to minimize damage to the car. 
2. Plaintiff has not complied with. but has violated the 
followng provisic,n of the certificate and policy sued on: 
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''Protection of Salvage. In the event of any loss or dam .. 
age, whether insured against hereunder or not, the assured shall 
protect the property from other or further loss or damage, and 
any such other or further loss or damage due direct-
page 24 ~ ly or indirectly to the Assured's failure to prote.ct 
shall not be recoverable under this policy. Ap.y 
such act of the Assured or this Company or its agents: in recover-
ing, saving and preserving the property described herein, shall be 
considered as done for the benefit of all concerned and without 
prejudice to the rights of either party, and where the loss or 
damage suffered constitutes a claim under this policy, then all 
reasonable expenses thus incurred shall also constitute a claim 
under this policy, provided. however, that this Company shall 
not be responsible for the payment of a reward offered for the 
recovery of tbe insured property unless authorized by this 
Company.'' 
3. Plaintiff has in no event sustained loss or damage to 
the extent claimed and is not entitled to damages to such ex-
tent under the terms of the policy. 
ROBY C. THOMPSON, 
DONALD T. STA~T. p. d. 
page 25 ~ ORDER, entered February 18, 1943. 
This day came the parties by their attorneys, and the de-
fendant filed its grounds of defense, to which the plaintiff re-
plied, and issue is joined. Thereupon came a jury of seven, 
to-wit: W. B. Shupe, H. C. McFaddin, H. F. Counts, Z. A. 
Hayter, J. A. Carty, D. J. Johnson and Howard Little, who 
were selected and swcm a.ccording to law to try the issue in this 
case, and having partly heard the evidence, but the trial of this 
case running to such a length that it could not be concluded on 
this day, the jurors aforesaid are adjourned until tomorrow 
morning at ten o'clock. 
page 26 ~ ORDER, en.tered February 19, 1943. 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and the 
jury swc:rn to try the issue in this case appeared in court pur-
suant to adjournment on yesterday, and having fully heard the 
evidence, in~tru.ctions of the Court and argument of counsel, re-
tired to their room to consider of their verdict and after some 
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time returned into court having found the following verdict: 
"We the Jury find for the complainant $800.00 less $ r 25.00 
for salvage and deduction bal. $675.00. H. C. McFaddin, 
. . . 
foreman." 
Whereupon the defendant, by counsel, moved the Court to 
set aside the verdict of the jury, and enter final judgment in its 
favor, or failing therein, to award it a new trial upon grounds 
to be assigned in writing. · 
page 27 r GROUNDS OF MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE VERDICT, filed Feb. 27, 1943. 
Defendant having heretofore moved the court to set aside 
the verdict of the jury and to enter final judgment in its favor, 
or failing to award it a new trial, assigns the following grounds 
in suppcrt of said motion: 
1. The court erred in refusing to grant a continuance on 
defendant's motion, by reason of the absence of a material wit-
ness. 
2. The verdict is contrary to law and is without sufficient 
evidence to support it. 
3. The courlt ened in giving instructions offered by 
plaintiff and in refusing to give instructions offered by de-
fendant. 
4. The court erred in allowing .certain evidence, duly ob-
jected to, to be given at the instance of plaintiff, and in refus-
ing to allow the introduction of certain evidence offered by de-
fendan·t. 
5. The verdict is excessive and shows that the only real 
and substantial evidence of the cash value of the automobile 
in question was disregarded by the jury. 
6. The court erred in overruling defendant's motion to 
declare a mistrial on account of the imp.roper conduct of one 
of the jurors in talking with the plaintiff in the absence of the 
court and counsel. 
ROBY C. THOMPSON, 
DONALD T. STANT, p. d. 
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page 28 ~ ENAL ORDER, entered May 25, 1943 
The defendant, heretofore and within the time allowed by 
former order of this court, having filed the grounds of its mo-
tion to set aside the verdict of the jury and to enter final judg-
ment in its favor, or failing therein to a ward it a new trial, the 
same was this day argued by counsel for the plaintiff and de-
fendant. And the ccurt being advised of its decision doth 
overrule said motion and every ground thereof. 
Accordingly, it is ordered that the plaintiff recover· of the 
defendant the· sum of $675.00, with interest thereon from Feb-
ruary 19, 1943, until paid, and the costs of this proceeding, to 
all of which ·action of the court the defendant excepts. 
And defendant indicating its desire to apply to the 
Supreme Court of Appeals for a writ of error and supersedeas, 
exe·cution: of this judgment is suspended for ninety days from 
this date, conditioned upon the execution, within fifteen days 
from this date, d a suspending bond, conditioned according to 
law, with surety to be approved by the clerk, in the penalty of 
$100.00. 
page 30 ~ CERTIFICATE OF EXC;EPTIONS 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, tcigether with all 
the motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the respec-
tive parties, the action of the Court in respect thereto; all the in-
structions offered, amended, granted and refused, and the objec-
tions and exceptions thereto, and all other incidents of the trial 
of the case of Howard Green, Plaintiff, v. City of New York 
Insurance Company of New York, Defendant. tried in the· Cir-
cuit Co~irt of Washington County, Virginia. at Abingdon, on 
February 18 and 19, 1943, before the Honorable Walter H. 
Robertson, Judge of the Twenty-third Judi.cial Circuit, and 
a Jury. 
APPEARANCES: 
Dick B. Rouse, Esq., c.f Bristol, Virginia, 
H. E. Widener, Esq., of Bristol, Virginia, and 
T. L. Hutton, Esq., of Abingdon, Virginia, 
Counsel for Plaintiff. 
Donald T. Stant, Esq., of Bristol, Virginia, 
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Roby C. Thompson, Esq., of Abingdon, Virginia, 
Counsel for Defendant. 
Mrs. Ruth M. Lewis, of B,ristol, Virginia, 
Court Reporter. 
page 3 1 ~ The Clerk: 
Howard Green v. City of New York Insurance 
Company of New York. 
. - . 
The Court: 
Are you ready in this case, gentlemen? 
Mr. Hutton: 
The plaintiff is ready. 
Mr. Thompson.: 
If your Honor please, we are not ready. We have one wit-
ness, who has not been summoned, who is a very important 
witness, and he is not here. We have his statement and know 
he is important, and we do not feel we could safely go to trfal 
without him. 
Mr. Widener: 
Why wasn't he summoned? 
Mr. Thomp~on: 
They said he was in West Virginia. He lives up here in 
the upper end of the county. I inquired of his son and he said 
he would be back Saturday. He said he was here January 19, 
I believe, when the case was set before. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I had him recognized for that time. 
Mr. Thompson: 
When he learned the case was not going to be tried, he 
went out to West Virginia, sci his son told me. 
We had a subpoena issued February 2nd for him, and we 
have exercised all the diligence we could to have him here. We 
did not know he would not be here until a little while ago, al-
though the Sheriff told me late yesterday evening he had not 
been able to find him. 
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page 32 r Mr. Hutton: 
Is it Mr. Widener. Senior? 
Mr. Thompson: 
Yes, W. D. Wid!:mer. 
Mr. Hutton:· 
We had him recognized here for the first day of the term. 
I think his evidence is purely cumulative. The father and son 
were present and we both have their statements. I don't think 
the father could testify to anything the son couldn.' t testify to, 
and a number of othe,r witnesses who were present. 
Mr. Dexter Widener is a son of W. D. Widener, and they 
reside in the same house. As I recall they both went to this 
place at the same time, or approximately the same time, and I 
don't think anything could be brought out in Mr. W. D. Wide-
ner's testimony that would not be in Mr. Dexter Widener's tes-
timony, as well as the testimoo·y of a number of other wit-· 
nesses. 
Mr. Thompson: 
We thought probably that was true, and we have Mr. W. 
D. Widener's statement-that is the witness who is absent-
and Mr. Dexter Widener is present.· 
We have just cc;mcluded a conference with Mr. Dexter 
Widener and have gone over the statement of his father with 
him, and there are things in his father's statement that he does 
not know about and cannot testify about. We have just gone 
over that a few minutes ago with Mr. Dexter Widener, with a 
view of going on with this trial if we could show the same 
thing by Mr. Dexter Widener. Mr. Stant and myself have 
just come out of a conference with Mr. Dexter 
page 3 3 r Widener a few minutes ago, and matters are in his 
father's statement which he cannot testify about. 
and they are matters absolutely essential and important to the 
trial of this case. 
The Cou_rt: 
Do you say the witness cannot be served now? 
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Mr. Thompson: 
No, sir, he can't, but he is a resident of this county. He 
is just temporarily out and has gone over there in West Vir-
ginia to visit his daughter, so his son, Dexter Widener, told us 
this morning. 
The Court: 
This case has been set for sometime, and the jury is back 
bere today just for this case. These things happen so often it 
ru·ns the expense up terribly. I think you might have gotte·n a 
continuance if we had known about it in time to have stopped 
the jury. 
Mr. Thompson: 
If you.r Honor please, I didn: t know about it until yes-
terday afternoon. Mr. Hamilton, the deputy sheriff. told me he 
was in West Virginia, and I thought then we might go on into 
trial, as Mr. Hutton indicated, that is, by proving the same 
things by his son, Dexter Widener, but when we had a confer-
ence with Dexter we found there are some statements he doesn't 
know about. 
The Couirt: 
Do you have his statement? 
page 34 ~ Mr. Thompson: 
Yes, sir. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I said I had it, but I don't have it. 
The Court: 
Let's go in the office· a minute. 
(NOTE: Thereupon the Court, Counsel and Re-
porter went into Chambers, where the following proceed-
ings were had:) 
Mr. Stant: 
Here is the original statement, but I believe it is easier to 
read from the typewritten copy. (The copy was handed to 
the Court.) 
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The Court: 
What is there in here you cannot prove by these other wit-
nesses? Three of them beside Green were thlere. 
Mr. Thompson: 
We talked to the other two and in this statement there a,:-e 
some things they -say they don't know about, that they were 
separated for awhile, and that they cannot testify to them. 
Mr." Stant: 
One is a twelve year old boy, and he heard very little of 
that. You will notice in the statement it shows they were sep-
arated, and right much took place while they were separated 
that Dexter Widener did not hear. 
Mr. Hutton: 
May we see the statement you have? 
Mr. Thompson: 
Not unless his Honor thinks you ought to. 
The Ccurt: 
I want to know what they think about the continuance? 
page 3 5 ~ Mr. Hutton: 
I don't know what is in the statement, or what they 
want to prove by it. 
The Court: 
Gentlemen, I believe I will overrule the motion. These 
gentlemen haven't seen the statement. Of course if they did 
not oppose the continuance it might make it some different. 
but I don't believe from what I have seen there, just the state-
ment on its face, that it entitles you to a continuance. 
Mr. Stant: 
A part of what I want to say has probably been said by 
Mr. Thompson, but we do want to avow that according to a 
written stat,ement of W. D. Widener, which we have, and which 
he signed, there are material facts bearing on the defense of this 
.case which he knows, including conversations with the plain-
tiff, which were had out of the presence of Dexter Widener, 
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artd out of the presence of the little twelve year old boy, Bub 
Widener, and that they occurred while W. D. Widener and the 
p~aintiff were up in the road, and at that time none of the 
other witnesses were present or anywHere around the grounds; 
that we have talked with Dexter Widener this morning, and 
avow that we cannot prove some of these statements that Mr. 
W. D. Widener made by anyc·ne else, for the simple reason that 
no one else was present but the plaintiff at that time. Do you 
want to say anyt~ing further? 
pags 36 r Mr. Thompson: 
And that a summons for W. D. Widener was is-
sued on February 2nd, and placed in the hands of the Sheriff 
of Washington County; that W. D. Widener is a resident of 
this .county, and is tempo·rarily out of the county, in the state 
of West Virginia, visiting his daughter; and, that his son, Dex-
ter Widener, informed us this morning he is planning to re-
turn to this county on the 19th of this month and, so. far as he, 
Dexter Widener, knew, that W. D. Widener would be available 
as a witness by the next term of the Court. 
The Court:-
You are not going to put that statement in the record? 
It seems to m:e your statement of what you would prove is 
rather inconsistent with that statement itself, because it doesn't 
indicate the others weren't present, but rather indicates the 
otht?rs (interrupted) -
(NOTE: This matter was discussed at length be-
tween the Court and Counsel.) 
Mr. Stant: 
All right. We will show counsel the statement already 
shown the Court o.f W. D. Widener. For convenience in read-
ing the statement we will give them a typewritten copy of his 
statement. 
(Mr. Stant handed paper to counsel for the plaintiff, 
who retired for a conference.) 
p~ge 37 r Mr. Hutton: 
If the Court please, since Mr. Stant has shown us the state-
ment of W. D. Widener, on which he relies for a co,n,tinuance, 
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we won't agree for the statement to be read before the jury in 
the absence of this witness, and if a continuance is granted we 
would request the Court to require the defendant .company to 
pay the costs of the wntinuance, and pay the costs up to dare. 
The Court: 
I believe that the plaintiff either ought to oppose the con-
tinuance or not oppose it, and I take it you do oppose it. Of 
oourse the Court will use its own disdetion about imposing 
conditions. • 
I overrule the motion, unless counsel on the other side 
request, or join in the request of counsel for the plaintiff, that 
it be continued at cfufendant' s cost. Of course it would have to 
be .continued at defendant's cost, but I don't think I would im-
pose the other conditions, because I have never done that as I 
know of. 
Mr. Stant: 
The motion for a continuance having been overrul;ed, after 
we fumished the statement to counsel for the plaintiff, counsel 
for defendant excepts. 
I think it would be proper to have this statement which 
we showed them copied in the record. 
The Court: 
I think so. 
page 38 ~ (Thereupon the statement c·f W. D. Widener was 
filed as Defendant's Exhibit No. 1, on Motion for 
a Continuance, said statement being in the words and fig-
_ures following, to-wit:) 
"STATEMENT OF W. D. WIDENER. LODI. VA. 
My name is W. D. Widener. I live on Mrs. R. R. Pres-
ton's farm. On Monday, July 6, I 942, about 6: 1 5 A. M., my 
son Dexter Widener told me there was a car in th~ ditch below 
our house at the road, and that he believed it was a fire. I and 
Dexter and "Bub" went down and found the Green boy setting 
up on the edge of the road looking at the car. Smoke was .com-
ing out of the inside of the body and the car was lying on its 
left s:ide. He had a sack and a roll of papers and was setting 
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on them. We asked him if he was hurt and he said he never got 
a scratch. There was no blaze of any sort and Dexter who had 
come along too, went down and opened the docir and looked in. 
There was no fire visible and for that matter very little. smoke. 
I asked Mr. Green if we shouldn't get a bucket or two of water 
and put the °fire out since that is all it would have taken. He 
said not to do a thing as water might cause it to explode, and 
besides. he wanted it all to go together. We stood around and 
talked for five or ten minutes. He told us how he had gone to 
skep and that he last he remembered he was smoking a cigarette. 
No fire had still developed. and I asked him again to let us get a 
few buckets c.f water and put it out, and he again 
page 39 r refused. He again stated it should all go together. 
I then asked him to Det us take the tires off since 
they looked like new casings and rubber is so scarce. He then 
said he had insurance and was not supposed to take anything 
off of it. He said as it was he would have to pay $50.00 to 
have it fixed and that when it all went tc·gether, he would pay 
$50.00 and get a new car. When he refused to let us do a 
thing, I told him if that was the way he felt about it, we would 
go on back to the house and eat our breakfast. A car come 
al'ong and Mr. Green rode in to Damascus with him. The car 
started to blaze just before he left. I suppcse I and my son were 
at the scene of the car about thirty minutes before Robert Pres-
ton arrivied. There was no fire visible when Mr. Preston arriv-
ed. We went on back to the house. After breakfast we saw 
the car really burning. We all hated to s.ee a '42 model car de-
stroyed and particularly the tires. We could have taken the 
tires off after he left but he had told us not to touch it. 
(s) W. D. WIDENER 
Witness: Ed F. Rauh, 
Bristol, Tenn. 
7-23-42 
I have read the above statement and it is true. Mr. Green 
did not ha~e much to say after I arrived, but there 
page 40 r was no fire that I could see when I arrived. 
(s) ROBERT PRESTON 
Witness: Ed. E. Rauh 
Bristol, Tenn. 
7-23-42 
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Dr. George W. Leavell 
(NOTE: While the Motion for a continuance was being 
discussed, Mr. Widener, of coun5el for the plaintiff, moved the 
Court to requirie defendant to make its grounds of defense more 
specific by stating whether it contended plaintiff burned· his : 
.car, claiming the grounds filed were· evasive as to that;.whicb . · 
motion the Court overruled and plaintiff excepted.) · 
(The Court, Counsel and Reporter returned into the 
courtroom.) 
NOTE: The jury was called by the Clerk, sworn on 
their vo.ir dire, and duly examined by the Court. No questions 
were asked by counsel for plaintiff or defendant. The jury list 
was handed to counsel and a jury to try the case was thereupon 
selected and sworn. 
All witnesses were sworn and excluded from the court-
room. 
Opening statements were then made. by Mr. Hutton, on 
behalf of the plaintiff; and by Mr. Thompson, on behalf of 
the defendant. 
page 41 ~ DR. GEORGE W. LEAVELL the first witness, 
called by and on behalf of the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. · I You are Dr. George W. Leavell? 
A. I am. 
Q. 2 Where do you pra.ctice, Doctor? 
A. In Bristol, Washington and Sullivan Counties. 
Q. 3 How many years have you known Mr. Howard 
Green, the plaintiff in this action? · 
A. Seven or eight years. 
Q. 4 What is your occupation and where have you 
practiced your profession? 
A. Since I have been in Bristo,l I have been in general 
practice. 
Q. 5 You are a medical doctor? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 6 How many years have you been practicing? 
A. For thirty years. 
Q. 7 Where did you practice before you .came to Bris-
tol? 
A. In China. 
Q. 8 You were a medical missionary to China? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 4·2 ~ Q. 9 How long have you known Mr. Howard 
Green? 
A. Seven or eight years. 
Q. Io Do you know the people with whom he associa~es 
in Bristol and the vicinity of Bristol? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 r Do you know his gen1eral reputation as an up-
right, honest man, and for truth and veracity in .that section? 
A. Yes, sir. I attended his sister in childbirth a1ntl his 
mother and father, and have be·en in his house -a number of 
times and have known him very intimately. 
Q. 1 2 Do you knoy Jnything wrcmg concerning his moral 
character in any way whatsoever? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, I don't think that is the way to ask him. It 
is his general reputation. 
Q. I 3 What is his general reputation for truth and ve-
racity? 
A. It is excellent. 
Q. 14 Havie you ever heard of him being in trouble of 
any kind in your life? 
A. He had a motorcycle accident. 
Q. I 5 I mean any conflict with the law? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I 6 And you have known the family and him for 
many years? 
A. Yes, sir, seven1 or eight years. 
page 43 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
X. r Doctor, I take it your acquaintance with Mr. 
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Green bas been la.rgely in a -professional capacity? 
A. Yes, sir. My first intimate contact with him. He 
bas been in my office a number of times as well as I have been 
in his ooime. 
X. 2 You, of course, kniow nothing about the circum-
stances of the case we are trying here? 
A. · No, sir, except what I have heard here this morning. 
(Witness excused). 
GROVER FLEENOR, the next witness, called by the 
plaintiff, being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 1 Mr. Fleenor, where were yiou reared? 
A. Benhams, Washington County, Virginia. 
Q. 2 Have you worked in Washington County, Vir-
ginia; if so, at what? 
A. Well, I ha.ve been in Bristol, Virginia, on the 
page 44 r police force. I went to work there in December, 
1923, and outside of twto yea;rs and two months 
when I worked up here, I have been there since that time. 
Q. 3 What did you do up here? 
A. Police officer. 
Q. 4 In the town of Abingdon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 Do· you know Howard Green, and the people with 
whom he associates? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 6 Do you know his gen~ral reputation for truth anc;I 
veracity in Bristol? 
A. I do. 
Q. 7 Is that good or bad? 
A. Extra good. 
Q. 8 Do you know his general ,reputatilOn as being an 
upright and honest man, and a man having good moral charac-
ter? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. 9 Is that reputation good or bad? 
A. Extra good. 
Q. Io Has he ever .come in conflict with the law, crim-
inal law, so far as you know? . 
A. I never heard a word against his character in any way. 
Q. 1 I How long have you known him? 
page 45 r A. All his life. 
Q. 12 Do you know his family? 
A. Yes, sir, I kno:w them as well as I do anybody nearly. 
(No cross examinadon.) 
(Witness excused.) 
B. K. BARB the next witness, .called by the plaintiff, being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 1 What is your name? 
A. B. K. Barb. 
Q. 2 What is your present position in Washington 
County? 
A. Deputy Sheriff. 
Q. 3. Where were you born and raised? 
A. Bristol, Virginia. 
Q. 4 Do ylou know Howard Green? 
A. Yes, sir, I do. 
Q. 5 How many years have you known him and his 
family and his associates? 
A. I have known him for two· years. 
Q. 6 Do you feel you kmow his general reputa-
page 46 r tio.n in the community in which he resides in and 
around Brist.o,l, for truth and veracity? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 7 Is that reputation good or bad? 
A .. Good. 
Q. 8 What is his reputation fo.r moral character as to 
being an honest, upright character? 
A. It is good. 
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Q. 9 Ever hear it questioned? 
A. · No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. TI?-ompson: 
X. 1 You say you have been knowing him for two 
years? 
A. Yes., sir. 
(Witness excused.) 
HOW ARD GREEN. the plaintiff, called in his own be-
half, being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as fol-
lows~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton·: 
Q. 1 You are Howard Green? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 Hc1w old are you? 
A. I am twenty-four now. 
page 4 7 r Q. 3 Where were you born and reared? 
A. I was born in Sullivan County. 
Q. 4 Tennessee? 
A. Yes, sir, at Emmetts, Tennessee. I moved to Bristol, 
Virginia, wh0n I was about six and lived at the same address, 
3 3 I Vance S~eet, Bristol, Virginia, ever since. 
Q. 5 Do your parents reside in Bristol? 
A. Y e·s, sir. 
Q. 6 You reside with your parents? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 7 What does your father do? 
A. Well, for about eighteen yea,rs he has been with the 
Southern Railway until December I 5th he was transferred from 
Bristol, I mean to Bristol from Appalachia, and he has a leave 
of absence and is working at Bristol Aircraft at the present time. 
Q. 8 What positions have you held in and around Bris-
tol during the last three c,r four years? 
A. I first .worked at Big Jack two and a half years and 
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Gray Hosiery Mills for about four years, and worked at the 
Herald Courier for approximately a year, I suppose, and now I 
am back at the Gray Hosiery Mill. 
Q. 9 I believe you are a crippled man~ are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 10 Now did you purchase an automobile 
page 48 ~ from the States Motor Company and, if m, when? 
That is, the automobile involved in this collision 
and, if so, what kind of car was it, and what did you pay for ir? 
A. '42 Model Ford. Coach. I paid $975 for it. I 
bought it in '4 I, October 7. 
Q. 1 r Did you put any extra equipment on that auto.-
mobile? 
A. Yes, sir. I had seat covers and an oil filter put on it 
before it was took put ·cf the shop, and then I took it to the 
F~restone Store and had a radio and heater put on it. 
Q. 12 Did you have insurance on the automobile? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. r 3 Had you paid for the .car or not when you bought 
it? 
A. No, sir. I had only paid about ten payments, I think 
I owed $4 3 2 balance on the car. 
Q. 14 Were you required to execute a note and secure 
that note by some lien on the autcmobile and leave that with 
the seller, the States· Motor Company? 
A. Yes, sir, the same as all new automobiles, I suppose. 
I had a contract with them to pay it out over a certain length 
of time, and I signed a note. · 
Q. 15 State if they required you to have inisurance on 
that automobile before you took it out of their possession? 
A. They did. I had to have $50 deductible and Fire and 
Theft Insurance. 
Q. 1 6 Was the title to that automobile in your 
page 49 ~ name? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 7 And you are a resident of Bristol, Virginia, and 
were at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 8 And the States Motor Company, Inco,rporated, is 
that located o,n1 the Tennessee side of Bristol? 
5 8 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 9 I hand you what is termed Certificate· No,. 
MPNF-279. On the top of this is "Named Assured's Copy-
Automobile Certificate o.f Insurance-City of New York In-
surance Company of New York". · Is this the policy which was 
issued to you? 
A. That was mailed to me. It came to1 me through the 
mail sometime late.r, after I had signed everything, and bought" 
the car, this came to me through the mail at a later date. 
Q. 20 The original policy which is referred to here as 
the "Master Policy" shows No. AC-1453. Was that ever in 
your possession.? 
A. No, sir. That is the only thing I ever had, that sheet 
there. 
Q. 2 1 This paper here? 
A. That is it. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We offer this Certificate in evidence as Howard Green Ex-
hibit No. 1. 
page 50 ~ (Thereupon said Certificate was marked and filed 
as Howard Green Exhibit No. 1, the original of 
which is made a part of this record.) 
Q. 22 I notice here this covers a certain automobile de-
scribed therein, from October 7, 1941 to October 7, 1942, and 
exttended to April 7, 1943, n·oon. Were all these places filled 
in at the States Motor Company? 
A. Yes, sir, as it is. 
Q. 23 I notice they charged a total premium of $43.70. 
Was that being paid? 
A. It was being paid over the length and time it all run. 
through the payments on the car. 
Mr. Stant: 
Nobody questions that. It makes no difference if it was 
paid or not, it was in force. 
Q. 24 How much was the note you signed and gave the 
States Motor Company; do you recall the principal amount 
of the note? 
A. I don't recall. I had a $400 down payment on the 
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car. It was $975 but the insurance and finance charges went 
on top of that and I don't remember what the exact amount 
due was. · 
Q. 25 You stated in this the actual cost, induding equip-
ment, was $975. Was that before or after you put the new 
equipment on it? 
A. That was plain, wit_hout anything on it, without the 
oil filter or seat covers or anything, just as it set in 
page 5 I r the shop. 
Q. 26 What was the value of this new equipment 
in addition to this $975? 
A. I would say approximately $75 or $ 1 oo in all. 
Q. 27 $75 to $100? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 28 It shows here you were to pay an unpaid balance 
of $729.64 represented by monthly payments of $40.54 each. 
Were you paying those notes to the holder of that note? 
A. Yes, sir, to States Motor Company. 
Q. 29 Now 01n: th-e date of this loss do you recall how 
much you owed the States Motor Company? 
A. $43 2 and some odd cents. I don't remember just 
exactly. 
Q. 30 Was it $432.72? 
A. Yes, sir, $432.72, that is it. 
Q. 3 1 I want you to state what position you were work-
ing at on the date of this· loss, which was July 6, 1942, I be-
lieve? 
A. I was empl:oyed by the Bristol Herald Courier and 
had what they called a motor route delivery of wholesale and 
retail newspapers through this county and through Saltville and 
through that route. 
Q. 32 Was· the date of this loss July 6, 1942? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 5 2 r Q. 3 3 On the morning of July 6th what time 
did you leave Bristol, and what did you leave with? 
A. I left the usual time, right around two o'clock, with 
my newspaper bundles, and mail bags, and papers I always 
left there with. 
Q. 34 What were the mail bags, where were you taking 
mail? 
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A. I left tw'C> at Abingdon, at the station, to be picked 
up by some other party and taken this way, to,wards Greendale 
and through there, and the others I delivered to Glade Spring 
and Damascus artd I had another one that went to Saltville. 
Q. 35 Trace you~elf from the time you left Bristol until 
this occurrence. That was two o'clock, a. m., when you left 
Bristol, was it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 6 Trace yourself frcm the time you left Bristol until 
the car went ov·er in M;r. Preston's field near Lodi in this 
county? 
A. I left Bristol approximately at two o'clock, and came 
up the highway on my regular route to Dr. Teeter's, where the 
old highway crossed to the Wallace pike, and I turned and went 
out through the Barytes and through Kingtown and the airport 
and back out to Mr. Sheffey's place where· the road comes out 
on the h~ghway straight through to where the_road cuts through 
town to the right, and I took that road and came through -
Q. 37 What t1own are you talking about? 
page 5 3 ~ A. Right here in Abingdon. And I came on 
through here and tu:rned off to my right on the 
main highway and came out on the main road of the railroad 
and across and went straight to the railroad station and put my 
mail bags off as I was supposed to, and went back to Smith's 
Cafe- · 
Q. 38 Smith's Cafe is located on Main Street in Abing-
don? 
A. Yes, sir, right out from the station!. And I stopped 
there, as 1 did every morning, and I left there and came up this 
way, ·straight 101n through ·up to the bridge up here. 
Q. 39 That is east of Abingdon? 
A. Yes, sir. And took the ·.road to my left out toward 
Meadowview and went on through Meadowview, through 
Emory, into Glade Springs, and from there I went on to, I 
think it is .called McCalls Gap, into Plasterco and Saltville, and 
to North Holston. That is my turning ·point .right there. 
Q. 40 North Holston is in Smyth County? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 41 How far is North Holston from Bristol, do you 
know? 
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A. The little running around I did, I didn't go exactly 
straight, I believe it is around sixty ·miles. 
Q. 42 Where did you go then? 
A. I came ha.ck to Saltville and took a little short cut 
through tlrere across a hill •over to the quarry, and from there 
I came back down to the forks of the road toward 
page 5 4 ~ Plasterco and came· back then through Glade Spring 
to my left and out over to Mason's, to Mason's 
Place over there. 
Q. 43 Mason's Place is located on the Lee Highway? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 44 Hoy, far is that south of Glade Spring? 
A. I believe it is about one mile. 
Q. 45 Did you stop at Mason's Place? 
A. Yes, sir. There is where I stopped that morning. 
Q. 46 Why did you stiop there? 
A. To wash my face. 
Q. 4 7 What did you do there 
A. I stopped and got out and wet my handker.chief and 
wiped off my face and dried it off and rolled my glass down. 
Q. 48 Why did you do that? 
A. In order to keep me awake. I had been asleep or dor.z-
ing off and on on all my route. 
Q. 49 Mason's Place is what kind of place? 
A. A service station, I reckon. I never was there in: the 
daytime. It is a service station and probably a little lunch 
.room there. 
Q. 5 0 yiQrl.l washed your face? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 55 ~ Q. 51 Then where did you go? 
A. I got back in my car and came down the road 
a few feet and took the ri:iad to my left toward Lodi on my way 
co Damascus, and I came through there and lit my cigarette 
probably two or three miles from there. After crossing the 
bridge I started on the crooked road that is all through there, 
and I drove almost t1c1 where I wrecked, and I took this curve, 
and the curve is to you.r left, an:d when I went around that .curve 
I barely remembered turning my wheel to make the curve, and 
at th~ time I lost my senses then, and I didn't know anything 
'til I went over the bank to my left, and I heard a noise of hit-
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ting a post or something, and the right fender hit the telephone 
pio,le and it turned ove.r on its. left side, and it seemed it was 
ready to fall over on the top, anrd it would keep on rolling, but it 
didn't, so I managed to get my mail bags and bundles out that I 
had to take on to Damascus, and left the things that didn't have 
to be delivered in the car and my coat. . 
Q. 5 2 What became of the cigarette ycu had? 
A. I never remembered-I possibly dropped it out when 
I wrecked. I -never seen it no mo,re and it never entered my 
mind. 
Q. 53 Did you have mail pouches sealed and locked? 
A. I had two sealed. 
Q. 54 And you had left some of that character in Ab-
ingdon, had you? 
A. Yes, sir, and I had the remainder icif my load in 
page 5 6 ~ the car, and I had 'left some at the places I always 
leave them. 
Q. 5 5 At that stage, were you an employee of the Bris-
to_} Publishing Corporation, ;-.that publishes these two papers? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 56 Do they require you to be bonded on that route? 
A. All the boys up re, me had been bonded and the boys, 
when I took over the route over there, said they would put me 
under bond, but Mr. McClellan had got a good recommendation 
of me from people in BrisJol, and didn't put me under bond. 
Q. .5 7 Who is Mr. McClellan:? 
A. George McClellan, Circulation Manager of the Bris-
tol Herald-Courier, and over this particular route I ood. 
Q. 58 Had you been doing anything the preceding day, 
that is the fifth of July or that night, before y100 left Bristol at 
two o'clock in the morning? 
A. I had just been out to a friend of mine' s hou~e on the 
Tennessee side of Bristol and was up that night. It was on 
Sunday. 
Q. 59 Were you wc•rking on Sunday? 
A. That was Sunday. I worked my Herald-Courier 
route Saturday night and to about ten o'clock Sunday morning, 
and slept a little during the day. Not much sleeping to do with 
everybody around the house. 
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Q. 60 When you got back over to Lodi, what did 
page 5 7 ~ you do, after the car rolled over the bank ancf down 
into the field? 
A. I got the things I should take out of there, the things 
I didnJ't care for anybody stealing, because I felt like anything 
worth anything somebody might get it ,ciut, and I got out the 
things I had to have. 
Q. 61 What did you get out? 
A. I got two mail bags, sealed bags, and two round rolls 
of papers, poss:ibly I oo in one and 50 in the othe.r, rolled up 
and sealed. 
Q. 62 Newspapers? 
A. Yes, sir, and all the kose papers I had in the car I 
didn't take them out. 
Q. 63 Where· did you have those articles in your auto-
mobile? 
A. I had the two mail bags on the back seat and the 
bundles of papers in the front on the floor board, in the front 
of the car, and the l1cose papers beside me, where I could throw 
them out as I passed. I kept them beside me on tqe seat. 
Q. 64 How many doors to that vehicle? 
A. Two. 
Q. 6 5 Two front doors? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 66 Where did you leave the car keys·? 
page 5 8 r A. The car keys were left in the ignition. I 
didn't take them out. 
Q. 67 Were you hurt when that car rlOilled over there? 
A. No, sir; just a little pain in my knee when I got out, 
but it disappeared in a few minutes. 
Q. 68 How many times did the car tum ove:r? 
A. It didn't make ,1 complete turn. It went over on its 
left side ready to go on over. 
Q. 69 How far from the highway did it come tio, a rest, 
how many feet, would you say? 
A. I would say approximately 15 or 25 feet. . 
Q. 70 What did it do to the fence, and what kind of 
fence was there? 
A. You see it was just getting daylight and I never went 
ha.ck to inspect the fence, and my car was removed and I 
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couldn't say what kind o.f fence it was, but I remember the 
fence posts going under the car-I could hear them hit-and it 
struck a telephone pole, and when it got that lick on the right 
fender it jµst tilted over. 
Q. 71 What type embankment is that; how high is it; 
and how steep is it? 
A. It is not a very steep bank. It is probably six or eight 
or ten feet high and slopes c,ff enough I suppose a car 
wouldn't turn over by easing over it some way. I 
page 59 ~ don't know. 
Q. 72 How long did you remain there after the 
car turned over before you left? 
A. · Well, I don't remember the exact time, hrc,w long I 
stayed there, but I got out and walked up to the road and car-
ried my bundles up there to wait and catch the first car that 
came along, and this taxi drive:r they spoke of came along. 
Q. 73 Mr. Warren from Glade Spring? 
A. Yes, sir, and asked me if anything he could do, said he 
was going to pick up a passenger up the road, an!d I said, "I 
don't suppose so, I might have to send for a wrecker to get it 
away." 
Q. 74 Was the ca.r smoking or anything? 
A. I hadn't noticed. There hadn't been but a few min-
utes passed. 
Q. 75 You didn't see it if any evidence at that time? 
A. I didn't see it. 
Q. 76 How long was that after the .car turned over until 
Mr. Warren appeared? 
A. It was possibly fifteen min,utes, I suppose, or some-
thing like that. 
Q. 77 Do you recall who was the next person who, came 
along? 
A. He was gone five or ten minutes., wherever he 
page 60 ~ might have gone and came back with some man and 
lie went straight on, and didn't stop that time. I 
was still sitting by the side of the road, and I sat there a few 
minutes-I don't remember how long-a.n:d these ,either two fel-
lows came up the road. 
Q. 78 Was that M1·. Widener and his father? 
A. Two fellows that lived down there. We talked a few 
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minutes and one said, "It is smoking", and we walked down to 
the ca,r, and one of them walked up to the car and lo~ked in the 
car and it was completely filled with smoke. You couldn't tell 
a seat was in the car or anything else it was so full of smoke. 
They suggested we get the tires off, and I walked to the 
back of the car, and the keys were inside the car, and I wasn't 
going tic1 take any cha,m:e to get any tit'e tools· out to get any-
tl~ing off of it. The way it was laying the gas tank had let gas 
run out and filled the bowl of the fender and it was a big fen-· 
de.r, and probably two o,r three gallons. of gas in the back fen-
der, and one fellow said it was gas, and he went close enough 
to put his finger in it, and said "it is gas" and I said lllCt to get 
too close to it, that it might explode, and so we stood around 
a few minutes and Bobby Preston walked up. I was below the 
car with him, the two of us, and the .other two fellows above it, 
and when that blaze shot up we ran, a.n!d Bobby 
page 61 i Preston ran 1 oo yards down the bank I guess, and 
'the rest of us hit back for the highway, and it shot 
up in a blaze and was burning proper, and a car .came by and I 
asked the fellows if they would stay with the car 'til it burned, 
and see nobody bothered it, and they said yes, I probably 
wouldn't get another ride - traffic wasn't very heavy that 
morning - and these fellows took me into Damascus where I 
had to deliver my mail b2g and bundles, and I waited pretty 
close to an hour, and Mr. Dennison, who lives in Damascus, 
I saw him a sitting acres..; the street, and I knew him, and he 
told me to wait on him he had some passengers to go and a 
bus wouldn't be coming along for a long time, and ·so I set down 
in the car with him and waited, and he picked up some lady and 
started on, and was going to pick up anohter girl somewhere. 
I was sitting in the back seat of his car. He picked up the girl 
somewhere between here and Damascus and I had gone to sleep 
and they were talking about me being aslee·p and he was telling 
them about my accident. 
Mr. Thompson: 
Your Honor, we ob jLct to the conversation .. 
Q. 79 Did anybody try to take any tires or parts of that 
automobile off during the time you were there? 
A. It was suggested but there was no way to take them 
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off. I tried myself to get in the trunk, but there was no way pos-
sible to get in the back of that thing without hav-
page 62 ~ ing the keys, and I had left them in the car, and no 
way to take them off, and nobody suggested about 
going after any tools and I don't know if we would have found 
any if we had started looking. 
Q. 80 Did you prevent anybody taking anything off 
they could get off? 
A. Absolutely not. In the meantime, when we were at 
the car I suggested to somebody we push on it and make it go 
back on the wheels, and make it safe to step in the side, a:nd 
three or four of us tried to push it and .couldn't budge it over, 
and a car came by and something said about the insurance and 
'42 model Ford, and it had some five or six men in it, and T 
asked them to get out and help us turn it over, and the driver 
of the car stuck his head around and said, ''Do you have insur-
ance on it l3uddy?" And I said, "Yes, I think so." And he 
said, ''Let the thing burn.'' And he pulled off. They were in 
a hurry to get to work at the time, and that was the statement 
made about the insurance. 
Q. 8 r Did he gas tank explode while you were the.re? 
A. No, sir; the car was in full blaze but had not ex-
ploded, and no way possible of putting it out, and I caught my 
ride into Damascus. 
Q. 8 2 Did you do everything there you could 
page 63 ~ under th~ .circumstances? 
A. Everything I could do. 
Mr. Stant: 
I think it would be better to asked him what he did. 
The Court: 
I guess that is right. Tell aU you did and what you did. 
A. The thing we tried to do was to turn the car over and 
go in the side. You couldn't go in the car to.see where any-
thing was the way the car was. We tried to turn it over and 
the other fellows that came up wouldn't help us, and I tried the 
trunk and no way to get into that, and no way to get any equip-
ment off of it. I couldn't do it with my hands, of course. 
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Q. 83 Did you have any intention to sit idly by and let 
the car bum in order to collect the insurance? 
A. No, sir; absolutely not. 
Q. 84 When did you report this to your insurance com-
pany; tell us what you did and all you did? 
A. I came back to Abingdon. This Mr. Dennison 
brought me to Abingdon. I went to the bus station to· catch a 
bus and they said it would be an hour or more before one would 
go to Bristol, and I decided I could beat it by hitch-hiking 
and I walked out to where the highway comes in from Blue-
field, and th~ first car that came along picked me 
page 64 ~ up and I went on and reported to the Herald- Cour-
ier what had happened, and Mr. McClellan ad-
vised me-he told me-.-
Mr. Thompson: 
We object. That would be hearsay. 
The Court: 
I think that is a good objection. 
Q. 85 Tell, without quoting Mr. McClellan, just what 
you did in reporting the loss to the insurance company or one 
of its agents, and who you reported it to and when? 
A. First I went to the States Motor Company and re-
ported the fire to them. Mr. Adams called the Fire Companies 
Adjustment Bureau and he talked to Mr. Lewis at that time, and 
he told me-
Mr. Thompson: 
We object to the conversation. 
Mr. Hutton: 
He has a right to say what he did. 
The Court: 
But not what somebody said to somebody else. 
Mr. Thompson: 
I thought he was going to relate the conversation Mr. 
Adams had with somebody. 
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A. (Continuing) - He advised me to go to Mr. Lewis at 
the Fire Companies Adjustment Bureau, and he said "Just give 




Mr. Lewis was the agent of this company. 
page 65 ~ Mr. Stant: 
If the Court please, there is no question about him 
reporting the loss. It is admitted. If that is the purpose of the 
evidence we can shorten this. 
,' 
Q. 86 Go ahead. 
A. So I reported the fire to Mr. Lewis. 
Q. 87 Who is Mr. Lewis? 
Mr. Stant: 
We are admitting the loss was r·eported and reported prop-
erly. What is the reason for going into it now? 
The Court: 
I think in view of the Grounds of Defense he is entitled to 
state it was reported and how it was reported and what he did. 
Mr. Stant: 
I presume it is leading to this: We have purposely left 
out of our Grounds of Defense, and so advised Mr. Hutton, 
when they were furnished him, that we purposely left out any 
claim that he did not file proof of loss within the time required. 
We have omitted that with the thought we are not relying on 
that here at all, but trying to .confine the case to one issue. Our 
idea was if we didn't put it in the Grounds of Defense it would 
not be necessary to go into that and prove it, and I say that 
with the hope of getting the case down to what the 
page 66 r issue is. 
The Court: 
I will overrule the oh jection. 




Q. 8 8 Yo\l reported it to Mr. Lewis you said, and I ask-
ed who Mr. Lewis was? 
A. He was one of the adjusters of the Fire Companies 
Adjustment Bureau. 
· Q. 89 Where is the Fire Companies Adjustment Bureau 
located? 
A. It is on Piedmont Street, beside the Bristol, Virginia 
Post Office. 
Q. 90 Do they handle claims for this insurance com-
pany, and did they handle this claim? 
A. They handled this particular claim, and I suppose all 
of them. 
Q. 9 I State if you reported it to Robert C. Boswell, 
Inc., and tell the jury who Robert C. Boswell is? 
A. I reported it to Mr. Lewis and he reported it· to them. 
He said, ''Give me a few details, so I can report your fire," 
and he reported it over the telephone to Mr. Boswell. 
Q. 92 Is that what he told you? 
A. I heard him talking on the telephone. 
Q. 93 Who is Robert C. Boswell? 
page 67 r A. He is the agent of the City of New York In-
surance Company in Bristol. 
Q. 94 Is his name signed fo the certificate you have? 
A. .. Yes, sir; Robert C. Boswell, Incorporated. 
Q. 95 What did Mr. Lewis suggest then? 
A. He suggested I come back and said in two days Mr. 
Rauh would handle my case. 
Q. 96 Is Mr. Rauh the gentleman over there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 97 What did you do next? 
A. I came back in two days as he suggested on the 8th 
day of July, and I made out a full report as best I could to.him 
of everything that happened from the time I left the Herald-
Courier to the time I reported my fire loss, as I am now, and 
he said, ''Well, it should not take long to straighten it out, we 
will hear something in a few days." And I was to drop by. 
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Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, I want to object now to this. Mr. Hutton 
made a statement in his opening statement something the in-
surance adjuster said, and if he means to show any commit-
ment or promise to pay· a claim, I want to object to it, because 
he is just an insurance adjuster and without authority, and I 
want to give notice we are going to object to, a,;iy .. 
page 68 ~ thing of that sort in view of the opening statement. 
In fact I don't see why, to save my life, they wa!nt 
to prove matters not in issue. I thought it was the purpose of 
counsel to help shorten these things. We are admitting we had 
notice of this loss. 
Mr. Hutton: 
You.r Honor, I think it is highly prejudicial for M·r. Stant 
· to undertake to lecture counsel. 
. Mr. Stant! 
I wouldn't dare do that, Mr. Hutton. I am saying I am 
willing to shorten this, and why prove things not in issue? 
The Court: 
I don't know whether they are in issue or not. I think I 
will overrule the <? b jection. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
Q. 98 Go right ahead. 
A. He told me to come back in a few days and I dropped 
back around a couple of times. 
Q. 99 Who are you talking about? 
A. Mr. Rauh. He asked me to come back and I come 
back a couple of times before I caught him in his office. 
Q. roo What, if anything, did he say about pay-
page 69 ~ ing you, and state whether or not he helped you in 
preparing statements to be furnished to the com-
pany? 
Mr. Stant: 
Now, your Honor, the first part of that-that is a double-
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barreled question-the first part about paying him, he is just an 
insurance adjuster and anything he may have said about that is 
not binding, and we object to it and ~ny answer to it. 
The Court: 
I didn't follow the witness quite as closely as I should 
have as to how to-get in touch-with Mr. Rauh .. 
Q. IOI Tell how that was. 
A. Mr. Lewis, the first man I come in contact with at the 
Fire Companies Adjustm~nt Bureau, asked me to come back 
two days later, that Mr. Rauh was out of town and would 
handle it. So I came back two days later and gave him a full 
report of everything that happened, the best I could. 
Mr. Stant: 
He is an insurance adjuster. 
Mr. Widener: 





Q. I 02 Go ahead. 
A. So I went back when I finally caught Mr. 
page 70 ~ Rauh in his office, and we just talked the thing 
over, and he SJ.id he had not heard from it and told 
me to drop back again, and I made two or three separate trips 
there. 
Q. 103 I asked you first what statement, if any, did Mr. 
Rauh mah to you a bout paying you and state whether or not 
in the same .conversation he assisted you in making a written re-
port to the company? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we ob ji!ct again to the first part of the ques · 
tion, as to what he said about paying him. 






A. He did make the written statement himself. He wrote 
it down, every word, and I read it, and he brought a witness 
in to the things I had said. He said things were a little slow, 
war was on and all that. and there might be a few days delay 
getting it. I think after I went back the second time and he 
told me what amount of money I would get-
Q. 104 Tell what he said, not just your conclusions, but 
what Mr. Rauh said to you on both those occasions? 
M.r. Stant: 





A. He stated I would get, or that I would have to 
page 71 t take out $ 5 o.oo for deductible, since the car was 
over the bank. He stated if the car bad been in a 
garage or something and burned I would have got the full 
amount of the insurance, but said as it was, they would have 
to deduct $50.00 from the money due me. 
Q. 105 What value did you all agree on, if any? 
Mr. Stant: 
I object to that. He never said they agreed on any value. 
We object for the reason he was there taking his statement, 
and also because that would not be binding on the company, 
just an insurance adjuster. 
M.r. Widener: 
What is. an insurance adjuster? 
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Mr. Stant: 
Taking the facts from him. 
The Court: 
I thought he said he went to Mr. Rauh at the suggestion of 
Mr. Lewis. Is there any question about Mr. Lewis being an 
agent? 
Mr. Stant: 
They are both insurance adjusters m the same office at 
Bristol, both Mr. Lewis and Mr. Rauh. 
Mr. Widener: 
For this company. 
Mr. Stant: 
For any .company that refers a loss to them. 
page 72 ~ Mr. Widener: 







Q. 106 What value did you all agree on, if any; that is, 
you and Mr. Rauh? 
A. I went in and Mr. Rauh said, "I think we have every-
thing straightened out. Just what will you take for the car, 
we want to know what money you have to have out of it?" 
And 1 said, "Mr. Rauh, I don't know what to ask you. I 
don't want to hold you- up or anything-
Mr. Stant: 
Let me interrupt again. As I unde,rstand, he went in and 
made a written statement, which included what he was claim ... 
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ing as his damage, and how the accident occurred. Now that 
being the case, we object further because what is in the written 
statement will speak for itself, a statement he made in support 
of his claim. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We have no objection to int.reducing it, and ask if this 




Q. 107 Did Mr. Rauh help you prepare this statement? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 73 ~ Q. 108 Here is another statement, August 22, 
I 942, purporting to be signed by you and witness-
ed by Ed F. Rauh, Bristol, Tennessee. I want to ask you if that 
is another statement you furnished? 
A. Yes, sir, this is the statement I made. the last one. 
Q. 109 First read to the jury the July 8, 1942 rtate-
ment. 
A. (Reading) 
STATEMENT OF ASSURED-HOWARD GREEN 
July 8, I 942 
"My name is Howard Clyde Green. I am 23, single, and 
have no dependents. I live at 3 3 1 Vance Street, Bristol, Va., 
·and am employed at the Bristol Heral.d-Coorier running a 
motor delivery route. I earn $ 1 8. 1 2 per week and they pay 
me: expenses on a mileage base. They pay 3. 5 cents per mile 
car expense. Due to a crippled hand and arm, my ability to 
work is limited. I have had this route since October 4, 194.I. 
"I purchased the car which is now destroyed from States 
Motor Company in Bristol. Walter Minnick was the salesman. 
This .car was new and ~old fer $970.00. I traded in a I 93 7 
Dodge delux four-door sedan. I was allowed $400.00 for the 
Dodge. There was no cash down payment. I have paid the 
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amount down to $405 .40. I had a small collision 
page 7 4 r loss and I still owe them $ 2 7. 3 2 on this wreck. 
The account is up-to-date. As near as I can re-
call the car had 23,300 miles on it at the time it was destroyed. 
I had Firestone tires on the car. I put a new Firestone recap 
on the car last Thursday and had put on a Firestone recap 
about a week before that. There was one Atlas on the car. It 
was a used tire having been repaired. One tire had about I 0,000 
on it. The spare and another tire were in the rear. Both of 
these were in fairly good condition. I had just had the motor 
.checked and gone over at W. I. Malling' s Garage. The motor 
did not use any oil. 
"On Monday morning, July 6, 1 942, about 6: I 5 a. m., 
I was driving from the Chilhowie-Abingdon highway to Da-
mascus, Virginia. The loss occurred at Lodi. I had been up 
l'ate the night before and was very sleepy. I stopped at Mason'1_, 
Filling station and washed my face. I wanted to get back to 
Bristol in time. When I left Mason's, I drove about 5 miles. 
The last I remember I lit a cigarette I went to sleep and the next 
thing I knew the car wrecked. I left the highway, ran into the 
ditch and took down some fence. The car struck a telephone 
pole and turned over on its side. I got out and took the mail 
bag out of the car. The car had quite a few papers in it. I 
went on up the road. A taxi .came along with a large fellow 
driving it. I do not know· who he was but he had 
page 7 5 ~ a grey ', 8 or · 3 9 Ford. He was going the other 
way so he went on. Two men which live near the 
scene of th1.• loss came across the field and just before they got 
to me, we saw the car smoking. The ca.r started to burn and 
was destroyed by fire. I stayed there about 3 o minutes and a 
'42 Dodge came along going to Damascus. The farmers and a 
me I had brtter ride in with this man as cars did not come along 
very often. They stayed with the car. I got a ride from 
Damascus to Abingdon about 8 a. m. and notified States Motor 
Company at once. They did not go for tbe car at on.re and 
when they did go fro it, it was about 4 in the afternoon and 
they found that three tires had burned off of the car and one 
had been stolen. They did no_t b:ring the car back. They 
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· left it there until the next day. I had a radio, heater, fog lights 
and seat covers on the car. I have a car borrowed now to keep 
my work going and would appreciate an adjustment just as 
quickly as possible. I am eligible for a new car purchase and 
will be compelled to get anohter one just as quickly as this ad-
justment .can be concluded. I have been driving for 8 or Io 
years and have owned cars for the past five years. I have had 
two previous insurance losses. I had a 1938 Fe.rd deluxe coach 
which was stolen in Bristol and was· recovered the following 
day up in Virginia, wrecked and burned. This loss. occurred 
in 1939. I had a small collision loss on this car 
page 76 ~ which cost you all twenty some odd dollars. 
''I have read the foregoing statement and it is true 
to the best 0f my ability. Nothing has been withheld from the 
insurance company and J realize that this statement is given 
un;der the usual penalties of peyings and/or fraud. 
Signed - HOWARD GREEN'' 
Witness: 
Q. 1 r o Who added that on there (indicating on state·· 
ment)? 
A. Mr. Rauh added this ''I have read the foregoing 
statement.'' 
Q. 111 Was he present all the time? 
A. Yes, sir, and some l'ady in the office came in as a 
witness. I didn't know her name, but she is in the office, a 
Notary Public. 
Q. 1 r 2 Do you know what penalty they put on it or 
anything about that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1 1 3 Who wrote that statement? 
A. Mr. Rauh made out the whole complete statement, 
that I just finished reading, and I signed it as being true. 
Q. 114 Did you have any further conversations? 
Mr. Stant: 
He said he gave another statement making claim 
page 77 ~ on August 22, 1942. If this is the statement he 
furnished the company and basis of his claim we 
are objecting to all this outside talk about it. He says he gave 
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another statement, made two statements, making claim against 
the company. 
Mr. Widener: 
This contained it all. 
The Court: 
I think I will overrule the objection. 
Mr. Stant: 
fo~ception. 
Q. r 15 Did you have any further conversation with Mr. 
Lewis or Mr. Rauh or anybody else representing the insurance 
company from that time to August 22nd? 
A. I went in the office a time or two and he said noth-
ing had been settled and for me to come back, but no long con-
versations or nothing at all said until August 22nd. · 
. Q. 11 6 I hand you a statement dated August 22, r 942, 
you say you famished them, and will ask you to read that and 
make it an exhibit to your testimony? 
NOTE: The witness read the following statement 
which was marked and filed as Howard Green Exhibit 
No. 3: 
page 78 ~ ''COPY 
August 22, 1942 
"On Octo her 7, 1 9 o 1, I pur.chased a ne.w 1 9 4 2 Ford from 
States Motor Company in Bristol, Tennessee. They financed 
the .car for me and I made my payments to them. The car was 
insured in the City· of New York Insurance Company under 
certificate NPNF-279. This certificate was mailed to me sev-
eral days ago after I brought the car. The policy covers 
A.C.V. Fire and Theft' with $50 Deductible collision. At the 
time the unit was destroyed by fire it had around 2 3, ooo miles 
on it, had three perfect tires and one about half worn out as 
well as two spares. It was equipped with a radio, heater, fog 
lights, and seat covers. The unit was in perfect mechanical 
condition and did not use any oil. Bolling Motor Company 
of Bristol had worked on it a ~hort time before the loss. I had 
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no previous trouble with the car with the exception of a small 
collision loss which occurred some months before and which 
resulted in a loss under this same policy of insurance. In my 
opinnion, the car was well worth $800.00 at the time of the 
loss. Based upon this figure of $800 the .company is due States 
Motor Company the sum of $432.72 which is the amount of 
their interest at this time, and owes me $242.28. This makes a 
total payment requested from them in amount of $675. The 
$800 value less $50 deductible for the collision and 
page 79 r $75 credit for the salvage amounts to the $675. 
"Therefore, I am this day making demand on the 
City of New York Insurance Company for the loss sustained 
under their certificate MPNF-279 in amount of $675. 
HOWARD C. GREENE (Signed) 
Witness: 
E. F. RAUH, 
Bristol, Tennessee,. 
Q. 1 I 7 And you signed your name, Howard C. Green, 
to this statement? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 I 8 Who helped you prepare this statement of Aug-
ust 2 2, 1 9 4 2? 
A. Mr. Rauh, the gentleman who is here now. 
Q. 1 19 Is ·that the same gentleman whose name appears 
on here as a witness? · . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I 20 Who actually dictated that? 
A. - Mr. Rauh made all the statements. He asked me what 
the ca.r was worth and all. Am I allowed to tell what he said? 
Q. I 2 1 Yes, tell what he said. 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we object to that. He made his 
page 80 ~. claim. 
The Court: 
Who typed that? 
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The Witness: 
Mr. Rauh. No, he wrote it with a pencil and the lady 
came in as a witness and took it out and typed it and I set in his 
office and she went out. 
Mr. Stant: 
I have the original statement here. 
The Court: 
The original wasn't typed? 
Mr. Stant: 
No, the originals were all in pen. That is just a copy. 
Mr. Hutton: 
That is a copy Mr. Stant furnished us. 
The Court: 
Who did the writing then? 
The Witness: 
Mr. Rauh done all the writing. I never done anynthing 
with a pencil except signed my name, to the statement. 
Q. 1 22 Did you know anything about this terminology 
for example "This certificate was mailed to me several days 
after I bought the car. The policy covers A. C. V. Fire and 
Theft with $50 Deductible collision"? 
A. I didn't know anything about it, of course. 
Q. 123 Are you versed on those terms? 
A. No, sir. 
page 8 I r Q. I 24 State whether or not Mr. Rauh agreed 
that valuation was proper or was any objection 
made by Mr. Rauh of that valuation? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, I object to that. Here is his statement of 
the claim. He said he went back and Mr. Rauh told him the 
company had not been heard from. If he did it wouldn't be 
binding. It was made in support of his own claim, and his 
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statement sent in, and Mr. Rauh told him he had not heard 
from it. 
The Court: 




It is twenty-two minutes after twelve. Suppose we let the 
jury go now and I will hear you. Come back at one-thirty 
and don't let anybody mention this case to you until you come 
back. 
(NOTE: Thereupon the jury retired.) 
The Court: 
Now I think I had better hear your question. The last 
question No. 124 was read.) Why isn't the objection good? 
Mr. Widener: 
He was representing the company, and they were agreeing 
right then and there the proper valuation to put on 
page 83 r it, and this was the man to fix it. If he wasn't, 
nobody was. That was his job, to fix the valua-
tion of that c'.ar, and he did it, and wrote it in his ow hand-
writing and they put it in their Grounds of Defense. 
Mr.· Stant: 
That paper is signed by Green, not Rauh. 
Mr. Widener: 
But he w.rote it in his own handwriting. 
(NOTE: This question was argued at some length 
off the record.) 
The Court: 
I think in the absence of the jury he can answer your ques-
tion. 
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(NOTE: The question was read.) 
A. No, sir, when I said I thought I should have $.800 
for the car he said, "I don't know what the v:alue 0£ it is, we 
will look and see what a '41 model car is worth,". and he pick-
ed up· what they call a HBluebook"' to·. go by, w.ith a year older 
car, and looked at it, and it was worth $760 without any extra. 
equipment, and that was within $40 of what I asked for my '42. 
model car, with $75 or $ 1 oo extra equipment on it. And he 
said~ "that seems fair to·me. I don't uhink there will he any 
question about that." And I signed. it. And he- said: HYou 
will get some· quick actiol\ on it now from the· 
page 83 ~· statement you made of what you will take for the 
car", and so I got my quick action. 
Q. 1 25 State whehter or not in the same converartion he 
called the States Motor Company to ascertain anything about 
it? 
A. He didn't ask what tne car was worth, bur- called 
States Motor Company and asked what I owed, and put that all 
· dow.n, and how much over I would: get and· all that. 
Q. 1 26 State if he helped you prepare both of these state-
ments you have read· hl?ire before the jury? 
A. Yes, sir, in- every way. He done alt the writfo·g· him-
self and filled it out. 
· Q. r 2 7 Did you know how to fill it out without his aid 
or assistance? 
A. No, sir. I couldn't do it by myself. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We want to prove those things, if your Honor please. 
The Court: 




I am inclined to overrule the objection, except he made a· 
statement I didn't hear exactly, that Mr. Rauh said he would 
get quick action and then he said-
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Leave that off. 
page 84 r Mr. Stant: 
Howard Green 
That shows on its face Mr. Rauh had to send it 
some other place. 
The Court: 
I don't say it doesn't, but I believe the witness is entitled 
to make that statement. If there is anything about it not .cor-
rect it can be contradicted. I overrule the objection. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
(NOTE: Thereupon at I 2: 3 5 o'clock, p. m., the 
Court took a recess until I :30 for lunch.) 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
February 18, 1943 
HOWARD GREEN, the plaintiff, resumed the stand,· for 
further examination. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 128 Mr. Green, I want to ask you to please state 
whether or not the valuation was agreed upon, or if there was 
any objection by Mr. Rauh as to the valuation? 
Mr. Stant: 
If the Court please, we object to the form of that question, 
and object further for the reasons we gave this morning on 
authority, as not binding the company, and I think the form 
is objectionable too. If he is allowed to answer it at all, he 
can say what took place. 
page 8 5 r The Court: 
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He may answer as to what was said or done, and 
the jury can draw their own conclusions. 
Mr. Stant: 
Ex.ception. 
A. On the day when I appeared before Mr. Rauh on the 
22nd of August, he said he had heaird from the insurance com-
pany, and wanted to know just what I would take for the car, 
or they might want to know what I wou1d settle for, so I told 
him then that whatever reasonable amount, whatever would be 
reasonable, and I told him I thought $800 would be, and he 
said he had no Bluebook or price on a '42 model ca.t, and said, 
"I will look in my Bluebook and see what a '41 car is worth, a 
year older car," and he opened his Bluebook and looked at the 
same car as my car a year older, and it was valued at $760, with-
in $40 of what .I was asking for mine beside my e-xt;ra equip-
ment of $75 to $ 1 oo on my car, and he said "$800 is a very 
reasonable amount, I don't think that is any too much." So he 
had me to sign my statement and said, ''You will get some ac-
tion right away," and that day I signed it, and that was all at 
that time until they arrested me later. 
Q. 129 State if he called Mr. Adams of the States Motor 
. Company? 
A. Yes, sir, he called Mr. Adams at that time. 
page 86 r Q. 130 Was that in your presence? 
A. Yes, sir, while I was there, and he asked him 
what I owed and I owed him $432.57. 
Q. 131 This statement of August 22, I don't think I 
asked you this: State whether or not that is couched in your 
language, or stated in your language, or in the language of 
someone else and, if so, whom? 
A. Mr. Rauh made those statements, and I said this-I 







r 3 2 Did he word this statement of August 22, r 942? 
Yes, sir. 
I 33 State if he worded the statement of July 8, 
Yes, sir. 
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Q. 134 State whether or not the $800 was a fair valu-
ation? 
A. Yes, sir, I feel like it was very reasonable. The car 
was well worth that much money. 
Q. 135 When did they finally refuse to pay you? 
A. Well, I suppose they refused all the time but they 
had me arrested about-- · 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we object to that statement. We never had 
him arrested? 
page 8 7 r The Court: 
I believe the objection is good. 
Mr. Hutton: 
Leave that out then. 
Q. 136 Had you had your attorney to write them under 
date of Septembe.r -5, 1942 demanding payment? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 3 7 Is this the letter or copy of letter written you? 
A. Yes, sir, this is copy of the letter. 
Q. 138 Is-· 
Mr. Stant: 
I suppose he knows what you wrote them, and it is all 
right. We haven't seen it. 
The Court: 
Do you want to see it? 
Mr. Stant: 
I don't know what he is talking about. 
The Court: 
. Before he answers they ought to see the letter. (The let-
ter was handed to Mr. Stant.) It is not a carbon. 
Mr. Huttorr: 
That is a copy. I think I have another copy here. 
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Q. I 39 I show you what purports to be a carbon .copy 
of a letter out of my file, and ask you if you had me, a·s your 
attorney, to write this letter to the Fire Adjustment Bureau, 
Bristol, Virginia, Attention Mr. Rauh? 
page 8 8 ~ Mr. Stant: 
If you will let me see it, we may agree to it. 
Mr. Hutton: 
It is the same letter I showed you (handing letter to Mr. 
Stant). 
Mr. Stant: 
The Bureau did not receive a letter. We don't have our 
original here but I assume if you say it was mailed that is the· 
one. 
Q. 140 Is this the letter you had me write? 
A. Yes, sir, this is the one. 
Q. 141 I wish you would mark that Exhibit No. 4, the 
letter of September 5, 1942, and please read that to the jury. 
(NOTE: Thereupon the said letter was filed and 
marked as Howard Green Exhibit No. 4, and was read to the 
jury, being in the following words and figures, to-wit:) 
Fire Adjustment Bureau 
Bristol, Virginia 
Attn: Mr. Rauh 
"September 5, 1942 
RE: How::ud Greene v. New York City. Ins. Co. 
Gentlemen: 
I have been instructed by Mr. Howard Greene of Bristol 
to rriake demand on the New York City Insurance Company 
on account cf the loss sustained by Mr. G;reene under his policy 
with the Company, when his automobile was con-
page 89 r sumed by fire. 
''As I understand it, Proof of Loss has been filed 
and the sixty day period has about expired. If there is any-
• 
• 
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thin.g further in the way of proof of loss that you require, 
please advise; otherwise, we want you to settle this claim. If 
it is not settled by the 1 I th of September, 1942, we expect to· 
file suit under the policy so that same will be heard at the 
earliest possible date. 
. Very truly yours, 
TLH/f T. L. HUTTON'' 
Q. r 42 Did you instruct me to write that letter? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 143 Have they ever paid you anything under the 
policy? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. r 44 Did you have any further conversation with Mr. 
Rauh or any other representative of the defendant .company 
after date of August 22, I 942 and September 5, I 942, with ref-
erence to this matter? 
A. None whatever after the twenty-second except the 
night the Fire Marshal-
Q. 145 I asked you if you had any further conversation 
with Mr. Rauh or any representative of the defendant com-
pany? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 146 Have you ever had in your possession 
page 90 ~ what is term~d the Master Policy referred to in 
· this certificate which you introduced this morn-
ing? 
A. No, sir, that is the only thing I have ever seen in any 
way. 
Q. 147 You don't know anything about the .contents 
of the Master Policy? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Hutton: 
Do you gentlemen have a copy of the Master Policy? 
Mr. Stant: 
You understand the company issued the Master Policy to 
the States Motor Company·, and we do not have it, as I told 
you before. I asked Mr. Adams of the States Motor Company 
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to bring it, and I assume he has it. I told Mr. Widener that 
awhile ago. I do have the certificate which I borrowed from 
the States Motor Company, which I. turned over to you and 
Mr. Rouse, which Mr. Widener now has. 
Mr. HuttQn: 
You may cross examine this witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
X. 1 Mr. Green, ~omewhere here it was said, or 1s m 
one of these statements you read, that you began delivering 
newspapers on this particular route on October 4, 1941, and 
you purchased this car five days thereafter, October 
page 91 r 9th. About how many miles per day did you use 
this car on this route? 
A. \Vell, I usually run pretty dose around a hundred 
miles, sometimes I would get off with a little less, or a few days 
a little more, but then I averaged around a hundred miles. 
X_. 2 How many days a week? 
A. I ran it ·seven davs a week. 
X. , About what time of day? 
A. Two a. m., in the morning, I left Bristol. 
X. 4 That isn't what I meant, but about what time of 
day did you say you left Mason's Filling Station? 
A. That was in the morning. It was approximately fif-
teen minutes before I wrecked., probably around five-thirty. 
X. 5 YOU wrecked how many miles from there? 
A. Three or four or fiv·e miles. I don't know the exact 
mileage there but pretty close around five miles I suppose. 
X. 6 Did I understand you to say that at Mason's you 
rolled the glass in one of the windows down? 
A. While I was out on the outside of the car, and I got 
back in and let the cold air come in on my face a minute. 
X. 7 You mean a b~ck window? 
A. No, sir, a front window. 
X. 8 One o.f those was rolled down, wasn't it? 
page 92 r A. It was down when I crawled out of the car. I 
don't rem em brr if I rolled it down after I wrecked 
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or not. If it was down I don't remember exactly when I done 
that. 
X. 9 The car was a coach with two seats? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. r o An'd two wide doors? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 1 I believe it went over the left side of the .road? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. r 2 · And did you say it ran into a telephone pole? 
A. The right front fender just tipped the telephone pole 
---it got over the bank-and if it had probably been another 
foot it probably wouldn't have touched the telephone pole, 
but the right front fende.r hit the telephone pole. 
X. r 3 And you had run through a wire fence befor~· you 
hit the telephone pole? 
A. Some kind of wire fence, some fence posts there, and 





14 Was it a wire fence? 
I couldn't say, but I suppos.e it was, most fences ar~. 
r 5 And the pole was on the other side of the fence? 
A. The pole was just on the inside. It was 
page 93 }- straddling the fence post as it went into the tele-
phone pole, and then it flipped over on its left 
side and stopped almost immediately when it hit the telephone 
pole. · 
X. r 6 The telephone pole is the immediate thing that 
brought you to a stop, I suppose? · 
A. Well, I wasn't driving very fast. I couldri' t sav 
whether it was or not. I didn't touch the brake be·cause I didn't 
know what was going on, to be honest about it, except some-
thing bad' was. 
X. 1 7 You heard the poles or something go on under 
the car but you didn't touch the brake? 
A. No, sir-it was already done-I was pra.ctically stop-
ped at the time I realized what was happening. 
X. r 8 How far was it from the time you started off the 
road until you stopped at the telephone pole? 
A. Well, I would say I run, from the time I started over 
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the bank, I would say it was 75 feet, something l'ike- that, 50 to 
75 feet. · 
X. 19 Now where was it you lighted up this cigarette,-
at Mason's? 
A. No, sir, I was somewhere between where I wrecked 
and Mason's, over pretty close around that bridge around in 
there close to the river somewhere. 
X. 20 When a fire did come- from the ciga;rette 
page 9·4 r that was in the front or back seat? 
A. I couldn~t say. It was filled with smoke when 
we looked inside. The witnesses were there with me and the 
car was completely filled with smoke. I wouldn't say from 
what part it came. 
X. 21 Now if I understand, when you .came to rest you 
got out of the car on which side? 
A. On the side that was up. I came out th:rou:gh the· 
right door. It was laying on its left side so I bad to go up 
through the right door. 
X. 22 Were any of your right windows open? 
A. I got out through there. I must have rolled it down 
when I got out that way, I reckon. That is how I c.ome out, 
th.rough the door when I rolled the· glass down.· 
X. 23 You didn't open the door? 
A. I tried to push the door open I believe, and I couldn't 
hardly hold it, my just having one hand, and I had to depend 
on crawling out with one, and I couldn't crawl out with one 
hand holding .it, .the way ;t was. 
X. 24 What do you say about rolling the window 
down? 
A. I rolled it down, I suppose, the one on the right hand 
side. 
X. 2 5 How fast were you running the last you 
page 95 ~ remembe,r? 
A. I wasn't watching the speedometer, but I don't 
think I was running o.ver 25 or 3 5 miles an hour. 
X. 26 I don't believe you got hurt? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 2 7 When you got out you had to, or did, take out of 
the back seat of the car the mail pouches, I believe?. 
A. It wasn't exactly in tbe back seat. Everything was 
laying down on the side that was down, laying right there for 
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me to pickup the mail bags. I didn't have to cr~wl in the back 
seat to get them, but they was in the back. 
. X. 28 And your loose papers were up in front? 
A. My bundles were laying on the floor board. T only 
had two left, and some loose papers, probably 25 or 30, were 
on the seat with me. 
X. 29 Did you take them out, too? 
A. No, sir, I didn't fool with them. 
X. 3 o How many bags or bundles did you take out? 
A. Two mail sacks and two round bundles. 
X. 31 You took tb.ose up on the side of the road? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. :, 2 And were sitting on them or around them, smok-
ing a cigarette when the first man came up? 
A. He gave me a cigarette, this taxi driver that 
page 96 r came up, the first man that came up, he gave me a 
cigarette, the taxi driver. 
X. 3 3 At the time the first man came up -there was no 
smoke in the .car, I beliew? · 
A. We had not noticed any. 
X. 3 4 You were how close · to the car? 
A. I was looking at the bottom of it, the unde.rneath of 
it. I was probably 20 or 25 feet away. 
X. 35 You were on the embankment? 
A. Yes, sir. I was back up on the highway. 
X. 36 That is where you carried your mail things, up 
there? 
A. That is right. 
X. 3 7 About how long after your w.reck would you say 
he came along? 
A. Oh, not but a very short while, maybe Io or 15 min-
utes. I don't recall the amount of time, that it might have been. 
but it wasn't long. 
X. 3 8 Did he get out of the car? 
A. He opened the door, I remember that, and set his foot 
out on the fender. He didn't get out on the highway even, but 
just talked to me a few minutes and went on then. 
X. 39 And when he left there was no smoke 
page 9 7 r noticed? 
A. I didn't see any. 
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X. 40 Did you tell him you had sent for a wre.cker? 
A. No, sir. I said I would have to send for a wrecker. 
He might has understood it that way, but I said I would 
have to send for a wrecke,r. He was the first party that come 
along. 
X. 4 I Did you see him when he came back by? 
A. I saw the car gG up. He didn't stop. He just went 
on by. 
X. 4 ~ At the time he came back by there was no smoke 
in the car? 
A. I hadn't noticed any. 
X. 4 3 You didn't attempt to come back into Glade 
Springs with him? 
A. No, sir. There was no reason for me coming back to 
Glade with him, and I couldn't leave the car there, and I had to 
go the opposite way with the mail sacks, and my idea was to get 
them to Damascus. 
X. 44 After he left how long was it before somebody 
came along? 
A. Well, just a few minutes time passed. I don't know 
how long 'til these two f ~llows came up the road. 
X. 45 These two fellows, were they the next 
page 98 r ones that came up? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 46 The Widener's? 
A. Seems like a car came along. I don't remember. I 
couldn't say, but seems like a .car came along just before or aoout 
the time they came by, or something with two men in it, but I 
don't think the car stopped or anything, but I wouldn't be for 
sure about that. 
X. 47 Did another man come by himself after Mr. War-
ren left? 
A. ~o one man by himself. 
X. 48 So the next were the Widener's, if that ·is the 
name? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 49 They came how long after Warren left? 
A. I couldn't say exactly what time it was. 
X. 5 o You were sitting on the edge of the road smoking 
when they came up? 
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A. I was ·sitting or standing or something. Any way I 
was up in the road. 
X. 51 Did you tell anybody you had sent for a wrecker? 
A. No, sir. · 
page 9 9 ~ X. 5 2 When did some smoke first appear? 
A. Along about the time the fellows came up. We 
all went down together. I suppose they noticed it about the 
time I did, and we all went down to the car together. I didn't 
go by myself. We all went down together. 
X. 5 3 By all you mean the two Wideners and the little 
boy that was the;re? 
A. The two fellows that came up. 
X. 54 Two grown-up people and a little boy? 
A. I believe a little boy was with them. 
X. 5 5 Is that who you meant went down all together to 
the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 56 You mean all three of you went? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 5 7 You are certain about that? 
A. Yes, sir, we all went down to the car, everyb0dy that 
was there, and I think a small boy, and while we w~re there 
Bobby Preston came up !:hrough the field. 
X. 58 You didn't stay up in the road? 
A. No, sir, not while they were there. 
X. 59 Was it while they were there you first noticed 
smoke? 
A. Yes, sir, they were there at the time. 
page I oo ~ X. 60 Is that what caused you to go down 
there? 
A. The smoke, o.f course we went down to see· what it 
was. 
X. 61 You were sitting right above the car and one of 
the windows open, and I suppose if there· was smoke in there 
you could see it come out of the window, couldn't you? 
A. The position the car was laying and the .cold of th~ 
morning, the smoke stayed pretty well settled in it. It didn't 
do so much smoking up to when it bursted in flames. Not 
much smoke coming out of it. It was settling on the inside. 
X. 6 2 There wasn't a great deal of smoke? 
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A. There was in the .car, but it didn't seem to ·come out 
so bad. 
X. 63 .. You say you went down there with them? 
A.· Yes, sir. 
X. 64 Did you get up and look in the car?· 
A. This big·, tall· fellow, he, walked up on the frame and · 
looked over in it .. 
X. 6 5 There was· no fire then? 
A. It was just filled with smoke. 
X. 66 There was no fire then? 
A. We couldn't see ~iny at the time. 
X. 67 You didn't see ·any ·and he was right with you 
and didn't see any or say he saw any? 
A. He didn't mention a blaze at that time. 
page IOI r X. 68 And none· of you opened the door at 
that time? 
A. It seems to me he opened the door, and that is when a 
lot of smoke shot out of the car. I believe he opened. the door · 
or something was · mentioned · about opening the door. I 
wouldn't say if he did or didn't, but seems like he did open the · 
door, at that time. 
X. 69 But you still saw no fire? 
A. There wasn't any blaze unless it· was :down in the 
smoke somewhere you couldn't see it, there was so much in 
there. 
X. 70 You didn't look for any blaze right there, did 
you? 
A. We looked the best we could. Wasn't anything to 
keep us from looking and we looked the best we cou]d see in 
there. 
X. 7 I And then you came back up on the road? 
A. Well, no, we st2yed there and it bursted in.to flames 
in a .very· few minutes and then we came back in a hurry. We 
all run. 
X. 72 Where were you when you saw the first flame? 
A. I don't remember if I was back at the trunk of the 
car or not, but I believe I was standing below the car with 
Bobby Preston. 
X. 7 3 Had the others gone? 
page I 02 ~ A. No, sir, everyone was there that .camp up, 
except the taxi driver. 
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X. 74 The Wideners didn't leave as Mr. Preston came 
up? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 75 What did you think was causing that smoke? 
A. I didn't .know what was causing the smoke. I 
couldn't say. I didn't know what was doing it. 
X. 76 You didn't go in to find out 
A.· No, sir, I didn't go in to find out. 
X. 77 And didn't let down another window to let the 
smoke out? 
A. No, sir; there was no way of me letting down win-
dows from the inside when I wasn.'t in there. 
X. 7 8 You just said one of them opened one of the 
doorss? 
A. I don't know if he opened the door or not. It was 
mentioned or something. One of the windows was down. 
X. 79 If he did there would have been nothing to pre-
vent your opening the door? 
A. The window was already down in the particular door 
he opened, that was the door on top, so he couldn't roll it down 
when it was down. 
X. 80 There was anothar glass in the back of the coach? 
A. Certainly, but I didn't stick my hand in there and he 
didn't. 
X. 8 1 You were afraid of the smoke? 
page 103 ~ A. I wasn't afraid of the smoke but I didn't 
want no blaze to get on me. I didn't know what 
minute that thing .would pop. 
X. 82 But you didn't see any blaze? 
A. I didn't see any actual blaze at the time. He was the 
man that looked in it. I didn't take a good look inside it. 
X. 8 3 After that and before Mr. Preston came, did you 
walk back up in the road again? 
A. Mr. Preston .came while we were down at the car, Mr. 
Bobby Preston. 
X. 84 Do you mean after you got down to the car with 
the Wideners you didn't leave the car until after the blaze? 
A. I didn't leave it. It was just a very few minutes 'til 
it bursted into flames. 
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X. · 8 5 You stayed down there all the time and didn't go 
back to the road? 
A. No, sir; the best I remember I didn't. 
X. 86 Where was the blaze the first you saw it? 
A. It shot up all inside the car. I wasn't up looking 
down in·the car. I don't know. 
X. 87 Was it all of a sudden? 
page I 04 r A. It came up quite in a hurry. 
X. 88 From what part of the car? 
A. I couldn't say. I wasn't looking down in the car. 
You could look at the top or bottom. .You couldn't see exact-
ly through the car. 
X. 89 You couldn't tell where the .cause of the smoke 
seemed to be coming from? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 90 When it came, it came suddenly, and you don't 
know where it came from? 
A. The blaze came up big, but I can't say where it came 
from. 
X. 91 Who was there when the blaze shot up? 
A. The two Wideners and Bobby Preston and a small 
boy or kid with them. I am almost sure a kid was there. 
X. 9 2 The twq \Videners, a boy and Bobby Preston? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 93 And you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 94 You were all there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 95 Did you turn off the ignition when you got out? 
A. I wouldn't say whethe.r I did or not. I know 
page 105 r the motor wasn't running when we were on the 
outside. It might have died and I didn't notice it. 
I couldn't say if I cut the switch off or not. 
X. 96 Who was there when you tried to get in the trunk 
as you said, without the key? 
A. · The same· parties I mentioned. The two Wideners, 
and Bobby Preston who was there when it burst into flames. 
X. 97 The t.runk was on the back of the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 9 8 And so was the gas tank? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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X. 99 And yoll didn't reach through the open window 
in the front and get the keys out of the ignition to open the 
trunk? 
A. You couldn't reach· through, the steering wheel was 
on the bottob, on the left, and I would have had to drop alf 
the way down on the bottom of the car in order to get my 
switch keys out, and I couldn't do it. 
X. 1 oo The switch keys aren't on the left side but to-
ward the middle. 
A. No, sir, they are on the steering post of a Ford car. 
X. 1 or You didn't have anybody hold the door open 
while you went in and got them? 
A. No, sir. I wasn't that brave. There was 
page I 07 r too much smoke and I. couldn't have found my. 
way to them and got back out. 
X. 102 You know right where they were and it wasn't 
dark. 
A. Sure if it was daylight and I could look in. 
X. I 03 You say you attempted to get in the trunk? 
A. Just as best I could. There was no way to get to 
that trunk is all there is to it, there wasn't any way. 
X. 1 04 Not without the keys? 
A. No, sir. 
X. I 05 Nobody suggested getting the key~-did you 
ask anybody to get the keys for you? 
A. I wouldn't ask nobody to do anything !wouldn't do 
myself. If I didn't feel like doing it myself I didn't feel like 
asking anybody else to drop down in there. 
X. 106 At that time there was smoke but no blaze? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 107 But you were willing to go around over the gas 
tank? 
A. I was in behind the car, and the gas tank wouldn't 
have hurt me in the position I was standing in behind the car. 
X. 1 o 8 The gas tank was oni the back. 
page I 08 r A. There was some space between the back and 
gas tank, of course. 
X .. 109 Of cqurse you know you .couldn't very well get 
in the trunk without the keys. 
A. It is possible you could have taken something and 
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prized it open, but there was a very short time between when 
we looked over the car and it burst into fla·mes. 
X. r r o Where were you standing when you first notic-
ed the blaze? 
A. I was standing down belpw the car with Bobby Pres-
ton. 
X. r 1 r What do you m_ean below it? 
A. Well, down the hill farther than the car; in other 
words, the way it was I w~s below the top of the car down in 
the field below it. 
X. r 1 2 In the rear of it or on the side? 
A. Kinda above the top of it, straight on down from it, 
-the best I remember I was standing .right close to him any way. 
X. r 1 3 · That was with Preston? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 1 4 Were the Wideners there? 
page I 09 r A. Yes, sir. 
X. I 1 5 Were they all there when these five or six 
men passed in a Ford and heard that conver~ation? 
A. Yes, sir - I am not sure if Bobby Preston was or 
not. This car load of men came along and I don't know if 
Bobby had arrived or not, but I know the Wideners were there 
to hear it. 
X. r r 6 They heard that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. r 1 7 Were you up on the road or down by the car at 
that time? 
A. We were up on the road, I am sure. Yes, we were up 
on the road. 
X. r-r 8 You were eligible for a new car, and I imagine 
have since bought one, haven't you? 
A. I bought the car before they rationed cars in the first 
place, but I had heard I was, but I had not gone so far as to 
find out all the details about it, but I supposed I was. I heard 
people say mail carriers could, and I was in a, way a second-
class mail carrier. 
X. 119 You thought you were any way? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 20 You have ~ince gotten a car, since this one was 
destroyed? 
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A. I had one, but I had to sell it, because I 
page I Io ~ .couldn't collect my insurance,· and everything was 
on me, and I had to give it up. 
X. I 2 I You mean you are not on the run now? 
A. Yes, sir.? I am not on it any more. 
X. I 22 You were talking about being pretty sleepy that 
day. You had gotten in from your run about what time Sun-
day? 
A. You mean Sunday morning? 
X. 123 Yes, the day before. 
A. The usual time. I usually got in a.round ten o'clock 
on Sunday morning. 
X. I 24 When do you customarily do your sleeping? 
A. To be honest about it, I wasn't doing very much, 
sleeping. I worked mostly day and night then. That partic-
ular afternoon I didn't sleep any and didn't go to bed until 
pretty late that night, and I hadn't had more than two or three 
hou,rs sleep that night. 
X. I 2 5 You mean you had your customary amount ·of 
sleep that night? 
A. I usually run more ttian three hours. I hadn't been 
getting more thin anywhere from four to six hours sleep 
though. 
X. 126 What time in the morning was it about, that this 
blaze broke out? 
. A. Well, it was probably around six-thirty. I 
page I I I r couldn't say exactly the time. I don't remember. 
X. I 2 7 I am not talking about the collision. 
when you went off the road. I am speaking of the fire-it was 
sopie time later. 
A. I couldn't say what ·time it was. 
X. I 28 Six-thirty when you saw the blaze? 
A. It might have been I couldn't just say what time it 
was. 
X. I 29 What time was it then when you wen:t off the 
road? 
A. It must have been five forty ... five or six o'clock, or 
maybe a little later. I wouldn't say what time it was. I didn't 
have a watch to look and see what time it ~as right at that 
time. 
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X. 1 3 o Who was it you left the scene of the accident 
with? 
A. The Widener boy and a Preston boy. 
X. 131 I mean who did you leave with in a .car? 
A. Two fellers in a four-door Do<;ige car. I set in the 
back seat and they came to this lumber plant just out of Damas-
cus. 
X. 13 2 I said who was it? 
A. I didn't go that far. · I don't know their 
page . 1 1 ~ ~ names. I did ask the man to take me on into 
Damascus and I would pay him to take me on into 
town. 
X. 13 3 What time was that? 
A. I don't know. It must have been around seven or 
seven-thirty, whatever time it took him to drive there. 
X. 1 3 4 You stayed there how long after you first saw 
the blaze? 
A. I don't know. We walked back up to the road and 
watched it burn awhile and this car came by and we set and 
talked a few minutes. 
X. 13 5 I don't care what he did, but how long, about 
how long, were you therP. after the blaze and before the man 
came along? 
A. I would say it was fifteen or twenty minutes. The 
car was burning awfully big when he came along anyway. 
X. 136 So when you left there it was a big blaze? 
A. Yes, sir. 






138 And Preston, too? 
Yes, sir. 
X. 139 Djd you ever see the gentleman living 
page 11 3 ~ right there in the community at the fire, by the 
· name of Mr. Ford? 
A. No, sir; I didn't know anyone by that name over in 
there. I don't recall any name like that at the time. 
X. 140 And you say nobody came by between Warren 
and the Wideners? 
A. None I remember of. I don'·t remember talking to 
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any person. I don't remember Ford or anybody by that name 
or any oth~r man, as far as that is concerned. 
(Witness excused.) 
JOE WEATHERLY the next witness, called by and on 
behalf of the Plaintiff, being first duly sworn, was examined 
and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 1 Your name is Joe Weatherly? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 Where do you live? 
A. Bristol, Virginia. 
Q. 3 What is your occupation? What business are you 
in? 
A. I am a merchant. 
Q. 4 How long have you lived in Bristol. Virginia? 
A. Thirty-two years the last of October. 
page 114 ~ Q. 5 What official position in the City have 
you held, if any, in Bristol, Virginia? 
A. I used to police in Bristol. 
Q. 6 How many years were you- ort the police force? 
A. Altogether about twelve y·ears. 
Q. 7 How close do you live to where Mr. Howard 
Greene lives? 
A. The store is just across the street from his home, 
where he lives. 
Q. 8 How long have you known him and his parents? 
A. I don't know. Probably ten years. Ever since they 
have lived there. I would say about ten years. 
Q. 9 Do you know the reputation of Howard Greene 
for truth and veracity in that community? 
A. Good. 
Q. 1 o Do you know his ge~eral reputation for honesty 
and being an upt:;ight man? 
A. Yes, sir, a hard working man. 
Q. 11 Is that reputation good or bad? 
A. Good. 
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Q. 12 Did you ever hear of him coming in conflict with 
any criminal laws? 
A. I did not, no, sir. 
No Cross Examination. 
(Witness excused.) 
page r 1 5 }- W. C. ADAMS, the next witness, .called by and 
on behalf of the Plaintiff, being first duly sworn, 
was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 1 You are W. C. Adams? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We just want to use this witness for the purpose of prov-
ing the policy and no other purpose. 
Q. 2 What do you do? 
A. I am with the States Motor Company, Inc. 
Q. 3 What is your position with that company? 
A. I am manager. 
Q. 4 Do you have what is termed the. "Master Policy" 
AC-1453 referred to in this certificate here? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 I wish you would file that please, sir, ma.rked 
Exhibit No. 1 to your testimony; will you do that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Stant: 
What is that, the "Master Policy"? 
Mr. Hutton: 
Yes, sir. 
(Said "Master Policy" No. AC-1453 was there-
page I r 6 }- upon received in evidence and marked W. C. 
Adams Exhibit No. r, the original of which is 
made a part of this record.) 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
X. r Mr. Adams, it was your company that sold this 
car to Mr. Greene, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 2 What is .called the HMaster Policy" and exhibited 
here, is issued I notice to States Motor Company alone; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 3 Now a certificate has been also introduced. 
A certificate issued in connection with or under the "Master 
Policy" I believe to each p~rson you sell a car to, where he owes 
money on it? 
A. That is right. 
X. 4 I borrowed from you sometime ago this same 
numbered certificate introduced in evidence, No. MPNF-279, 
in which the assured is States Motor Company, Incorporated. 
and the purchaser Howard Green, and at the top of it is marked 
''Purchaser's or Borrower's Copy''. Was that delivered to you 
as one o.f the named assured's under that policy? 
A. Yes, sir, it was. ' 
page r r 7 t X. 5 By the insurance agency f 
A. Yes, sir, it was. 
X. 6 Is this the same policy I asked you to let us have 
to use as counsel some days ago? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 7 And that was the one you were holding on this 
car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Stant: 
I want that introduced as Adams' Exhibit No. 2, cross 
examination. That is the certificate described in the Notice of 
Motion, No. MPNF-279. 
(Said Certificate was thereupon received in evidence 
as W. C. Adams' Exhibit No. 2, cross examination, the 
original of which is hereto attached as a part of this rec-
ord.) . 
X. 8 Mr. Adams, for a better understanding, I suppose 
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all of this is in the policy, but if you can answer it, it will save 
time. Under this Master Policy issued to the States Motor 
Company alone, arid not to Green, but States Motor Company 
alone, is it or not the agreement with the company that they 
will issue you and the assured one of these certificates for each 
car you sell to a person who owes you money? 
A. Yes, sir, that is the intention of it. 
X. 9 Then as the cars are sold with a lien in 
page I I 8 r your favor, these certificates, as they are called. 
will be issued like this one, to you and the pur-
chaser, whoever he may be? 
A. Yes, sir; that is right. 
X. Io I notice in this certificate your name is printed on 
the form, and the name of the purchaser is typewritten. I sup-
pose that is because you are always interested but the name of 
the purchaser depends on who buys the .car; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. We are on all of them and the purchaser 
is whoever it happens to be. 
Mr. Stant: 
That is all we had on that point, Mr. Hutton, but there 
are some other questions we want to ask Mr. Adams. If you _ 
don't mind I would as soon do it now and make him our wit-
ness now-does it make any difference to you if he wants to 
get away, or had you rather not? 
Mr. Hutton: 
We will announce through at this time and you can pro-
ceed with your case. 
Mr. Stant: 
All right. Then show Mr. Adams called for the defend-
ant. 
THEREUPON, the plaintiff rested, and the following 
evidence was introduced on behalf of the defendant: 
page r 1 9 r w. C. ADAMS, the first witness called by and 
on behalf of the' Defendant, having been first 
duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
Q. 1 Mr. Adams, will you state whether O·r not a short 
time before this car accide·nt, Mr. Green made an effort to trade 
this .car in to you .for a new one? 
A. Well, I don't know how long it was before the fire, 
but he was in our place sometime before and wanted to trade it 
in on a new car. 
Q. 2 Did (interrupted)-
Mr. Hutton: 
Were you present, Mr. Adams? 
The Witness: 
Yes,. sir, I was there, and he talked to me about trading it. 
I told Mr. Greene we didn't have very many new cars and I 
didn't think I could give him a good trade, that I would rather 
have the new cars that we had than to have another '42 model. 
and we talked awhile and he left. 
Q. 3 He wanted to trade for what model car? 
A. He had a · 42 model and he wanted to trade it for a 
new '42. 
Q. 4 I see. Will you tell the Jury whether he said any-
thing with reference to zetting a new car or his intention of 
getting a new car? 
page 1 20 ~. Mr. Widener: 
If your Honor please, we object to that line of 
evidence. It is not covered by any defense they have filed here, 
and it could not lead to any defense he has filed. 
The Court: 
I don't know whether it does or not, but I think I will 
overrule the objection. 
Mr. Widener: 
Exception. 
A. Why he stated he was going to buy a new car, and I. 
think it was the next time he came in he said he thought he had 
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traded for a Chevrolet, and I told him all right, perhaps they 
would give him a better deal maybe, they had more cars than 
we did, and I assumed he was going to trade with them. 
Mr. Hutton; 
Your Honor, we object to that and move to strike it o~lt. 
also the foregoing questions and answers. 
Mr. Stant: 
I don't know what you mean. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I mean to strike out the foregoing questions and answers. 
Mr. Stant: 
Let's see where we are. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I move to strike out the two preceding questions and an-
swers. 
Mr. Stant: 
The entire questions and answers? 
Mr. Hutton: 
Yes, sir. 
page r 2 1 ~ The Court: 
I think the assumption should come out. 
Mr. Hutton: 
Exception. 
Q. 5 Mr. Adams, had this same car been in a wreck of 
any sort between the date you sold it to Mr. Greene, or your 
company sold it to him, and this time when it was destroyed? 
A. Why he had a minor accident with it. I don't know 
how soon it was after he bought it, but he did have a minor ac-
cident. 
Q. 6 Did you have your mechanics do the repairs on it? 
A. Yes, sir, we did the work on it. 
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Q. 7 Do you remember what it cost? 
A. It was $73 and some cents it .cost to fix it. 
Q. 8 What type of accident was it; I mean collision. 
fire, or what? 
A. Collision. 
Q. 9 And then under this ce.rtificate here how much of 
that did he pay, and how much did the insurance company 
pay? 
A. He paid $50 and the insurance company paid $23 
something. . 
Q. ro When that car was sold to him new, what, if any, 
additional equipment did he buy from your company for it? 
A. As I re.call there was nothing put on it except an oil 
filter and oil bath and air cleaner. 
Q. 1 1 Are you familiar with the car between the 
page I 22 r time you sold it and about the time this· accident 
happened? 
· A. Well, I have seen it a few times. It has been in our 
place for service. 
Q. 12 Was it brought in there after the wreck? 
A. We have it on our used car lot. W<' brought it in. 
Q. 13 What, if you know, was the car worth after it 
was brought in as a salvage proposition, or did you make a bid. 
on it? 
A. Yes, sir, I made a bid on it. 
Q. 14 What was it? 
A. I offered to pay $7_5 for it. 
Q. 15 That was y~ur idea what it was worth? 
A. Yes, sir, it was what I thought it was worth. 
Q. 1 6 What, in your opinion, was the cash value of the 
property immediately before it was destroyed, the .cash value: 
of this car? 
A. Well, that is pretty hard to say. I had not paid 
any attention to the tires on the car for sometime, and that has a 
lot to do with what a ca_r will bring now, and did at that time,. 
so it is rather difficult to say what that car would have oeen 
worth. I didn't appraise it when Mr. Greene came around to 
trade. I didn't look it over. 
Q. 17 Did he ever tell you what the Chevrolet 
page 123 ~ people had offered him for it on a trade-in? 
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A. I don't think he did. 
Q. 1 8 You mean vou will or will not be able to give 
your opinion of it as to the cash value just before the loss? 
A. Well, my opinion would be it would be between $550 
and $600. That would be my opinion. 
Q. 19 Mr. Adams, have you looked at that car since it 
was brought in there, at our request, with a view of trying to 
determine what damage, 0r the amount of damage, done to it 
by this collision with the fence and telephone pole? 
A. I had my man look it ove,r and make a price on what 
he thought it would cost to fix it. · 
Q. 20 Did you che.ck it also? 
A. Yes, sir, we had it checked, and we agreed it would 
cost $65 or about that to fix the car. That is, what was dam-
aged in the wreck. 
Q. 21 I am talking about damage independently of fire. 
Is that what you had reference to? 
A. Yes, sir, independent of the fire in the accident. 
Q. 22 About $65? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 23 Is that what you understand as collision 
page I 24 r damage under your policy? 
A. Yes, sir, .collision damage. 
Q. 24 Did you check the mileage shown on that .car after 
the wreck? 
A. No, sir, I didn't check the mileage. 
Q. 25 When did you first see the car after the wrecR.? 
A. I didn't see the car until it was brought in o-n our 
used ca.r lot. 
Q. 26 The same day, or next day? 
A. I don't recall just how soon it was after the accident, 
but the next day or two though. 
Q. 27 That salvage bid, that is what the car was worth 
after it was brought into your lot, following this accident, do I 
understand you were willing to pay that for it? 
A. Yes, sir, we would have paid $75. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Widener: 
X. 1 How long have you known Mr. Rauh? 
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A. Why I couldn't say,. I have known him for I guess 
a year and a half or something like that. 
X. 2· He· is an expert mechanic, isn't he? 
A. Mr. Rauh? 
X. 3 Yes: 
pag~ t 25 ~ A. I couldn't say -about that. 
· X. 4 You knew he had be:en with the Genercl'l 
Motors Corporation, didn't you? 
A. No, I did not. 
X. 5 Didn't you know he worked for them? 
A. No, sir, I did not. know· he worked for General 
Motors. 
X. 6, .Didn:t you· k.n~w lie worked as. automobile me-
cba-nm £011 many· years? 
A. No, sir, I didn't know that. 
X. 7 You didn't--
Mr. Stant: 
If. yoµ·r Honor please, Mr .. Rauh is. not a. party here, not a 
defendant to this suit, and we haven't asked him anything 
about him. and this is not proper cross examination. 
The Court: 
Objection sustained. 
X. 8 Do you know what this young man paid for this 
Cad! in. tl:le begjM1111g? 
A. I don't know the exact amount. 
X. 9 Including 1!fu: equipmmtl, tlbe actual: ~ost: to him. 
was· $9175, wasn't it? 
A. Sometliling near· that.. 
X. ro Do you know how long he had run it? 
A. I haven't the. dates,. no; sir. 
page r 2-6 ~ X. r r What? 
A. I haven't the date he bought it .. 
X. 12 You don't know anything about what sort of 
tire~ it had on it? 
A. I hadn't seen the ti~es for sometime. 
X. r 3 You don't know if they were a IT returned to your 
shop or part gone off of it. do you? 
A. No, sir. 
X. q You don't know what sort of mechanical. condii-
tion it was in? 
A. (No response) . 
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X. 15 You don't know that? 
A. Hi had been running it all the time. 
:X. 16 How do you know that? 
A. He had it in ou,r place for service. 
X. 17 That was just the_free service you give with new 
cars you sell, they run in to have them serviced at your place, 
that is all you did to it, except that little minor wreck, was it 
not? 
A. I don't remember what we did to it. 
X. I 8 Do you remember another thing except that minor 
wreck you fixed and charged him $ 5 o for and the insurance 
company paid $23; isn't that the only service payment he made 
after he bought that car at your garage? 
A. I couldn't say. 
page I 2 7 ~ X. I 9 Then you don't know much about the 
value of that car, do you? 
A. All I know the car has been in for servicing and what 
it was I don't know. 
X. 20 But he does owe you $4 3 2? 
A. $400 and some dollars. 
X. 21 You fixed enough valuation to cover yours? 
A. No, sir, I haven't fixed a valuation .. 
X. 22 But you get yours, the $432? 
A. (No response.) 
X. 23 You didn't put it below that, did you? 
A. (No response.) 
(Witness excused.) 
J. G. THOMPSON, 'the next witness, called by and on 
behalf of the Defendant, being first duly sworn, was examined 
and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
Q. 1 You are Mr. J. G. Thompson? 
A. Yes, si,r. 
Q. 2 Mr. Thompson, what is your work or connection 
with McClure Motors at BristoI, the handlers and dealers in 
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Chevrolet cars? 
page 128 ~ A. I have been sales manager fo.r the past two 
years. 
Q. 3 Were you with that same dealer prior to that 
time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 4 What were you doing before then? 
A. I started as mechanic and was service manager for 
five years prior to being sales manager. 
Q. 5 You are still with that company, are you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 6 Have you seen this Ford car involved in this suit 
of Mr. Greene's, the one that was wrecked :and burned? 
A. I saw the car sometime· ago. It has been quite awhile 
ago. We were figuring on trading some. 
Q. 7 How did you happen to see it? 
A. He drove it into our place and wanted to trade it on 
a new car, sir. 
Q. 8 Do you know-I suppose you heard, when this 
wreck or fire took place-how long before that would you say 
it was? 
' A. Mr. Stant, I couldn't say exactly. It wasn't so aw-
fully long before that. I would say, Oh. in the neighborhood 
of a couple of weeks. 






To trade it on a new car. sir. 
1 o That is a Chevrolet? 
Yes. sir. 
Q. 1 1 You knew what he was doing with it, did you: 
what he had been doing with it? 
A. At that time I understood he had a paper route. 
Q. I 2 Did you look at the car to some extent? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 3 You remember the mileage on it? 
A. .Approximately 35.000 miles, Mr. Stant. 
Q. 14 Did you look at it-state whether you looked at 
the car with a view of making him a trade-in offer on it for a 
new Chev.rolet? 
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A. I did make him a trade-in offer on a new Chevrolet. 
Q. 15 What was it? 
Mr. Widener: 
We object to that. It isn't the value of a car, the trade-in 
value, isn't. 
The Court: 
I don't see why the objection is not good, Mr. Stant. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
Q. 16 If you can answer it, Mr. Thompson, at the time 
you saw that car and were talking about the trade-in, I should 
like to know your opinion of its cash value at that time. I 
use Hcash value'' because that is the wording of the 
page I 30 t policy. 
A. At that time I didn't have any intention of· 
buying the car. I was appraising it for a trade-in, and the best 
of my recollection I offe.red him $600. 
Q. 17 $600-
Mr. Widener: 
We object to that answer. That was ruled out. 
A. All right, sir, I wouldn-'t give over $550 for it cash. 
Q. 18 Say you would or wouldn't? 
A. I wouldn't. · 
The Court: 
Does that answer the question? 
Mr. Hutton: 
I move to strike the answer out. 
The Court: 
I don't think that was responsive. 
Q. 19 It isn't necessarily what you would give cash, but 
I wanted to know if you could give us your opinion. of the cash 
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value. of the- car? 
A. Well, that would have been my opinion, sir. 
Q. 20 That would have been your opinion of its cash 
value? ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 21 In conn.ectiqn with your duties the·re, Mr. 
Thompson, do you or not appraise and buy used cars for your 
firm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page I 3 I r Q. 22 Both cash and trade-in? 
- A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 23 That is part of your job, is it? 
A. Yes, si.r. 
Q. 24 Has that included Ford cars that you take in? 
A. Well, we trade for alT makes, buy and sell an ·makes. 
Q. 2.5 Is. it or not tr.ue that since the rationing has been 
in there has been a larger, more extensive dealing in used <::ars 
than formed y? 
A. Yes, sir; it is tru£. 
Q. 26 Was rationing in effect at the· rime he was to· see 
you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 7 In this discussion you had between you and him 
will you tell us whether anything was said by him as to 
whether or not he· was entitled to· a new car under the rationing 
rules? 
A. Mr. Stant, he said he had a paper route and; could buy 
a new car. That is about the only thing I remember that was. 
said to that effect. 
Q. 28 I imagine that always comes up si·n.ce: rationing-
no use to talk to a man unless he can get a car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
No Cros~· Examination 
(Witness excused) 
page 13 2 ~ R. ·C. WARREN the next witness, called by and 
on behalf of the Defendant, being first duly 
sw0ni,. was. examined a:nd testified: as follows-: 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 What is your name? 
A. R. C. Warren. 
Q. 2 Where do you live, Mr. Warren? 
A. Glade Springs. 
Q. 3 What is your business? 
A. Taxi driver. 
Q. 4 Where do you -run a taxi to and from? 
A. Just around Glade Springs. 
Q. 5 I will ask you whether or not you were on the 
road fowards Damascus and near Lodi oh July 6, r 942? 
A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. 6 I will ask you whether you passed by the place 
where a car belonging to Howard Greene had turned over? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 7 What time of the morning did you pass there? 
A. Between five-thirty and twenty minutes to six, some-
thing near that time. 
Q. 8 Was it daylight? 
A. Yes, sir, breaking daylight. 
page 133 r Q. 9 And where were you going, Mr. War-
ren? 
A. Going over to Lodi after Mr. Henry Johnson. 
Q. r o Did you see Mr. Greene there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. r I On your way to Lodi? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 2 Did you talk to him? 
A. Yes, sir. I asked him if the.re was anything I could 
do to help him, any way, and he said no, he had already called 
a wrecker. 
Q. 1 3 You stopped there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I 4 What did you see? 
A. I saw a mail bag and a roll of papers laying on the side 
of the road by Mr. Greene. 
Q. 15 Was he sittiing on -it? 
A. No, sir, he was standing :UP, and his car was laying 
down over the bank, turned over on the side. 
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Q. 1 6 You say you asked him if there was anything you 
could do? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 17 And he told you.he had already sent for a wreck-
er, did he? 
A. That is right. 
page 134 ~ Q. 18 Did you see any fire or smoke or any-
thing about that car? 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. 19 Did he say anything to you about it having any 
fire or smoke in it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 20 Say how long it had been since the car went" over 
the bank? 
A. He didn't say how long it had been. The only con-
versation between us was he asked me either for a cigarette, 
match or light, and I gave him whichever it was, and I knew I 
didn't have much time to get the bus and I w·ent on after Mr. 
Johnson. 
Q. 2 I Did you get out of the car? 
A. No, sir, not as I remember I didn't. 
Q. 22 Now after you left him the first time where did .. 
you go? 
A. Went on up to Lodi store and got Mr. Johnson and 
came back. 
Q. 2 3 How long was it from the time you left the first 
time until you got back there? 
A. I would say approximately ten to fifteen minutes. 
Q. 24 Was Mr. Greene there when you came back? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 135 ~ Q. 25 Anybody else? 
A. No, sir, no one at all. 
Q. 26 Did you stop? 
A. Yes, sir, just about a second and Mr. Johnson looked 
at the car and we went on to meet the bus. 
Q. 27 Any smoke or fire coming from the .car then? 
A. No, sir, I didn't see any sign of any. 
Q. 28 Did you talk to Mr. Gteene any then? 
A. Not on my return; no, sir. 
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Q. 29 Nothing was said then? 
A. No, sir. -
Q. 3 o Now you say you saw his car en the side, I be-
lieve. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 r Did you observe where that car had left the road? 
A. Well, the best of my remembrance, it was some-
thing like as far as from here to the corner of the room, or 
not that far, or maybe a little farther. 
Q. 3 2 What do you estimate that is in feet or yards? 
A. I would say 25 feet or sometping like that, maybe 30 
feet. 
Q. 3 3 Was that where it left the road, or right side of 
the road? 
A. Where it went off over the bank enough to 
page 13 6 r tear out two or three fence posts, the way I under-
stand it. 
Q. 34 Did you see a telephone pole there? 
A. There was a telephone pole right in front of the 
car, the pole was right here (indicating) and the car was laying 
right down in front of it, as if it had turned on away from the 
pole up on the side. 
Q. 35 See any marks on the pole? 
A. I didn't pay any attention to it. 
Q. 36 Were you back up there later on? 
A. I was up there around eleven o'clock or eleven thirty 
in the day. 
Q. 3 7 What did you·see, if anything, then? 
A. I saw the car burned up. 
Q. 3 8 Did you stop that time? 
A. Yes, sir, I stopped that time and got out and went 
down around the car. 







They were burned up and one of them was missing. 
40 One of them was gone? 
Yes, sir. 
4 r Anybody there then? 
No, sir, wasn't a soul there. 
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No Cross Examination 
(Witness excused.) 
page 1 3 7 r C. L. FORD the next witness, called by and on 
. behalf of the Defendant, being first duly sworn, 
was examined and testified as foliows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By fylr. Thompson·: 
Q. 1 What is your name? 
A. Ford. . . 
Q. 2 Your initials, please, ·sir. 
A. C. L. Ford. . 
Q. 3 Whe.re do you live? 
A. Friendship. 
Q. 4 What do you do? 
A. I work in Kingsport now. 
Q. 5 What were yoti doing last July? 
A, I was in a sanitorium part of the time. I came home 
from the sanitorium the first or· second of July. 
Q. 6 Do you own property in Friendship? 
A. No, sir, I rent. 
Q. 7 How long have you lived in this county? 
A. Practically all my life. 
Q. 8 Mr. Ford, did you come along the highway over 
here near Lodi the morning of July 6, when Mr. Greene's car 
had turned over? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 138 ~ Q. 9 About what time of the morning was it? 
· . A. Well, I would say it was from six to six-
twenty, something like that. I don't know the exact time. 
Q. 1 o Who was there when you came along? 
A. Just the boy, Mr. Greene. 
Q. I I How were you traveling? 
A. In my own car. 
Q. 12 Which way had you come? 
A. I had come from Friendship. 
Q. 1 3 Going towards Damascus? 
A. Glade Springs. 
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Q. 14 You had come from Friendship and going toward 
Glade Spring? 
A. Yes, sir.-
Q. 1 5 What did you see when. you came by? . 
A. I saw a car wrecked and the boy sitting in the road 
there. 
Q. 1 6 Did you know him at that time? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1 7 Did you stop and get out of your car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 S What, if anything, did you say to Mr. Gteene? 
A. I asked him if he needed any help,, if I could help 
him any way, and he said no, he had .called a wrecker. 
Q. 19 Said he had called a wrecker? 
page 139 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 20 Did you go down to where the car was? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 21 Did you look in the car? 
A. Yes, sir, I climbed up arid looked in the car? 
Q. 22 Did you see any smoke in it? 
A. Yes, sir, there was a"· little smoke in it. 
Q. 23 See any fire? 
A. Yes, sir, a little spot of smothery fire in it. 
Q. 24 Where was that? 
A. It was in the back seat. 
Q. 25 Was it a blaze? 
A. No, sir, it wasn't a blaze. 
Q. 26 You said a spot. What sized spot? 
A. Oh, a little small spot, I would say something like 
that (indicating with hands) . 
Q. 27 Could you give us some idea as to the size in 
inches or circumference how big it was around? 
A. Well, I would say that would be six or eight inches 
(indicating with hands). 
Q. 28 After you saw the fire, as you have outlined, 
what, if anything, did you say to Mr. Greene? 
A. I asked him if he was going to try to put it 
page I 40 t out and he said no, he Was afraid the smoke would 
smother him, and I got in my .car and left. 
Q.· 29 Was it blazing when you left? 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. 30 _Where was Mr. Greene when you were down 
looking in, the car and at this place that was smoldering? 
A. I don't think he ever got up off of what he was sit-
ting on in the road. 
Q. 3 r Did you see Mr. Dexter Widener or anybody else 
there? 
A. Yes, sir, Mr. Dexter Widener and his father came up 
just as I was fixing to leave. 
Q. 3 2 You didn't talk to them? 
A. No, sir, I didn't talk to them. 
No cross examinatiQn 
(Witness excused.) 
DEXTER WIDENER the next witness, called by and on 
behalf of hte Defendant, being first duly sworn, was examined 
and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. r - Your name is Mr. Dexter Widener? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
page I 4 I r Q. 2 Where do you live, Mr. Widener? 
A. I live at Lodi. 
Q. 3 How long have you lived there? 
A. I moved there the second day of February, a year ago 
the 2nd day of this month. 
Q. 4 How long have you lived in this county? 
A. All my life. 
Q. 5 You are the son of W. D. Widener? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 6 Where is W. D. Widener? 
A. He is in West Virginia, I suppose. 
Q. 7 How close do you live to the road where the car 
of Howard Greene turned over last July? 
A. Well, I couldn't tell you exactly how far it is but it 
ain't far. 
Q. 8 Approximately how far would you say in yards? 
A. I don't know just how far it would be. 
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Q. 9 A hundred yards? 
A. No, it is farther than a hundred yards. I guess it is 
five or six hundred yards. 
Q. 10 Is it in sight? 
A. Oh, yes. Yes, sir. 
Q. 11 Could you see the car f.rom your home? 
A. Yes, sir, . I did do it. 
page 142 r Q. I 2 You say you did do it? 
A. Yes, sir, I saw it when I went out on the 
lower porch. 
Q. 1 3 - .What time in the morning was it when you went 
out on the lower porch and first saw this car? 
car? 
A. It was something after five o'clock. 
Q. 14 What did you do, if anything, afte.r you saw the 
A. I went back in the house and woke my father up~· 
Q. 15 Your father, W. D. Widener? ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I 6 Did you go up where the .car was wrecked im-
mediately then? 
A. Yes, sir, me and him both, and my son. 
Q. 1 7 And your son· Bub? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 18 How old is·your son? 
A. Twelve years.old last June. 
Q. 19 And your father, W. D. Widener? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 20 Mr. Widener, when you got up there where was 
Mr. Gteene sitting there in the road? 
A. On a bundle of papers. 
Q. 21 You don't know how long the car had been over 
the bank? 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
page I 43 r Q. 22 Anybody else there when you and your 
father and son came up? 
A. Cordy Ford was just getting in his car and had just 
sta.rted the motor up, and was leaving when we walked up.' 
Q. 23 Was that C. L. Ford, the witness who just testi-
fied here? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 24 You didn't talk to him? 
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A. No, sir, I didn't talk to, him any. 
Q. 2-5 No one was left there but Mr. Greene when you 
came? 
A. No, sir, and in a few minutes ·this Mock boy and the 
Copenhaver boy came up. We had not been the-re over three or 
four minutes. no wa,y 'til they came· by. 
Q. 26 When you went up there what did you say to Mr. 
Greene, if anything? . 
A. I don't remember whether it was me or my father 
that asked him if anyone was hurt, and he said no-I don't 
remember just which one it was now-and I asked him if we-
could help him out any way, and he said he reckoned not. 
Q. 2 7 Did you go down to where the· car was and look 
at it? 
A. Yes, sir, I went down to the car and loofed 
page 144 }- down through the front door glass. 
Q. 28 See any fire in there? 
A. No, si,r, I didn't see no blaze at all. 
Q. 29 See some smoke-? 
A. Yes, sir, some smoke. The car body was about full 
of smoke. 
Q. 30 But you did not see- any blaze? 
A. No, sir, I didn't see any blaze at all. 
Q. 3 1 What was it you asked him? 
A. I asked him if there was anything I .could do to help 
him, and he said he ~ckoned not. 
Q. 32. What did you mean when you asked him if there 
was anything you could do t9' help him? 
A. I meant to try to help save his car if I could. 
Q. 33 You mean to help put the smoke out? 
Mr. Widener: 
Your Honor, I object to that because it is leading. 
The Court: 
Objection sustained. 
Q. J 4 What dicf he say? 
A. He said he reckoned there wasn't anything we- could 
do about it. . 
Q. 3 5 Now what, i~ an.ything, did you hear said there 
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by your father, in the presence of Mr. Greene, with reference 
to getting some water and putting the fire out? · 
A. That was talked while I was down at the 
page I 45 ~ car and my father and the boy was up in th~ road. 
Q. 36 You didn't hear it? 
A. No, sir, I didn't hear him. say that, but my boy did. 
Mr. Widener: 
We object to that and move to· strike it. Don't tell that. 
We move to strike it out. 
Mr. Stant: 
The boy is here. He is going to tell that. 
Q. 3 7 What, if anything, did you hear Mr. Greene say 
there about having. insurance on his car? 
Mr. Widener: 
If your Honor please, we object to the leading question. 
The Court: 
I think it is leading. He is your witness. Let him tell 
anything that was .said in his presence and done right at that 
·time. 
Q. 3 8 Did you hear him say anything at all about in-
surance until just what you did hear him say there that morn-
ing about his car or anything else? 
A. I didn't hear him mention anything about the in-
surance. 
Mr. Wideen.r: 
You see, that led right into it. Of course he didn't hear 
it, and we object to it, and rriove to strike it out. 
page r 4 6 ~ The Court: 
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A. That was. all I heard. 
Q. 3 9 I want to ask you if you heard ~.im say anything 
about a new car? 
Mr. Hutton: 
We object to that. 
The Court: 
Overruled. 
A. No, sir, I didn't. 
Q. 40 Did you tell us about what time it was when you 
got there? 
A. Got to the ca_r the first time? 
Q. 41 Yes. 
A. Well, it was about I imagine around five-_thirty. 
Q. 42 About five.:thirty? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 43 . How long did you stay there, Mr. Widener? 
A. { .couldn't say just how long, around three-quarters 
of an hour, I guess. 
Q. 44 You got there about five-thirty and stayed about 
three-quarters of an hour? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 45 When you left there, where did you go? 
A. Went back home to breakfast. 
page 147 ~ Q. 46 Who else had come when you left? 
A. I don't remember now just who all was there 
when I left. 
Q. 47 I will ask you at the time you left there whether or 
not there was any blaze in that car? 
A. No, sir, I didn't see no blaze at -all. 
Q. 48 You say you got there about five-thirty and stay-
ed three-quarters of an hour? 
A. Around three-quarters of an hour. I never paid no 
attention to how long it was, but I never did see no blaze in the 
car until after I started back from breakfast and it must have 
blazed sometime while I was in the house eating breakfast. 
Q. 49 When you went down to the car, Mr. WidenerA 
and looked on the inside, where was Mr. Greene? 
A. He was up there in the road. 
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Q. 50 And what was he doing-where was your father 
and little boy at that time? 
A. They was up in the road. I don't remember what 
Mr. Greene was doing at that time, but when we walked up he 
was sitting on the mail. 
Q. 5 1 When you went down to the car did he go down 
to look in the car with you? 
. A. No, sir, Mr. Greene wasn't about the car 
page 148 ~ when I was down there looking at it. 
Q. 5 2 Did you ever see him looking in the car 
the forty-five minutes you were there? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. 53 Had Mr. Greene left when you left to go to break-
fast, or was he still there? 
A. I don't remember whether he left before I went to 
b_reakfast or not, but I know he was gone when I got there the 
second time. 
Q. 54 I believe you said .little Bobby Preston and Mr. 
Mock came up while you were there? 
A. And Sam Copenhaver. 
Q. 55 Did you see Mr. Carl Mock there, too? 
A. Yes, sir, he was there while I was there, I think. 
Mr. Thompson: 
You may cross examine. 
Mr. Widener: 
No cross examination. Stand aside. 
Mr. Thompson: 
If your Honor please, we would like to take a matter up 
out of the p~esence of the jury, please. 
The Court: 
Gentlemen, will you go to your room? 
(NOTE: Thereupon, the jury retired, and the fol-
lowing p·roceedings were had in their abs.ence:) 
Mr. Widener: 
Maybe it ought to be taken up out of the presence of the · 
witness, too. 
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The Court: 
It may be they are going to make some avowal. 
page 149 ~ Mr. Thompson: 
I couldn't very well ask the witness some ques-
tions if he isn't here. 
Mr. Widener: 
I take it you are going to ask a leading question. 
Mr. Thompson: 
If I do you can object. 
The Court: 
Go ahead. I don't know just what it_ is. 
Mr. Thompson: 
Your Honor, it is in support of our motion for contin-
uance. We want to show by this witness in view of the fact 
the statement of his father was introduced, that he was not 
present when certain things took place that are contained in that 
statement. 
The Court: 
Go ahead and ask him. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 5 6 I will ask you whether or not you heard your 
father, W. D. Widener, ask Mr. Greene if he should not get a 
bucket or two of water and put the fire out, since that was 
all that it would take? 
Mr. Hutton: 
We object. 
A. No, sir, I never heard him ask Mr. Greene. a thing 
about the water? 
Q. 57 You were present but did not hear it? 
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page 150 ~ A. That was talked when I was down at the 
car. 
Q. 58 And you didn't hear Mr. Greene say to your 
father not to do a thing, as water might cause it to explode. 
and besides he wanted it all to go together? 
A. No, sir, I didn't hear him say that at all. You see 1 
was down at the car when that was talked and they was up in 
the road. 
Q. 59 And after five or ten minutes you didn't hear 
your father ask him again if he could get a few buckets and put 
it out, and Mr. Greene refused to let him do it; you didn't hear 
that? 
A. Not as I remember of, I did not. 
Q. 60 I will ask you if you heard your father ask Mr. 
Greene to let him take the tires off since they looked like new 
casings and rubber was scarce? 
A. I heard him ask him that, that the casings .could be 
took off. 
Q. 6 1 You heard that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: 




Where were you then? 
The Witness: 
I had come back up from the car, back up in the 
page 15 r ~ road, but that is all the conversation I heard be-
tween my father and Mr. Greene. 
Q. 62 I will ask you if you heard Mr. Greene say to 
your father he would have to pay $50 to have it fixed, and 
when it all went together he could pay $50 and get a new car? 
A. As I remember he didn't say nothing about a new car. 
Q. 6 3 I am asking if you heard this statement made to 
your father that I have jQst read you? 
A. No, I didn't. 
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Q. 64 You didn't hear that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 65 I will ask you if you heard your father tell him 
this: "When he refused to let us do a thing, I told him if that 
is the way he felt about it, we would go on back to the house 
and eat our breakfast.'' Did you hear that? 
A. Yes, sir, I heard him tell him that. 
Q. 6 6 You heard your father tell Mr. Green that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 67 Just what did you hea.r your father say to him 
about that? 
A. I just told you all I heard him say. 
Q. 68 What, if anything, was said there before you left 
to go to breakfast, or why did you go back to get your breakfast 
without doing something? 
page r 5 2 ~ Mr. Widener: 
We object to that. 
Mr. Thompson: 
Your Honor, what I want to being out by this witness is 
what he heard and what he didn't hear, that this statement 
contains, that his father heard. 
The Court: 
I will permit the witness to tell the conversation that occur-
red between his father and Mr. Greene, that he actually heard. 
Mr. Thomps0n: 
That is what I am trying to bring out. 
The Court: 
But I won't permit him to say something he didn't hear. 
Mr. Thompson: 
I don't want him to do that. 
Mr. Stant: 
That is the reaso1{ we askend it now, to sift it out. 
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Mr. Thompson: 
· -So the record will show the statements contained in his 
father's statement that has peen introdu~ed, that he doesn't 
know about, which is in support of our motion for a contin-
uance. 
The Court: 
My ruling will be this witness can testify what he heard 
his father and Mr. Greene say·, that he actually heard them say, 
the whole conversation, but he will have to state it in his own 
words. 
Q. 69 (By Mr. Thompson) What was the 
page I 53 ~ conversation between Mr. Greene and your father 
when something was said about going to break-
fast? 
A. \Veil, he just.said if that is the way you feel about the 
matter, we will just go on back to breakfast-when we offer-. 
ed our help to try to protect the car. . . 
Q. 70 The only two things you heard in the .conversa-
tion between your fat);ler and Mr. Greene was about the tires 
and the remark you would go on to breakfast if that was the 
way he felt about it? 
A. That is all. 
Mr. Thompson: 
Now, if your Honor please, I would like to ask him about 
about the tires· and this other remark when the jury comes back. 
The Court: 
You can ask him to tell the entire conversation he heard 
between his father and Mr. Greene. I don't see why you have 
to remind him of tires or anything else. He is the one that is 
on the stand, and if he cannot tell it, it is just too had, and· I 
don't see why he cannot. The Court will authorize .him to -
tell every bit of the conversation between Mr. Greene and his 
father in his presence. 
1vlr. Stant: 
If the Court please, I really don't believe we have made 
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:; . 
ourselves clear as to what we were trying to do. We were try-
ing to cull out. His father's statement wa~ put in 
page 154 r this morning, and we are simply trying to dem-
o onstrate here what part of his fa thees statement 
he didn't hear, because we told you this morning there was 
some part of it he didn't hear, and we are trying to get in the 
record a substantiation of that statement we made to your 
Honor this morning on our motion for continuance. is the 
reason we asked it. 
The Court: 
Haven't you done that? -~ 
Mr. Stant: 
I didn't think we had made ourselves clear as to why we 
are asking these things. Now when the jury comes back Mr. 
Thompson intends to ask him about these two things he did 
hear, and not about the water and other things he didn't 
hear. It is up to us to show you somewhere in here just what 
there is in that written statement he did not hear. 
The Court: 
I think I understand it. I think when you ask him the 
questions about the things he did hear you just ought to ask 
him to state all of the conversation he heard between his father 
and Mr. Greene. I don't think you ought to say in reference 
to tires or anything else, but ask him to tell all 
page I 5 5 r of the conversation, and if the other gentlemen 
object to it, I will overrule the objection. 
Mr. Stant: 
We have already done that, and will be going over it 
again. That is why are are weeding it out. 
Mr. Thompson: 
Do I understand your Honor to rule that if we ask him 
to state the conversation he heard between his father and Mr. 
Greenen· that morning, and he makes no reference to those two 
things just mentioned, we cannot refresh his memory on it? 
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The Court: 
I didn't mean to say that. I think if the witness omits 
something you can bring it out, but don't lead him though. 
Let the jury come back. 
(NOTE: Thereupon .the jury returned into the . 
courtroom.) 
Q. 71 (By Mr. Thompson) Mr. Widener, I want you 
to tell his Honor and the Jury all of the conversation you heard 
take place that morning between your father, W. D. Wide'ner, 
and Mr. Greene? 
A. Well, all there was to it was just what I told you 
just now. 
Q. 72 Will you tell it again, because the Jury 
-page 1 5 6 ~ was not in here then? 
A. Well, he asked him if there was anything we 
could do about taking the tires off, ~and he said no, sir, to just 
let it all go, and he said to him, "Well, if that is: the way you 
feel about it, we will just go on back to breakfast." 
Q. 73 And did you leave then, you and your father? 
A. Yes, sir, we went on back down to the house for 
breakfast. 
Q. 74 Did you come back up there during the day? 
A. Come back as I was going up to Bob Preston's to 
work. 
Q. 7 5 How long after you had left to go back to break-
fast? 
A. I don't know exactly how long it was. I imagine 
around three-quarters of an hour. 
Q. 76 Was the car burning when you .came back after 
breakfast? 
A. Yes, sir, it was burning pretty fast. It had done 
blazed while we was down there eating breakfast. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
X. 1 Did you hear the gas tank explode? 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
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· X. 2 It did explode, didn't you say upstairs 
page 157 r here, as you were coming up to Bobby's to work? 
I will ask you if you didn't make this statement 
upstairs in Judge Moore's court-
Mr. Stant: 
Which Widener have you got now? 
X. 3 Was this question asked you and did you make 
this answer? 
"Q. I believe you say at that time you saw no blaze 
there.'' 
That is the question and ·your answer was: 
Mr. Thompson: 
We object to that. 
The Court: 
The way to put that is to ask him if in response to a cer-
tain question he did not say so and so. 
X. 4 In response to a question asked you by Mr. 
Thompson in Judge Moore's court, wasn't this question asked 
you, and didn't you make this answer-I will read you the 
question and answer: 
"Q. I believe you say at that time you saw no blaz\~ 
there?'' 
''No, sir. I didn't see no blaze at all until I had gone 
back down to the house and ate breakfast and was com-· 
ing up to Bobby's to work, and about the time I got right 
at the where I pulled around just before the car wrecked. 
I think the gas tank exploded right there." 
X. 5 Did you make that statement? 
page 15 8 ~ A. Well, it might have done it. 
X. 6 It did explode? 
A. It flamed up. It flamed bigge.r than it was when I 
left the house, but as far as hearing it explode I don't remem-
ber about that, but the first time that I looked in, when I look-
ed in the car, I didn't see no blaze at all. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 You nnever saw any blaze until after you went to 
breakfast and were coming back?· 
A. That is right. 
(Witness ex.cused.) 
R.R. PRESTON, JR., the next witness, called by and on 
behalf of the Defendant, being first duly sworn, was exam-
ined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 You are R. R. Preston, Jr.? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 Are you the son of the late Dr. Preston? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 Of Lodi, Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 159 ~ Q. 4 You live at the homeplace there at Lodi? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 How old are you? 
A. I am twenty-one. 
Q. 6 Robert, how close is your home to the place where 
the Greene car went over the road at Lodi last July? 
A. I imagine it is about a quarter of a mile, the best of 
my knowledge. 
Q. 7 I will ask you whether or not you went over to 
where the car had gone off the highway that morning? 
ner. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 8 I will ask you who was the,re when you arrived? 
A. Well, Deck Widener and Carl Mock and Mr. Wide-
Q. 9 W. D. Widener? 
A. Yes, sir, and Dexter's son, Bub. · 
Q. 1 o The little twelve year old boy? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 11 What time did you get there? 
0 
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A. I imagine around seven o'clock. 
Q. 1 2 Seven o'clock in the morning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 13 What did you say to Mr. Greene or Mr. Greene 
to you when you arrived? 
A. I don't remembe.r saying anything. 
page 160 r Q. 14 You didn't talk to Mr. Greene any-was 
Mr. Greene there? 
A. Yes, sir, he was there. 
Q. r 5 Did you try to get the tires off of the .car? 
A. We took one of the front tires off. 
Q. r6 When you say "we'' whom do you mean? 
A. Sam Copenhaver and myself. 
Q. 17 Was that while Mr. Greene was there? 
A. No, he had done left. 
Q. 1 8 Was any effort made to take the tires off before 
Mr. Greene left? 
A. Something was said about it, and we didn't have any 
lug wrench available. · 
Q. 1 9 How did you get the tire off that you took off? 
A. We got one from Mr. Wyatt. He had his car there. 
Q. 20 Now when you first came up you say it was 
about seven o'clock? 
A. Somewhere around that. 
Q. 21 I will ask you whether or not you saw any fire 
in the <;ar? 
A. Well, I didn't look in the car. 
Q. 22 You didn't look in the car? 
A. No, sir, all I noticed was the smoke. 
Q. 23 Did you see any fire in it before you left? 
A. It blazed up before I left. 
page I 6 1 r Q. 24 How long were you there? 
A. I imagine around half an hour. 
Q. 25 And where was the blaze you saw? 
A. It was in the back. 
Q. 26 In the back part of the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 27 When it blazed up what kind of blaze was it? 
A. I don't know. It wasn't very la,rge, I don't think. 
Q. 28 And after it blazed what happened? 
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A. It smothered out, to the best of my knowledge. I 
didn't see it any more. 
Q. 29 In other words, it cleared up and went out? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 30 Was Mr. Greene present then? 
A. Yes, si,r, I think he was. 
Q. 3 1 Did you leave and come back the second time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 2 Was Mr. Greene there when you left the first 
time? 
A. No, he had done gone. 
Q. 33 Who was there when you left? 
A. I don't know exactly, but I believe Deck was still 
there. 
Q. 34 Dexter Widener? 
page 162 r A. Yes, sir, I believe he was. I wouldn't say 
for sure, but I believe they was still there though. 
not? 
Q. 3 5 Do you know whether the car later burned or 
A. \Vhether what? 
Q. 36 Whether it did burn later on? 
A. Yes; sir, it bu,rned. 
Q. 3 7 And were you there when it was burning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 8 How long were you gone? 
A. Before I came back? 
Q. 3 9 Before you came back the last time? 
A. Well, I went up to the house and eat my breakfast and 
I don't know, I guess it was a.round half. an hour. . 
Q. 40 As I understand from you, when you left it was 
not burning then; is that right? 
A. I didn't see any blaze when I left. 
Q. 41 What was its condition when you came back? 
A. It was afire all over when I .came back. 
Q. 42 After you came back you did take one of the 
tires off? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
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X. 1 Did you take the tire off. Mr. Preston. 
page 1 63 ~ before or after the gas tank blew up? 
A. It was after it blew up. 
X. 2 Did Mr. Rauh give you the tire which you took 
off after the tank blew up? 
A. Mr. who? 
X. 3 Mr. Rauh. the man sitting over there? 
A. Well, no, he didn't give it to me. 
X. 4 Did anybody authorize you to keep the tire or 
what become of it? 
A. Well, a fellow told me I could keep it. He said. hr 
would keep it. 
X. 5 Do you know who that was told you that? 
A. It was a fellow up there one day with another man. 
I don't know who. 
X. 6 Looking about this wreck? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 7 And you have the tire yet? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 8 To refresh your memory, didn't you make the 
following answer to a question asked you in Judge Moore's 
court: 
"Q. Did it blaze before you left for breakfast?" 
"A. Yes, sir, it blazed a little." 
A. That is right; 
page 1 64 ~ X. 9 So it did blaze some before you went to 
breakfast? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 o Were you afraid the gas tank would explode? 
Mr. Thompson: 
If your Honor please, we object. 
X. 1 I Did you make a statement upstairs you were 
afraid it would explode? 
Mr. Stant: 
No matter what statement he made up there that is not a 
proper question and we object. 
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X. r 2 I will ask you this question, regardless of what 
you might have said any other time, state to this court and jury 
whether or not you were afraid to take that tire off that car be-








State whether or not you were afraid to take it off before 
the gas tank exploded? 
A. Well, I don't know. I guess there would have been 
some danger. 
X. r 3 There would have been some danger? 
A. But I believe I would have helped to take one off. 
X. r 4 But you didn't do it? 
page 165 ~ A. No, I di~n't. The boy objected to it and I 
didn't. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 In other words you were willing to help take them 
off and he wouldn't let you? 
A. I would have helped take them off. 
Q. 2 And Mr. Greene objected to it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
X. r Did you have any tire wrench or lug wrench or 
anything? 
A. No~ _sir, didn't have any wrenches and he said some-
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thing about before he left we would take this one off, the 
front tire, and the flame came up from behind and we ran. 
you? 
X. 2 You all ran, he .ran and you ran, and De.ck ran? 
A. Deck wasn't there. 
X. 3 Who was there? 
A. Mock. 
X. 4 All of you ran when that flame jumped out at 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 5 And you didn't take it off until after the gas 
tank exploded? 
A. No, sir. 
page 166 ~ X. 6 And you didn't have anything to take it 
off with? 
A. At first? 
X. 7 Yes. 
A. No, sir, I don't reckon so. 
X. 8 Did Greene or anybody else ever try to keep any-
body there to your knowledge from doing anything to save 
that car? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, that is not a proper question. The parties 
we.re there at different times and covers the whole morning. 
He can ask it more properly. He asked if he did anything to 
his knowledge to keep anybody from doing so and so. I 
thought the Court had required us to state the facts, what a 
person did. 
The Court: 
He is on cross examination and an intelligent witness and 
can annswer that question, if he can answe.r it, from his own 
knowledge, what he saw and heard. 
A. What is the question? 
X. 9 Did Greene prevent you or anybody else, to your 
knowledge, from trying to take the car tires off or. to save the 
.automobile or do anything else they wanted to, to prevent 
that fire? 
A. No, sir. 
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page 167 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 I believe you said he objected whether he pre-
vented it or not, did he not? 
Mr. Hutton: 
Objected to as leading. He is his own witneess. 
The Court: 
Overruled. He is exam1mng him on a question you 
brought out. 
Q. 2 I believe you stated he did object to you assisting 
him or taking them off yourself? 
A. He said something about letting it all go. He 
wouldn't take anything off. 
Q. 3 Why did he say to let it all go? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. 4 What did he say now? 
A. He said to let it all go, he didn't-
Q. 5 Didn't what? 
A. He just said to let it go, that he-
Q. 6 What was he talking about when he said let it 
all go? 
A. He was talking about the car, the tires and stuff 
on the car. He said the .company, the insurance company, 
would object, I think is the way he had it, if he taken anything 
off of it. 
Q. 7 Said the Insurance Company would ob-
page r 68 ~ ject to taking anything off of it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 8 And that was before you left to go to breakfast? 
A. Yes, sir, he wasn't down there whenever I came back. 
He left while I was gone. 
Q. 9 And I believe you stated that whatever blaze you 
saw in the car before you left to go to breakfast had smothered 
or gone out? 
A. Yes, sir, to the best of my knowledge it wasn't coming_ 
up through the glass. 
Q. 1 o Was there any water close to that car? 






Yes, sir, there is a branch run right down thru the 
11 How close was it to the car? 
I would say fifty feet. 
(Witness excused) 
CARL MOCK the next witness, called by and on behalf of 
the Defendant, being first duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 Your name is Carl Mock? 
page . 169 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 Where do you live? 
A. At Lodi, near Glade Spring. 
Q. 3 Do you know Bobby Preston? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 4 Live in that general community? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 How long have you lived up here? 
A. About five years. 
Q. 6 Were you out at the pla.ce where Mr. Howard 
Greene went off the road near Lodi? 
A. I was up there that morning. 
Q. 7 What time did you go up there? 
A. I guess between six-thirty and seven o'clock. 
Q. 8 Who was there when you were the.re? 
A. The two Wideners, Mr. Dexter Widener and Mr. 
Billy Widener and the boy. 
Q. 9 W. D. Widener is who you refer to as Billy? 
A. Yes, sir, and the boy driving the automobile. 
Q. 1 o When you came there you say it was what time? 
A. I guess between six-thirty and seven o'clock. 






No, I didn't see any blaze. 
1 2 Did you see some smoke? 
Yes, sir. 
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Q. 1 3 How long were you there, Mr. Mock? 
A. I guess about fifteen minutes. 
Q. 14 I will ask you if you saw any J:>laze in the .car 
while you were there? 
A. Yes, sir, I saw a blaze in the car while I was there. 
Q. 1 5 Where did you go; did you go down to the car to 
see where the blaze was in the car? 
A. I looked around at the car when I come up. 
Q. 16 After the blaze did you determine what part of 
the car the blaze was in? 
A. Yes, sir. I was near the back end of the car when 
it blazed up. 
Q. 1 7 Where was the blaze? 
A. It appeared .to be in the rear. 
Q. 18 On the inside of the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 19 What happened to that blaze? 
A. I don't know. I got away from it then and didn't 
come back to it. 
Q. 20 You didn't come back to the car at all;, 
A. Didn't come back near it. 
page r 71 ~ Q. 21 Where did you go? 
A. I went back to my car. I left it parked on 
the road and pretty soon went on to my work. 
Q. 22 You were not back there any more that .day? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 2 3 Where was Mr. Greene? 
A. He was sitting in the road when I drove up. 
Q. 24 You know whether or not there is any water 
around there close? 
A. A branch runs down the flat there near where the 
automobile burned. 
Q. 25 How neu was it? 
A. I would say from fifty to one hundred feet. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
X. 1 Wpy did you get away when yon saw .the smoke· 
there and blaze? 
A. I wanted to go on to my work. 
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X. 2 Was the blaze in the back end of it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 3 The gas tank back in there before you? 
A. Ye&, sir, in that model. 
X. 4 And you were kinda scared the thing would blow 
off in your face, weren't you? 
A. Sir. 
page I 72 r Mr. Thom_pson: 





X. 5 Wasn't that the reason you got away? 
A. Yes, sir, that was the reason we got away at that time. 
X. 6 You say you were afraid it would blow off and 
that is the reason why you got away? 
A. We felt like it was dangerous to be that near to the 
rear of it. 
X. 7 Who was with you there? 
A. Bobby Preston and Greene were -with me at the time. 
I don't know if anyone else was at the car or not. 
X. 8 Where did you go? 
A. Back up in the road. 
X. 9 Where did Preston and Greene go? 
A. I don't know. We got away from the rear end of the 
car. I went up in the road and I don't know where they went. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. 1 What time of day was that, if you remember? 
A. It wasn't more than ten minutes after I got there. 
Q. 2 You got there about seven o'clock did 
page I 73 r you say? 
A. Between six -thirty and seven. 
, Q. 3 Had Dexter Widener left? 
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A. I don't recall if they were· there at that time or not. 
(Witness excused.) 
SAM COPENHAVER, JR., the next witness .called by and 
on behalf of the Defendant, being first duly sworn, was exam-
ined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. r Your name is Sam Copenhaver, Jr.? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 2 Are you a son of Mr. Sam Copehaver, who is a 
member of the Board of Supervisors? 
.N... Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 You live at Lodi? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 4 Where do you go to school? 
A. Liberty Hall. 
Q: 5 How old are you? 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. 6 You live near where Mr. Greene's car went 








A. Yes; sir. 
7 Did you go down there, Sam? 
Yes, sir. 
8 What time. of day, did you go down? 
It was right close to eight o'clock, I would say. 
9 In the morning? 
Yes, sir. 
r o Was Mr. Greene there then? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I I Who was there? 
A. Wasn't anybody there at the time I got there. 
Q. r 2 How come you. to go down there? 
A. There was. a fellow stopped down there and said· a 
car was on fire. 
Q. 13 Don't tell what was said. 
A. I just found out the car was on fire. 
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Q. 1 4 What was the condition of the car when you 
got there? 
A. The whole back end was on fire when I got there. 
Q. I 5 And nobody else there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1 6 Bobby Preston, did he come back there while you 
were there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 175 ~ Q. 1 7 Did you all take a tire off of the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. 1 8 Did you help him take it off? 
A. Yes, sir. 





No, sir, they came about the time Mr. Preston did. 
20 And you were not there earlier in the day at all? 
No, sir. 
(No cross examination.) 
(Witness excused.) 
(NOTE: A short recess was here taken.) 
E. F. RAUH, the next witness, called by and on behalf of 
the Defendant, being first duly sworn, was examined and tes-
tified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Stant: 
Q. I You are Mr. E. F. Rauh? 
A. I am. 
Q. 2 What is your business, Mr. Rauh? 
A. Insurance adjuster. 
Q. 3 Do you live in Bristol? 
page 1 76 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. 4 And work in this general territory around 
here? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 Are you the adjuster that Mr. Greene referred to 
this morning? 
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Q. 6 Did you know anything about this car or had 
you had any occasion· to see it until after the loss was reported? 
A. That is right. 
A. No, I didn't see the car until several days after Mr. 
Greene was in my office, and at that time it had been taken to 
the States Motor Company in Bristol. 
Q. 7 That, of course, was after this loss? 
A. That is right. 
Q. 8 Something was said this morning by him about 
getting in touch with you or contacting you. Just how did he 
see you or you see him? 
A. Frankly the first time I saw him he came into my 
office. I had not made any appointment with him or any-
thing like that, but he stated here this morning that Mr. Lewis 





9 He came to your office? 
Yes. sir. 
1 o Fer what purpose? 
A. To file an insurance claim. 
page 177 r Q. 1 1 New the statement dated July 8th that 
was read this morning, was that given on his first 
visit to your office? 
A. Yes, sir, that was given on the morning of July 8th, 
as I recall, when he came into the office. As I said that was be-: 
fore I saw the car or had any details Qf the loss or anything. 
They were the facts as he detailed them to me, and I wrote them 
down for him. 
Q. 12 Did you make or attempt to make any agreement 
with him about the value of the car? 
A. No, sir, I wasn't in position to for more than one 
reason. I had not had any opportunity to investigate the loss. 
I had not seen the car. I knew nothing about the car. I didn't 
ever know how seriously it was damaged. 
Q. 13 Did you have occasion to call States Motor Com-
pany while he was in the office? 
A. On that date or which date? 
Q. r 4 Either date. 
A. As I recall, we did call the States Motor Company, or -
I called the States Motor Company, the last time he was in, 
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August 22nd, ·as I recall, because he wanted to verify the bal-
ance due at the time to States Motor Company. 
Q. 15 That is the date statement was made which bad 
included in it the amount due States Motor Company? 
A. Yes, sir, verifying that figure. 
page 178 ~ Q. 1 6 You think that is when you called them?" 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 7 On that occasion did you attempt to agree· with 
him on the valuation of the car? 
A. No. there was little reason for me to agree upon a 
value be.cause I wasn't in any position to proceed any further 
with the loss until I received further· instructions from the 
.company. However, that statement there was taken to set out 
what Mr .. Greene was demanding from the insurance company. 
however it was not an agreement of any sort between the com -
pany and Mr. Greene. . 
Q. I 8 What did you do with the July 8th statement 
afte·r he came· in and made the claim, and you wrote dut this 
s:tatement? 
A. The statement was investigated, and after that it was 
forwarded to the company. 
Q. 19 You forwarded it to your insurance company? 
A. That is right. 
Q. 20 Were you in position or authorized to make any 
settlement or agreement to settle on any of these occasions he 
came into your office? 
A. Oh, decided I y not. 
Q. 2 I What was your authority in this case, what were 
you to do? 
A. Well, after our investigation, Mr. Stant, of 
page. L79 ~ the matter. (Interrupted) 
Mr. Widener: 
If your Honor please, we object to that, as to what he was 
to do. 
Mr. Stant: 
1 asked his authority and what he was to do, his authority 
in this case is what I am after. 
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Mr. Widener: 
But I saw the implication in his answer. Any conclusions 






A. ( Continuing) Here is the thing on something like 
that, Mr. Stant, you see after we obtain a statement of facts 
and make an investigation of that statement, if there is any 
contradictory evidence uncovered, if there is a technical viola-
tion of any sort, policy violation or condition violation, our 
authority immediately ceases and the reports must go to the 
company, and (interrupted)-
Mr. Widener: 
You see, your Honor, the conclusion is qrawn. We ob-
ject and we mean it. He is going to drawing conclusions again 
as to what he does in certain events. Now as to what he did 
about the amount of this we concede is legal testimony. 




A. (Continuing) - So I had forwarded to the .company 
the statement as taken from Mr. Greene, together with the state-
ments which I had gathered in the investigation, and was await-
ing further orders from them. 
Q. 22 Did you at any time tell him the amount he claim-· 
ed or any other amount would be paid, or what did you say 
to him in that respect? 
A. Well, I don't recall any direct conversation along 
that line; however, I was in no position to make any state-
ment regarding payment and, as I said, that statement was 
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merely a demand upon the insurance company of what he was 
requesting in connection with the matter. I do recall telling 
him at the time the statement was taken that it was merely fbr 
the purpose of setting out what he was demanding from the in-
surance company, since in the previous statement there had been 
no amount set out. 
Q. 23 Tell us whether or not you explained to him all 
of those things had to be sent to the company? 
A. Yes, sir, he was aware of that, because he came to the 
office several times after that to find out if we had received any 
further instructions to proceed with closing the loss, and I told 
him to the contrary. 
Q. 24 I believe you· said you know nothing 
page I 8 I r about, and knew nothing then about, the value 
of the car? 
A. No, I had not gone into the thing very thoroughly at 
that time at all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Widener: 
X. 1 On July 8th, two days after this accident to the 
car, Greene did come to your. office? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 2 What is your position with the defendant insur-
ance company? 
A. Adjuster. 
X. 3 What does an adjuster do? 
A. I guess probably the best definition of that would be 
an investigator, wouldn't it? 
· X. 4 I don't know, sir. I am asking you. You inves-
tigate'? 
A. An investigator gives the company his opinion of, 
or the facts, as he finds them. 
X. 5 Following July 8th up to August 22nd, you said 
he was back to your office several times, I believe? · 
A. That is right. 
X. 6 He had given you on July 8th the valuation of his 
car, hadn't he? · 
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A. That is right. 
page 182 ~ X. 7 Did you ever tell him the valuation was 
too big? 
A. I never told him it was too big or too small. 
because I was not in position to tell him either one . 
. X. 8 You had been investigating the claim all that 
time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 9 All those weeks you had never come to any con-
clusion with him that the amount he was claiming was too big 
and you didn't tell him when you wrote this statement here of 
August 22nd he was claiming too much, did you? 
A. I made no statement either way on it. 
X. 10 You wrote it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 11 It is your own handwriting? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. I'2 And you had it copied? 
A. No, I didn't have it ·copied. 
X. 13 Who .copied it? 
A. I don't know about that. 
X. 14 You witnessed it, didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
X. I 5 Your company had a copy of it, didn't they? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page I 83 ~ X. 16 Somebody copied it, didn't they? 
A. It was copied later, that is true, for the files. 
But as far as the original copy it was not mailed out. 
X. I 7 So part of your job as adjuster was to have this 
statement made out and send it in to the cpmpany? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 8 You had been negotiating with him with refer~ 
ence to his claim from July 8th on down to the institution of 
this suit for your company? 
A. I had seen him one time when I had business to trans-
act with him. · 
Q. 1 9 I thought you had seen him several times. 
A. He came to our office but I wasn't in any position to 
talk to him because I didn't know what he was .claiming. 
X. 20 You knew he was claiming his loss; didn't you? 
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A. He had not set out his claim. 
X. 21 He was claiming loss for that car, wasn't he? 
A. That is right. 
X. 2 2 He was coming to see you-
A. I don't think so. 
X. 23 Don't you know he was coming to try to adjust 
his insurance all that time? 
A. I presume that is true he was coming in in regard to 
his loss,, but never been a word mentioned as to what he was 
asking for it. 
X. 24 When a word was mentioned you dedin-
page I 84 r ed it. 
A. I never declined or accepted it. I was in no 
position to do either one. My authority had stopped before 
that time on that, as I mentioned awhile ago. 
X. 25 How many times do you think he went to see 
· about this .claim? 
A. I don't know. He saw me-I really don't know-
probably two times in between that time. 
X. 26 Seeing you about this claim, wasn't he? 
A. That is right. 
X. 27 You had not agreed to pay it? 
A. Pay what? 
X. 28 Pay the claim. You had not agreed to adjust that 
loss with him, had you? 
· A. I had not agreed to do anything. 
X. 29 You just agreed to sit there and let him come 
and look at you? 
A. I submitted the statement with my findings to the 
company and that stopped my authority. 
X. 3 o You are also sort of an advisor to these people 
who have insurance with you, who come to your office, aren't 
you; you advise them along their duties and so on? 
A. That is right. 
page 185 r X. 3 1 On July 8th you wrote this statement 
for him, didn't you? 
A. That is right. 
X. -32 Wrote it all? 
A. That is right. 
X. 33 And yet you didn't know he was claiming a loss 
by fire? 
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A. Certainlny I knew it. !didn't say I didn't, but I didn't 
kno,w what he was claiming. 
X. 34. You didn't know the amount.? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 3 5 You could not find it out? 
A. When the man came to my office on July 8th, I knew 
no more about this case than a man you might have walk in 
your office you had never seen before. That was the first thing 
to do, to get his statement of facts. I had not been on the 
ground and knew nothing about it and this is what was written. 
X. 3 6 And you sat down immediately to find out about 
it? 
A. To get the facts to the insurance company. 
X. 3 7 At the time you knew nothing about the trans-
actions? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 38 Or about the fire? 
A. Nothing only from this statement. 
page 1 8 6 r X. 3 9 Why did you put this in here, advising 
this young man, this? 
"Nothing has been withheld from the insurance .compai:iy 
and I realize that this statement is given under the usual pen-
alties of pains of perjury and fraud." 
What were you having that young man sign that in your 
office for? 
A. The insutance company asks the assured for a state-
ment of fact, don't they? 
X. 40 I don't know. I am trying to find out. 
A. That is done on any kind of policy, and if this state-
ment is true, is there anything wrong with that? 
X. 41 I don't know. I am asking you. 
A. It is on all statements. 
X. 42 Why didn't you put it on this other statement? 
A. That is a statement of facts. 
X. 4 3 What is this? 
A. That is when he came back setting out a <lemand. 
X. 44 You say this isn't a claim·for anything? 
A. That is a statement of fact. 
X. 45 And under that you put him under pains of per-
jury, etc.? 
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A. If you will read the policy, if you want to follow the 
terms of that policy, you have to ~1.l.bmit to the company not a 
statement like that, but a sworn statement of loss, 
page 1 87 ~ and we waived the sworn statement in taking 
that. 
X. 46 When did you waive it? 
A. When we took this statement. 
X. 4 7 So you waived-
A. The sworn statement in place of that. 
X. 48 It is important to get that clear. I have one 
thing in mind and you have another. When you wrote this 
statement on July 8, 1942, you waived the sworn statement 
or proof of loss, didn't you? 
A. I didn't say proof of loss. I said sworn statement of 
loss. Let's not confuse the two. 
X. 49 Let's see what you waived. It is important what 
it is. What did you waive? 
A. I waived the sworn statement of loss, the statement 
of facts. 
X. 50 As to the loss? 
A. That is right. 
X. 5 I You waived it? 
A. That is all. 
X. 52 You waived it for your company? 
A. That is all. 
X. 5 3 I want to ask you why when suit was. brought, if 
you know your company attempted to defend on the ground 
that statement of loss had not been filed in this 
page 188 ~ case? 
A. I don't know anything about it. I said the 
statement of facts. I don't know how the case was worded. I 
am telling how that statemen~ was taken. 
X. 54 You put this phrase on here, "this statement is 
given under the usual penalties, of perjury er fraud" because 
the insurance company required it? 
A. No, I said I took it in preference to the other state-
ment. I .could have taken him before a Notary Public and 
made him swear to it, couldn't I? 
X. 5 5 I don't know. You are telling it. But instead 
of having it sworn to, you thought you ~ould put him under 
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the pain o.f perjury. That is what you did. Is that what you 
had in mind? 
A. I think it makes it more of a bona fide statement? 
X. 5 6 You think that added to it? 
A. I think it is as good as taking it to a Notary. I am 
not an attorney. I don't know. 
X. 5 7 After you had him under the pain of penalties 
for perjury and .fraud you needed two months before you had 
any other statement from him, didn't you? 
A. What do you mean? 
X. 58 I mean you didn't do anything about it for two 
months? · 
A. Certainly I did something about it. 
page I 89 }- X. 5 9 Not as far as this man is concerned. You 
said he came to your office voluntarily to see 
you, but you weren't negotiating about settling it. 
A. Certainly when he came in at this stage. I said he 
had never set out what type o.f claim he was making, or how 
muchmbney he wanted. 
X. 60 If he had set it out, you would have paid it? 
A. I was not in position to pay anything. I was await-
ing further instructions from the company. 
X. 6 r \\That is the use of talking about it if you 
wouldn't pay it anyway? Your mind was made up not to pay 
it. 
A. My mind wasn't made up. I am not the one that 
makes up their mind not to pay it. 
X. 62 But you did advise the company not to pay it? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 63 Did you advise them to pay it? -
A. No, sir. It is their decision, not mine. 
X. 64 Is it any part of the company's adjuster's duties 
to advise his .company whether or not to pay claims? 
A. Not necessarily, but you give them the developed facts 
without advising them. 
X. 65 They just jump at conclusions? 
A. They can read the files as well as anyone, and 
page I 90 }- arrive at an opinion. 
X. 66 You did tell Greene you would give him 
quick action, didn't you? 
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A. I don't recall any statement like that. 
X. 67 Do you deny it? 
A. I say I don't recall any statement exactly in point 
with such as you are making. 
X. 68 On July 8th, when Greene was in your office, 
didn't you tell him he would get quick action? 
A. As I said, when Green was in on July 8th, we had 
no facts concerning this loss, and I probably. promised Mr. 
Greene we would give him the best service we could, as service 
to him. 
X. 69 Did you say to him you would give him quick 
action? 
A. I don'.t recall, but probably I did. 
X. 70 Why didn't you do it? 
A. I wasn't in position to do it. 
X. 71 Why weren't you frank with him about it? 
A. I have no reason to divulge the information between 
the company and I to the assured. 
X. 72 You have some things you have not divulged? 
A. I didn't say that. I didn't have to tell him we were 
conducting an investigation on this statement. 
X. 7 3 And you didn't tell him? 
page r 9 r ~ A. I had no reason to tell him. The company 
reserves the right to investigate any claim. 
X. 7 4 You got down your little blue book or whatever 
you call it, and went over with Greene the amount you could 
file a claim for, didn't you? 
A. I don't remember, but it is possible I did get out a blue 
book. 
X. 75 Why did you get the blue book down? 
A. Probably he asked what was in the blue book. I 
don't recall. 
X. 76 You mean he probably asked what was in the blue 
book? 
A. What it was valued at. 






No, sir, I don't know. 
78 Didn't you propose to do it? 
I probably got out the book and told him. 
79 You know if you did it. 
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A. Mr. Widener, I handle forty or fifty losses a month, 
and you ask me to go back and state evey word of one inter-
view. 
X. Bo I asked you if you didn't recall. 
A. I said I don't recall. 
page 192 ~ X. 81 I asked if you don't recall getting that 
blue book down and telling him what his car was 
valued at? 
A. I don't recall. 
X. 8 2 And you deny it, do you? 
A. I don't deny it, and haven't admitted it, have I? 
X. 83 Didn't you go up to Liberty Hall, in through that 
section, and investigate it with Bobby Preston and Warren and 
Ford and Copenhaver, and two or three of the Wideners, and 
everybody you could find in and around that community, two 
or three times, investigating it? 
Mr. Stant: 
I don't see why that is permissible, your Honor, whether 
he did investigate or go around the scene of loss or not. It is 
all right if h~ did, ~nd what is the materiality of going into it 
at all? 
The Court: 




I think the o~jection is good to the last question. 
X. 84 I believe you told Bobby Preston, or one of the 
witnesses, he could keep the tire taken off of the .cat, is that 
right? 
A. No, sir, and Mr. Preston stated on the stand that state-
ment wasn't true. 
page 193 r Mr. Widener: 
I want your statement. 
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Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we haven't raised any question about that or 
asked anything about the tire. Somebody brought it out on 
cross examination of Mr. Preston, asked him something about 
the tire. \Vhat has it got to do with it? We didn't ask this 
witness anything about it. He is just a witness. What has he 
got to do with it? 
Mr. Widener: 
The answer to that is this: He is just a witness, it is true, 
but I want to know what dominion, if any, he exercis·ed over 
that .car up there after he heard about that fire, and if he 
.authorized anybody to take any part of it or use it. We care 
nothing about the tire, but the question is, what he did. 
Mr. Stant: · 
I don't see what difference it makes. 
The Court: 
I don't know. It seems-to me you ·are going pretty far in 
response to the examination in chief. 
Mr. Widener: 
It looks to me like-he says he settles hundreds of cases and 
is an adjuster. That covers a good deal of territory. I want 
to ask if in the adjustment of this loss he didn't do that? 
page 194 r The Court: 
Ask the question. 
X. 8 5 Didn't you tell Bobby Preston, or some of those 
boys there, they could have that tire, and to take it and keep 
it? 
Mr. Stant: 
If he is trying to contradict somebody, that is no way to 
do it. He has to lay a found~tion. 
Mr. Widener: 
I am not trying to contradict anybody. 
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Mr. Stant: 
. If nothing to .contradict, why ask it then? 
The Court: 
He can ask the question. 
Mr. Stant: 
If he is going to ask did he tell another witness something, 
he has td lay the foundation. 
Mr Widener: 
It isn't because he was a witness. 
Mr. Stant: 
You asked about Preston. 
Mr. Widener: 
I am asking what authority he used over that tire. 
X. 86 Did you give that tire to anybody? 
A. I did not. 
X. 87 Did you authorize anybody to take the tire and 
use it? 
A. No, sir, I done nothing about it. I told them 
page 195 ~ I had nothing to do with the tire. and he told you 
on the stand somebody else gav·e him the tire. 
X. 88 You a.re through with your lecture now, are you? 
Mr'. Widener: 
He is telling me what the witness told him. 
The Court: 
Go ahead. 
X. 89 Did you call up States Motor Company to verify 
what this boy owed them? 
A. Yes. sir. I think so. 
X. 90 Why did you do that? 
A. I think he asked-we were talking about what he 
owed, and we called up States Motor Company to verify it. 
X. 9 1 Why did you verify it? 
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A. We have no reason. 
X. 9 2 You had nothing, to do with it? 
A. No, if I nad been on the point of settling the loss, 
the mortgagee's interest would be no .concern of mine. because· 
the draft is issued and the mortgagee takes his interest. 
X. 93 But you did call them up?' 
A. If I did it was at Mr. Greene's request. 
X. 94 Was it just to accommodate him and not because 
you were i"nterested'? 
A. I am not interested in the States M·otor Company. 
X. 95 These papers filed here are the ones cov-
page I 96 ~ ering this loss, are they? 
Mr. Stant: 
There is no question about that .. 
X. 96 What do you know about the value 0£ cars? 
A. Sir? 
X. 9 T Do. you know any~hing about now· to· value· cars? 
A. I presume so. 
X. 98 Do you or not? Don't you know whether or not 
you know anything. about automobile values? 
A. I have occasion to che.ck into the value of automo-
biles .. 
X .. 99 Do you know anytliing. about the value of auto-
mobiles?' 
A.. I think so •. 
X. I oo You were with the General Motors Acceptance 
Corporation a number of years, weren't you? 
A. I was not~ 
X. IOI You are emphatic about that, aren't you:? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. I 02 You are an automobile mechanic, or were, 
weren! t you:? 
A. No, sir. 
X. I 03 Why the hesita-ncy about that. What were 
you? 
A. I was a service man~ 
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I beg your pardon. I don't get the distinction. 
Stand aside. 
(Witness excused.) 
(NOTE: Thereupon the Court adjourned at 5: 1 o 
o'clock, p. m., until tomorrow morning at 10:00 o'clock.) 
MORNING SESSION 
Abingdon, Va., February 19, 1943. 
The Court met pursuant to adjournment of yesterday at 
10:00 o'clock. 
PRESENT: The same parties heretofore noted. 
The Court: 
Gentlemen, are you ready to proceed? 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes, your Honor. We want to ask Mr. Rauh another 
question, please. 
E. F. RAUH resumed the stand and was further examined 
and testified as follows: 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Widener: 
X. 1 Mr. Rauh, I failed to ask you a question yesterday. 
I hand you copy of a letter dated September 5, 1942, and in-
troduced as Exhibit No. 5, with the testimony of Mr. Howard 
Greene, the letter being from Mr. T. L. Hutton to the Fire 
Adjustment Bureau, Bristol, Virginia, Attention Mr. Rauh. 
You got that letter, did you? 
A. I think so. I don't have the original here, 
page 198 ~ but I think so. 
X. 2 Is there anything you know? Don't you 
know you got it? 
A. I received a letter from Mr. Hutton about that time-
if that is the letter-I am not sure-I have not looked at it. 
X. 3 Why didn't you answer it then if you got it? 
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A. Because I don't know if that is the letter or not. 
X. 4 You don't know that is the letter? 
Mr. Stant: 
We admitted yesterday we received the letter. 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes, but he won't admit it. 
Mr. Stant: 
You just want to provoke an argument. 
Mr. Widener: 
No, I don't want to. I want an answer. 
A. I received a letter from him. That is possibly it, but 
I won't sa.y for .certain. 
X. 5 If you did receive it, why didn't you answer it? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, is that material? Why he didn't answer it. 
The Court: 
I don't know, but I won't permit the question to be aksed 
any more. If Mr. Rauh knows he can say so. 
page r 99 r Mr. Stant: 
We object, because whether he answered it or not 
makes no difference. 
The Court: 






6 If you did receive it, why didn't you answer it? 
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The only question is did you receive that letter? 
A. I told him I presumed that was the letter. That is. 
right; and he asked why it wasn't answered. 
The Court: 
He asked you why you didn't ~nswer the question. 
Mr. Stant: 
No, that is what we o~jected to, why he· didn't answer 
the letter. 
The Court: 
I beg your pardon. I misunderstood you. 
X. 7 Why didn't you answer the letter? 
Mr. Stant: 
We object. We are denying liability. · 
Mr. Widener: 
I want to know why he didn't deny it. 
The Court: 
Objection overruled. 
page 200 ~ Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
A. At the time that letter was received the assured in this 
instance had been bound over by the Trial Justice before the 
Grand Jlury and consequently I couldn't move at all while he 
was in the hands of the law. 
X. 8 So you didn't answer it because he was bound 
over? 
A. I didn't say that. 
X. 9 You know what happened to him when he was 
bound oV'er, don't you.? 
Mr. Stant: 
I obje.ct to that, your Honor. 
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Mr. Wideneri: 
He.: voluntarily brought: it: o.utr 
The Court: 
I didn't hear the question. I think Mr. Stant objected' 
to it. 
Mr. Widener: 
L asked.him~ why· he didn't: answer·the: letter.· 
The Court: 
I sustain Mr. Stant' s objection to that. 
X. Io So tliat'is die reason you didn't answer tlie letter? 
A. I couldn: t:.ans.w.er it~ That is .right: 
X. 11 And you cannot answer it now, can you? 
Mr. Stant: 
Cannot answer it now. What difference does it make? 
It doesn't require any answer now. We are in a law suit now. 
page 201 r The Court: 
I think it would be proper for the witness to say why he 
didn't answer the letter, Mr. Stant. 
Mr. Stant: 
He has answered that. 
The Court-: 
r don't know; There-was so much said L didn't get his 
answer: 
Mr. Widener.: 
May I ask the question again? 
The Court: 
I will permit you to repeat the question. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
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X. 12 And that is the reason you give for not ans,wering 
a letter from Mr. Hutton? 
A. That is right. 
X. 13 Mr. Hutton had not been bound over, had he? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 14 And the grand jury upon your statement refused 
to indict him, didn't they? 
Mr. Stant: 




Your Honor, I want to be heard on that, in. view of his 
statement. 
The Court: 
Gentlemen of the Jury, will you go to your room? 
page 202 ~ (NOTE: Thereupon the jury retired.) 
Mr. Widener: 
Nobody stayed farther away from that than I did, because 
I thought it was improper to go into it, as a matter of law, 
but he voluntarily brought it in, he inje.cted it into the case 
deliberately, as your Honor can see, and your Hono,r knows 
that is the reason he didn't answer that letter. 
The Court: 
I don't want you to say that. 
Mr. Widener: 
I have a feeling I know why he didn't answer it. The.re 
was no reason he gave but that he wanted to smear this fellow 
before this jury when he couldn't do it before the grand jury. 
He had no right to do that before this jury, but he did it delib-
erately, in my opinion, trying to bring before this jury the fact 
he had gotten this case sent on to the grand jury, and I want to 
show that grand jury didn't indict him by Mr. Rauh. 
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(NOTE: Question No. 7 and Answer were read.) 
Mr. Stant: 
Mr. Widener kept insisting fqr an answer. Of course we 
didn't know what the answer of the witness would be, but he 
kept hammering at him that there was the fact the letter wasn't 
answered, and so far as any liability is concerned, or position 
of the company, that ought to be enough, but he 
page 203 ~ kept wanting to know why, and if he himself 
drew it out on cross examination it isn't our fault. 
We cannot control it and I object to any further reference to 
that. He brought it out and now he wants to go further and 
show that on his statement, as though nobody else had tes-
tified-didn't they do so and so. What they did is not ma-
terial, and if he brought out something · not mate.rial by his 
question we can't help it and don't have to sit by and have some 
more of it without objection at least. 
Mr. Widener: 
Let's go back a little. He first denied knowledge he re-
ceived the letter at all. 
Mr. Stant: 
That isn't right, Mr, Widener. 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes it is right. He said he couldn't remember receiving it, 
and after you admitted it lie said he presumed he received it~ 
and I asked if he did receive it, why didn't he answer it, and 
then he came along with a little time to think and said because 
the man had been sent to the grand jury, and gave that as an 
evasive answer why the letter was not answered - Mr. Hut-
ton's letter. 
The Court: 
How can you say that is an evasive reason? He says it was 
his reason for not answering the letter. 
page 20_4 ~ Mr. Widener: 
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How does he know that was the reason when he 
won't admit he got the letter? 
Mr. Stant: 
May I straighten something out? Yesterday when the 
witness was asked if he received the letter he was handed a type-
written copy, not even a carbon copy and, at our suggestion, 
they gave us a carbon copy. The witness didn't have his orig-
in~! correspondence here and, therefore, he didn't immediately 
say he got that particular letter. 
We said in the reco:rd ''We will just admit we got it, if 
you say you mailed it.tt That was enough and ought to have 
been the end of it there, but they kept on and this morning 
they come back and go over the same thing again, as to whether 
we got it or not, and we had admitted yesterday we got it, just 
to move along. 
The Court: 
I think, Mr. Stant, that counsel have the right to test out 
a witness in a way, as to his promptness, etc., but appar'ently 
Mr. Rauh wasn't answering the question as directly as be might 
have done. What I think he meant was he was not certain that 
was the letter he got, that the original wasn't here, but I think 
it has gone far enough. I don't see why it is so 
page 205 ~ material why he didn't answer it. 
Mr. Widener: 
What we want the record to show, iri view of the things 
taking place when they got the letter, within sixty days they 
didn't reply to it. 
The Court: 
The record shows he never bas replied to it, and you are 
pressing him for his reason for not replying, and he finally 
gave it, and it is getting into something that has no business in 
this case. -
Mr. Widener: 
All I want to show, without any embellishments1 is whetb-
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er or not the man was indicted by the grand jury he said he sent 
him on to. 
The Court: 
Yon want to know whether or not this man was indicted? 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes, to ask this witness that, "You know he wasn't in-
dicted, don't you?" That is only in fairness to this plaintiff 
and in fairness to this witness, because that would show the 
reason why -he didn't answer the letter. · 
Mr. Stant: 
That isn't the reason. They brought it out by their cross 
txamination, and we a.re not bound to go any further with it. 
They brought it out, we didn't. 
page 206 ~ Mr. Widener: 
He brought it out himself. 
Mr. Stant: 
· In response to your insistence. 
Mr. Widener: 
My insistence was because he gave no good reason, and I 
want to show .he didn't. 
The Court: 
You are suing for the value of the .car and whether or not 
the company av.res it undrr their policy is a question for the 
jury . 
. Mr. Widener: 
And he wrote him a letter about it which· he wouldn't 
answer. 
The Court: 
It is an undisputed fact he didn't :rnswer it. 
Mr. Widener: 
But in fairness to the plaintiff, having said what he did 
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voluntarily, and injected it into the case, we are· entinled to 
have him answer. 
Mr. Stant: 
In justice to the defendant, when you bring something out 
on cross examination, if you don't get the answer you want 
and get an answer you don't want, we say we didn't bring it 
out and are not bound by it, and we are entitled to object to 
anything further on it. 
The Court: 
I agree with you. I don't see it is material in. this case 
whether he answered it or not. 
Mr. Widener: 
We want to avow while the jury is out, that the 
page 207 ~ answer would be the plaintiff was not indicted by 
the grand iury. 
The Court: 
Just state the question you want to ask him. 
X. 15 (By Mr. Widener) Don't you. know, Mr. 
Rauh, that he was not indicted? I mean the plaintiff,, by the· 
grand jury. · 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 16 You know he was not? 
A. That is right. 
Mr. Widener: 
That is all I want to ask him. 
The Court: 




Ob je.ction sustained. 
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Mr. Widener: 
We except with our avowal he was: not. 
Mr. Stant: 
Is there anything furthe.r with him? 
Mr. Widener: 
No. While the ju.ry is out we want to ask Mr. Greene if 
he was indicted by the grand jury over this transaction? 
Mr. Greene: 
No, sir, I was not. 
The Court: 
You want to ask Mr. Greene? 
Mr. Hutton: 
We want to call him back in the presence of the jury and 
ask Mr. Greene if he was indicted? 
page 208 ~ Mr. Stant: 




We except, and avow the answer would be he was not. 
Mr. Stant: 
We have no further questions of this witness. 
(Witness excused.) 
Mr. Stant: 
We rest, your Honor . 
• Mr. Rouse: 
We want to put Mr. Greene back on the witness stand, if 
your Honor please. 
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The Court: 




Call the Jury back. 
Mr. Hutton: 
Before the Jury comes back, I want to say under the Mer-
cury case all of this evidence is admissible. In the case of Mer-
cury Insurance Company, which is a recent case, the facts were 
very similar to this case, and we submit whatever transpired 
about this entire case, the action by the insurance company, the 
action by the grand jury, and all of it, should go in, and it was 
admitted in that case.. That was an old colored woman, as I 
recall, who was accused of burning her house. She was indicted 
for arson and acquitted. Judge Holt wrote the 
page 209 ~ opinion, and all that was before the jury, and that 
was proven, that she was acquitted in the arson 
case, and she was permitted to testify about it. 
The Court: 
I thought M.r. Widener said the criminal proceedings 
wouldn't have been in the case except Mr. Rauh brought it in in 
his answer. 
Mr. Widener: 
That is right. We didn't intend to do it. 
The Court: 
And the record shows for itself he had not answered the 
lette.r, and counsel had admitted they had received the letter. 
yet you kept on pressing him for an answer and he finally gave 
an answer that brings something into the case that ought not to 
be in, but it was brought in under your insistence for an an-
swer. Now if the proceedings in that case should be in this 
case they ought to come in, but I don't think Mr. Rauh's an-
swer ought to bring them in. 
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Mr. Hutton: 
I want to ask this plaintiff, Mr. Gr;ene, if there was not 
a warrant issued against him .charging him with the wrongful 
burning of this automobilie, and if he was not found innocent 
or no true bill returned against him by the grand jury, and 
if Mr. Rauh did not appear before the grand jury 
page 21 o ~ and before the Trial Justice as a witness? 
Mr. Stant: 
You are talking about a Commonwealth warrant? 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes, sir. I want to put Mr. Greene back on, and I think it 
was the Mercury case where an old colored woman was charged 
with burning her own home, and she was indicted for arson and 
acquitted and later sued the insurance company, and she was per-· 
mitted to tell the whole story and, in view of this answer by 
Mr. Rauh, we contend we are permitted to show a warrant was 
issued and a grand jury, before whom Mr. Rauh appeared as a 
witness, failed to return a true bill. 
Mr. Stant: 
We would obje.ct for the reasons already stated. If it was 
proper, or thought proper, to introduce this as material evi-
dence, it should have been brought in as a part of plaintiff's 
case. What happen:ed here this mor~ing do:esn.'t gave any 
.reason for bringing it in. We don't know anything about the 
Mercury case, the facts or cir'cumstances, or whether any ob-
jections were made, but we do say it is entirely improper and 
prejudicial to go any farther with it. 
page 2 1 1 ~ Mr. Widener: 
In answer to that question this witness Rauh said 
the rea~on he didn't answer that letter was because Greene had 
been sent on before the grand jury. Now that was no rason for 
not answering the letter .. As to whether or not he did or didn't 
answer it is important, and the jury might wonde.r why we 
didn't produce the reason why, and .certainly the reason ceased 
·when he wasn't indicted by the grand jury, and that was no ex-
cuse for not answering the letter-that reason ceased. This let-
ter asked if anything else was required. 
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The Court: 
1 don't see what the proceeding upstairs has to· do with this 
casf?" except to p·rejudice it. 
M.r. Widener: 
The witness prejudiced it his way. 
The Court: 
But under your insistem:e·. 
Mr. Widener: 
You can't answer a question indirectly. 
The Court: 
You got the answer you wanted, didn't you? 
Mr. Widene.r: 
No, sir. I did not. I have. had that expe·rience before. 
What I intended to show by the fetter was that they didn't deny 
liability unde.r that letter by not answering it. 
page 212 · ~ The Court: 
The letter shows for itself they didn't deny lia-
bility. 
Mr; Stant: 
Your Honor, I want to supplement the record: The letter 
is dated September .5i, and .the first Notice· of Motion for judg-
ment in this case was served on the· defendant on September 12., 
1942. 
Mr. Widener: 
We told them we were going· to· sue them on the· eleventh 
unless they answei:ed this letter. 
Mr. Stant: 
They let you do it. Isn't that an answer to the letter? 
The Court: 
I would like to see that Mer.cury case. I would l'ike- to see· 
what that prosecution has to do with this case? 
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M,r. Hutton: 
I. will get it. I had the wrong case. It is Aetna v. Carpen-
ter, 170 Va. 3 1 2 rather than the Mercury case. I also refer 
your Honor to the Hellie.r case, on which an indictment for ar-
son and conviction for arson was an absolute defense to the 
civil suit. 
Mr. Stant: 
That is a different thing. The man in the Hellier case was 
convicted of arson and later sued the insurance con;ipany, and 
the court held it was a matter of public policy he 
page 2 I 3 t couldn't recover in the civil suit. It has no kin to 
this .case. 
Mr. Widener: 
If he had been convicted in this case you would have 
thought it was kin to it. 
(NOTE: The authority cited was handed to the 
court to read.) 
The Court: 
I don't see the analogy between that case and the present 
case. 
(NOTE: This question was argued at some length.) 
The Court: 
If those proceedings upstairs are any proper part of this 
case, they ought to be in it directly. 
Mr. Widener: 
The mere fact he wasn't indicted after the proceedings up-
stairs is all we are asking to prove, after Mr. Raµh' s statement 
he was sent on to the grand jury. He made that statement vol-
untarily and we want to show when he went on to the grand 
jury nothing happened. 
Mr. Stant: 
It was plainly your fault. 
Mr. Widener: 
No, it wasn,t my fault. 
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The Court: 
Is the only thing you want him to correct his answer to 
that extent? 
page 2 1 4 ~ Mr. Widener: 
Yes, sir, that is all. I just want that out of it, and that 
he was not indicted, in fairness to this boy here; in other 
words, he left it to the jury he had been sent on to the grand 
jury by Judge Moore and he left it ~here. 
The Court: 
Is that all you want? 
Mr. Widener: 
That is all. 
The Court: 
I believe I will let him answer as to· that. 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, if that is what he wants, and wants that out 
of it, we have no objection to the Court instructing the jury 
they should disregard that answer of his altogether. 
Mr. Rouse: 
That would just be pointing it out. 
The Court: 
Mr. Rauh said something about his going before the grand 
jury was his reason, and the next question and the only one he 
wants to ask is that he was not in~icted by the grand jury. 
Mr. Stant: 
We object to it. Of course if you let that in you will have 
to show the true picture, that he was sent on to the grand ·jury 
after he was tried before the Trial Justice. 
page 2 1 5 ~ Mr. Rouse: 
He answered that, that he had been tried before 
the Trial Justice and sent on to the Grand Jury. 
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The Court: 
lf that is all the farther you are going I think that would be 
all right. 
Mr. Widener: 
That is all. I just want to get that corrected. 
The Court: 
That is true, is it, that he had been bound over? 
Mr. Widener: 
Yes, sir, but I want to show he hadn't tied his hands, and 
that he wasn't indicted by the grand jury. 
Mr. Stant: 
The record shows that this suit was brought before the· 
grand jury ever met, on the date I gave you and the grand jury 
didn't meet until the latter part of September. 
The Court: 
I believe if it doesn't go any farther than to answer the 
question just asked, it will be all right. 
Mr. Widener: 
We have no idea of going any farther. 
The Court: 
If you a.re going into it-
Mr. Widener: 
I ·said we were steering away, clear of that, and that is why 
I resented the fact he brought it in. I was trying 
page 2 I 6 r to get away from it and not trying to bring it out. 
The Court: 
You may ask Mr. Raub if the grand jury took any ac-
tion on this. · 
Mr. Widener: 
I want to ask this question: 
"Q. You know, don't you, that the grand jury did not 
indict this man?'' 
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The Court: 
You may ask that question, but that is as. far as you can 
go. 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we will object to it, and except to the ruling 
of the Court, and make the further motion, if the Court per-
mits that to be answered,. that a juror be withdrawn and a mis-
trial declared. 
The Court: 
I overrule that motion. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. Your Honor, in view of what the Court has 
indicated you will permit to be answered, after that answer is 
given, we will want to show in the record what we stated here 
awhile ago in the absence of the jury, that is, that the first 
Notice o.f Motion for Judgment in this suit was served on Sep-
tember r 2, r 942, returnable September 28, r 942. They tell 
me they are going to object to that, and I thought we miglit as 
well settle the materiality of it. 
page 2 r 7 ~ The Court: 
You certainly can put that in the rece.rd. 
Mr. Hutton: 
That suit was dismissed and this later snit brought~ That 
isn't the Notice of Motion we are trying this case on. 
Mr. Stant: 
But you brought your action and served it on September 
r 2th, and it was dismissed for improper service on an agent. 
The Court: 




And what was the date of the letter? 




This final notice wasn't served until sometime later. 
Mr. Stant: 
I am talking about when you started the suit. 
Mr. Hutton: 
The final notice was filed October 2, I 942. 
Mr. Stant: 
That isn't what I am _talking about. 
Mr~ Hutton: 
The first notice had nothing to do with it because it was 
dismissed and is not before this Court. 
page 2 I 8 ~ The Court: 
AU he is asking is to put it in the record and not 
before the jury. 
Mr. Stant: 
That is right. 
The Court: 
The record can show you offered to put it in before the 
jury, which was objected to, and I sustained the objection, and 
you can make your avowal and put it in the record. 
Mr .. Stant: 
Suppose we strike all that what I said, and let me put it like 
we want it, so as to avoid having to do it before the jury. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I think the record is made up, Mr. Stant. 
M.r. Stant: 
All right. I am just trying to restate it. Shall I make my 
avowal in the presence of the jury? Do you want me to do 
that? 
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Mr. Hutton: 
I don't think it is proper and we object to it. 
Mr. Stant: 




Go ahead which way? 
Mr. Hutton: 
I don't want it before. the jury. I am not telling you what 
to do. 
The Court: 
I thought you said, Mr. Hutton, it is already in the rec-
ord. I don't know. 
page 219 r Mr. Hutton: 
We can put the avowal in now. I have no ob-
jection to his putting in his avowal at this time. 
The Court: 
I stated I would sustain the objection to letting it go be-
fore the jury. · 
Mr. Stant: 
Let me restate it this way: 
In view of the indication of the Court as to the additional 
question it will permit counsel to ask Mr. Rauh, after that ques-
tion is answered, and in the presence of the jury, we desire to of-
fer as proof in the record, that the first Notice of Motion for 
Judgment by plaintiff against this defendant, and on this pol-
icy, was served on an agent of the company on September 12, 
r 942 returnable September 28, r 942, which latter date is the 
same day the grand jury of this court convened; that this first 
suit was dismissed because of service of process. upon an un-
authorized agent and, thereafter, the present Notice of Motion 
for Judgment was filed. · 
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That is what we want to show. 
The Court: 




State your objection for the record. 
page 220 r Mr. Widener: 
The objection is it is totally immatetj.al ~o any 
issue this jury has to try involved in this suit. The fact it 
might bave been served on the wrong party o.r agent gives no 
;light to the ju.ry on the matters they have to determine in this 
case, and the fact is, I don't know what it has to do with it-· 
you made some remark about it being returnable on .the same: 
date the grand jury met. I thought the grand jury business 
was out of it. 
Mr. Stant: 
It won't be after you ask the question you are going to ask 
him. I understand the Court sustains the objection. 
The Court: 




If you gentlemen are through, I would like to get a little 
further light on that case Mr. Hutton cited. Show me where 
that case, the Aetna case, applies to the ·question here. 
(NOTE: Mr. Hutton handed the Court the book 
containing the Aetna case.) 
The Court: 
If this case has any analogy whatever to the question be-
fore me now, I cannot see it in the syllabus and I have not read 
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the opinion, but not a thing yet as I see in the syl-
page 22 I r labus Or any section of it. It seems the plain-
tiff's daughter had made some statements that 
tended to show the owner of the prope.rty had burned it, and 
when she was testifying she was· asked about those statements, 
and denied them, and the court allowed the other side to contra-
dict them and show prior contradiqory statements, and it does 
go on to show certain circumstances may prove the fire was of 
incendiary origin. 
The question before us now, is the question of propriety 
of bringing into this case the criminal proceedings that may have 
preceded this case, and I think Mr. Rauh' s answer said some-
thing about the grand jury, and if he is not permitted to an-· 
swer the next qu~stion, I can see where it migh tend to preju-
dice the plaintiff, and for that reason I am going to allow the 
'second question we have been talking about so much to be asked 
and answered, and as I understand, M.r. Stant excepts. 
Mr. Stant: 
We have already excepted. 
(NOTE: Thereupon the Jury returned into the 
courtroom.) 
page 22 2 r E. F. RA UH resumed the stand and testified fur- . 
ther as follows: 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Widener: 
X. 1 You know, don't you, that the grand jury did not 
indict this man? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 2 You know they did not indict him? 
A. That is right. 
(Witness excused.) 
Mr. Stant: 
We are through. Defendant rests. 
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Howard Greene, recalled 
The Court: 
Anything further, Mr. Hutton: 
Yes, sir, we want to recall the plaintiff. 
HOW ARD GREENE recalled, was further examined and 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutton: 
Q. 1 Mr. Green, with reference to this automobile you 
were driving at the time, where had you had that car serviced 
during the time you had it? 
A. With the exception of the free service that States 
Motor Company gives with each new car it was serviced at 
the Firestone Store at all times. 
Q. 2 How often would you say you had it 
page 223 ~ serviced, on an average? 
A. I had it lubricated possibly once a week, and 
kept it in first class shape. It would average once a week. 
Q. 3 Did you drive this car on this run all the time, or 
did you drive so~e other car part of the time and, if so, state 
what portion of the time you drove this car and what portion 
you drove some othe.r car? 
A. At the time I had this accident we were speaking of, 
the time the company had to pay a portion of it, I didn't use it 
that time, and I was off sick two weeks and didn't run it any 
during that time. Another car was used while another boy was 
driving the route. 
Q. 4 State if the $800 you asserted is a fair cash value-
of that automobile? 
Mr. Stant: 
Your Honor, we object to that question. He has gone into· 
that on direct examination. and it is also leading, and he has. 
already .covered it. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I didn't know if I had aske.d the direct question or not. If 
I have it is okay. 
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Howard Greene, recalled 
The Court: 
I don't like to say, but go ahead and ask it if the.re is any 
doubt about it. 
Q. 
page 224 ~ A. 
Mr. Hutton: 
5 Go ahead and answer the question. 
Yes, sir, that is a very fair price for it. 
(No Cross Examination) 
(Witness excused.) 
We are through. 
(NOTE: Thereupon the instrµctions were consid-
ered by the Court and counsel in cham hers.) 
·PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION I (Granted). 
The Court instructs the jury if you find by a preponder .. 
ance of the evidence that plaintiff's automobile ran off the 
highway and collided with some object, and thereafter turned 
· over on its side and was consumed by fire, under the .conditions 
as disclosed by the testimony, you are instructed if you find 
for the plaintiff under all the evidence that he is entitled td re-
cover in this action for the actual cash value of his automobile, 
with the proviso that in the event you find that the damage 
sustained was a result of collision or upset, then you shall de-
duct $50.00 from the actual cash value of said automobile, and 
your verdict shall be for the full value of the automobile, less 
$-50.00. If you find that the fire was the dire.ct and proximate 
cause of the loss of the automobile, then your verdict shall be 
for the full amount of the actual cash value of said automobile. 
. You are fu.rther instructed that if you find for. the 
page 225 ~ plaintiff either the full value of the car or the full 
value thereof less $50.00, in either event you shall 
deduct the reasonable value of the salvage. 
Mr. Stant: 
The Defendant, by counsel, objects to the giving of Plain-
tiffs Instruction I upon the following grounds: 
It does not correctly state the applicable law. 
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There is no evidence to support it. 
It omits entirely the affirmative duty of plaintiff under 
the policy to protect from further damage property insured, 
damaged from any ca\lse, whether covered by the policy or not. 
It directs a recove.ry for plaintiff under a partial view of 
the evidence. 
It directs recovery in general terms, if the jury shall be-
lieve plaintiff's evidence, thereby singling out the evidence in 
general terms of one witness, and consequently furnishes no 
proper guide as to what evidence is required in order to warrant 
a recovery. 
The last sentence is not the law, as it ignores deductions 
provided for in the policy. 
In the part of the instruction dealing with amount of re-
covery, the salvage value, or value of the car after the accident, 
is entirely omitted and in the last clause there is also omitted the 
$50 deductible in event of damage by collision, 
page 226 ~ when the evidence shows without dispute that the: 
collision damage amounted to $65. 
The last sentence of the instruction defines a different 
, standard from that of the first sentence, in telling the jury what 
evidence is required to warrant a recovery. 
The first part of the first sentence and the last sentence 
deal with evidence required for a recovery, while the middle 
part of the first sentence deals with the amount of recovery. 
In this form the instruction is confusing and the elements 
necessary to recovery should be put in one instruction and 
amount of recovery in a second instruction. To allow a recov-
ery uuder the conditions as disclosed by the testimony is the 
equivalent of directing the ju,ry to find in favor of the plaintiff, 
based on evidence offered by the defendant and in no event is it 
proper to allow recovery in such general language. The jury is 
entitled to a more specific guide. 
In the middle of the first paragraph of the instruction deal-
ing with the proviso that if ''you find the damage sustained was 
a result of collision or upset," is not a proper statement of the 
law applicable under the policy because the evidence here is that 
in excess of $ 5 o damage was done by collision, and that is the 
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only evidence on the question, and that amount is deductible 
without regard to such language as is here used, and the in-
struction is confusing in this respect and does not 
page 227 ~ follow the contract. 
The second or last paragraph added to the in-
struction is wrong and misleading, in that here the.re can be no 
recovery for full value of the car, or full value less $50. The 
proper measure of damages is actual cash value less the specific 
sum of $50 and the further specific salvage value of $75, and 
there should be no equivocation in this language under t~e evi-
dence as it is without dispute and, therefore, the duty of the 
Court to so tell the jury. 
The Court: 
I believe I will say this, that I do not construe this instruc-
tion No. r as telling the jury that they may find for the plain-
tiff. It instructs the jury that if they find by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the automobile ran off the highway, etc., 
and then if you find for the plaintiff under all the evidence. 
In the second place, I will state frankly I have some doubt 
in my own mind as to whether there is any evidence that the 
fire, independently of the collision, caused the damage. 
As to the last paragraph in the instruction, it might have 
been possible to have used a little better verbage, but I do not 
believe the jury could possibly be misled or .confused by it, and 
I am going to give Instruction I as offered. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
page 228 ~ The Court: 
Unless you want to reconsider that question. It 
rather seems to me it would be impossible to say the fire caused 
it independently of the collision. 
Mr. Hutton: 
I was thinking about the cigarette. 
The Court: 
If he had· not collided he probably would have caught the 
fire. 
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Mr .. Hutton: 
We are going to ask for the value less the $50 because that 
is what was in the letter of August 22nd, or the statement of 
August 22nd. 
The Court: 
Do you want to give the instruction then as it is? 
Mr. Hutton: 
Yes, sir, less the $75t reasonable value for the salvage. 
The Court: 
Less both the $ 5 o and $ i5? 
Mr. Hutton: 
· Yes, sir. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION II (Granted). 
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the plaintiff Greene, saw smoke or such evidence: 
of fire about his automobile as to cause him in good faith to fear 
for his personal safety if he attempted to put out the fire, then 
there was no duty in law, or under his insurance policy, for him 
to risk the safety of his person to that of the auto-
page 229 ~ mobile; and his actions are not to be judged by 
what others may have been willing to risk under 
like circumstances, but whether he acted with reasonable judg-
ment as the .circumstances reasonably appeared to him. And the 
burden of proof is upon the insurance company to show by clear 
and convindng evidence that he did not use reasonable judg-
ment under the circumstances. 
Mr. Stant: 
The Defendant, by counsel, objects to the giving of Plain-
tiff's Instruction II for the following reasons: 
The instruction does not .correctly state the applicable law. 
There is no evidence to support it. 
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It omits entirely the later elements and happenings after 
smoke was discovered inside the car. 
There is not sufficient evidence to go to the jury on the 
idea that plaintiffs personal safety was or could have been in-
volved. 
It omits any duty on his part to allow others, who were 
willing, to assist in putting out the fire or .removing the tires. 
It omits the affirmative duty under the policy to protect 
the property, etc. 
It assumes as a fact certain things, including the risking of 
safety to his person, and the last sentence puts the burden of 
p_roof on defendant, when, under the law, it is 
page 230 ~ upon the plaintiff and, generally, the instruction 
is misleading. 
It is not the law that plaintiff's ac;:tions in failing to pro-
tect the property from further damage are not to be judged by· 
what others may have been willing to risk under like circum-
stances. On the contrary, what others were willing to do with 
property that did not. even belong to them is a proper guide, 
and it would be very misleading and prejudicial to defendant 
to give such a statement as that to the jury, and it would vir-
tually preclude any effective claim on the part of the defendant 
that plaintiffs conduct should be measured by what others 
similarly situated were willing to do. 
The Court: 
. 
It seems to me this Instruction II requested by the plain-
tiff simply tells the jury that the burden is upon the insurance 
company to show by clear and convincing evidence that the 
plaintiff did not use reasonable judgment under the cir.cumstan-
ces. It really seems to me that instruction is more favorable for 
the defendant than it might have been. Of course I thikn the bur-
den is on the plaintiff to show that there was damage due to 
.collision or fire, but the burden, I think. is on the defendant to 
show that the plaintiff exercised bad faith or fraud, and that 
they only ask in this case that the defendant carry the burden of 
showing he didn't exercise good judgment. I am 
page 23 1 ~ going to give Instruction II. 
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Mr. Stant: 
Ex.ception. 
(NOTE: Thereupon, at 12: 15 P. M., the court re-
cessed for lunch.) 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
Abingdon, Virginia, February I 9, r 94 3. 
The Court met at the expiration of the recess. 
PRESENT: The same parties as heretofore noted. 
(NOTE: The instructions were considered further 
by the Court and Counsel in chambers.) 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION "A" (Granted). 
The Court instructs the jury that defendant is not liabl~ 
for any fire damage done to the automobile in question unless 
such fire was of accidental origin. 
Mr. Hutton: 
The Plaintiff, by counsel, objects to Defendant's Instruc·-
tion "A" as offered, because it is not a correct statement of the 
law. It has an infe.rence the car might have been burned and 
intentionally destroyed, and the jury have heard the facts, and 
it is not proper to give the instruction in this form. If they are 
defending on the theory there was an intentional destruction of 
the automobile, they ought to so state in their own language, 
and not leave the inference the car was intention:-
page 2 3 2 ~ ally destroyed, because this has not been their de-· 
· fense. There was evidence it ran off the bank 
and turned over on the side and later was destroyed by fire, but 
this instruction would leave the inference and insinuation cer-
tainly that there was some intentional destruction of the auto-
mobile. 
The Court: 
Because of the Grounds of Defense I believe I gill give In-
struction "A". 
Mr. Hutton: 
We except for reasons assigned. 
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DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION "B" (Refused.) 
The policy sued on required plaintiff, when and after his 
car ran off the road and damaged it, to protect the car from any 
further loss or damage thereto, and defendant is not liable for 
any damage thereafter done to the car due dire.ctly· or indirectly 
to any failure on plaintiff's part, acting as a .reasonable man. to 
protect it from further damage or loss. 
Accordingly, if the evidence shows that after the car ran 
off the .road and stopped, a small fire was discovered therein, 
it then became the duty of plaintiff to use all due care and 
reasonable means: to put it out. or to allow others who were 
willing, to do so, in order to prevent further damage to the car. 
And if you find from the evidence that, after the car ran 
off the road and stopped, plaintiff did not use such care and 
means to prevent further damage, or if you find 
page 23 3 ~ that he prevented other sfrom doing so, or would 
not consent that they do so. and that further dam-
age was done. you are instructed that the defendant is not liable 
for any such damage which defendant, acting as a reasonable 
man, coul~ have prevented. 
And the burden is upon plaintiff to show by preponder-
ance of evidence, that he did in fact use due and reasonable care 
to so protect the car from such further loss and damage, and 
unless the evidence so shows, your verdict should be in favor of 
defendant. 
Mr. Widener: 
Instruction "B" offered by the defenclant is objected to be-
cause in the first three lines: it tries or attempts to tell the jury 
there was an absolute duty after the car ran off he road "to pro-
tect the car from any further loss or damage thereto". In other 
words. they are trying to make the plaintiff an insurer of the 
car. which they had already insured. 
The instruction as a whole attempts to sum up and argue 
the evidence. It even des:cribes the fire, whether it was a small 
one or large one, which is a relative term, one man saying it was 
six inches in dimension, and another one a small one, an«;! what 
is a small fire i~. a matter the jury knows all about. 
And, it assumes in the second paragraph, and tells the 
jury in effect, that others may have been willing to put the 
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fire out. but states as a matter of fact to the jury the plaintiff 
dedined to allow them to do so. 
In the third paragraph it speaks of "such care 
page 2 3 4 ~ and ".further damage", all of which is confusing. 
It also embodies the idea that this plaintiff actually 
prevented others from putting the fire out. It attempts to 
construe his actions in the light most unfavorable to him. and 
is asking the Court really to repeat the insinuations to the jury, 
that they will no doubt repeat themselves in argument. 
The instruction is based upon a partial view of the evi-
dence and singles out particular portions of the evidence. 
The last paragraph wrongly states the burden of proof 
under the facts of the case, and under the grounds of defense, 
and under the real defense they would be entitled to make. 
As a matter of fact, there is no evidence to support the 
instruction, and no evidence this plaintiff didn't do all that 
was reasonably necessary. The only thing that could be said to 
the contrary is suspicious inferences, although defendant's own 
witness:es-one testified he got away as quick as. he could, or 
words to that effect, and another one, Preston. they asked him 
the direct question. qr somebody did, if a11-ybody prevented 
them from putting the fire out, and he said no, they did not; 
and, if they are going to use the word "prevent" or "not al-
low" those things are totally undefined in the instruction, and 
it amounts in all simply to inferential argument 
page 235 ~from supposed and imaginary facts. 
The Court: 
I think I will refuse Instruction "B". 
Mr. Stant: 
Defendant, by counsel, except, and in view of the ruling, 
of the Court, offers' Instruction B- 1 in the same language as 
Innstruction "B", omitting the last paragraph as to the burden 
of proof. 
The Court: 
Just like Instruction "B" except the last paragraph? 
Mr. Stant: 
Yes, sir. 
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DEFENDANT'S. INSTRUCTION B-1 (Refused). 
This instruction was offered in the same language as In-
struction "B" copied above, omitting the last paragraph there-
of.'' 
Mr. Hutton: 
Same objections to Instruction B-1 as to Instruction "B" 
ex.cept as to the burden of proof, without restating them. 
The Court: 
As I view this case, the defendant makes defense partly on 
the ground that the plaintiff intentionally, carelessly and neg-
ligently allowed the automobile in question to burn, and made 
no effort to extinguish the fire or to minimize the damage to 
the car. Now, if the jury believe from the evidence that the 
plaintiff intentionally, .carelessly,· and negligently allowed the 
automobile in question to burn, why then they 
page 2 3 6 ~ might refuse to permit a recovery. I think th~ 
plaintiff's instruction which says the burden was 
on the defendant to show that· the .plaintiff failed to exercise 
reasonable judgment is really favorable to the defendant. 
Surely a man has a right to use his judgment as to whether it 
is safe to run into a situation of that kind, but your evidence 
has been admitted, it hasn't been excluded, and I believe if the 
jury takes the view that the plaintiff intentionally and careless-
ly and negligently allowed the automobile to burn, I believe 
they would be justified in not bringing in a verdict .. 
(NOTE: This instruction was argued at some 
length by the Court and Counsel.) 
The Court: 
I ·don't think this Instruction would be a fair and proper 
one and it is refused. 
Mr. Stant: 
Exception. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION "C" (Granted) 
The burden of proof is upon plaintiff to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence and under· the instructions that he is 
entitled to recover, and if so entitled, to further show by like 
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preponderance of evidence the actual cash value of the car at 
the time it burned. 
If you find in favor of plaintiff, you will deduct from the 
actual cash value of the car its salvage value after the fire of 
$75.00, and you will deduct the further sum of 
page 23 7 ~ .$50.00 under the .collision provision of the pol-
icy. 
Mr. Widener: 
Counsel for plaintiff object to Instruction "C" offered 
by defendant, because we do not conceive of any burden of 
proof being upon plaintiff to show by a preponderance of evi-
dence and under the instructions that he is entitled to recover. 
The law is given by the Court and no burden on us to show, 
as we conceive it, that the instructions favor us or don't favor 
u~, or that they have to preponde.rate in our favor. 
The instruction is also mislea.ding in its statement of th.? 
preponderance of the evidence, which throws the whole pre-
ponderance of the evidence on to the plaintiff, whereas the pre-
ponderance of the evidence is upon the defendant afte.r the loss 
is shown, that is a·s to their defense they must carry the burden. 
As to the actual cash value mentioned in paragraph one of 
Instruction "C" we do not understand why that should be 
pointed out as to the a<::tual cash value, as well as to the loss by 
collision or loss by fire, the burden is on us. It is simply a 
singling out of testimony. 
The second paragraph of the instruction would limit any 
recovery in this case to pure collision and separate it from all the-' 
surrounding circumstances involved in this acci-
page 2 3 8 r dent, and would prevent any recovery for any 
fire. Also, it is in conflict with Plaintiff's In-
struction I. 
The Court: 
I think it might be a little in conflict with Instruction I, 
but at the same time I don't believe you could allow, and I be-
lieve it would be wrong if the jury allowed, a total re.covery for 
the fire, without deducting $50.00 from the damage, because it 
doesn't seem to me the.re is any evidence that the fire was not a 
direct result of the collision. 
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Mr. Widener: 
I think we all agreed, as far as we are concerned, and we 
will tell the jury to deduct the $50.00 to avoid any conflict 
about it. 
The Court: 
If that is so, I think this inst.ruction ought to be given ex-
cept a part of the second line - ''The burden of proof is upon 
plaintiff to sh9w by a preponderance of the evidence and under 
the instructions" - I think "and under the instructions" should 
come out. 
(NOTE: After some argument, off the record, the 
defendant, without objection, struck out the words "and 
under the instruction "C".) 
Mr. Widener: 
We except to the giving of Instruction "C" for the reasons 
stated. 
page 239 r DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION 
"D" (Refused) . 
In determining whether plaintiff is entitled to recover, 
and in your consideration of the actual cash value of the car, if 
entitled to recover at all, the jury are instructed to disregard all 
the evidence of plaintiff with regard to what he stated the wit-
ness.Rauh said to him as to car value, and as to whether a settle-
ment would be made, or quick action had. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We object to Instruction "D" for the defendant, as offer-
ed, because it tells the jury to disregard the conversation which 
plaintiff ·had with the witness Rauh. Mr. Rauh was proven in 
the case to be an expert on values, and he undertook to, and did, 
help and assist the plaintiff in filling out his proofs of loss and 
undertook to, and did, testify 1n connection with that part of 
the case, and we think it would be highly prejudicial to the 
plaintiff ·for the Court to tell the jury to disregard the testimony 
of Mr. Rauh which this instruction invites them to do. 
Mr. Widener: 
The instruction is further objected to along the same line 
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because Rauh's testimony for whatever it is worth is in the rec-
ord, and the Court should not be asked to pick out any part of 
his testimony which is already in, and tell the jury not to .con-
sider that. He testified he was the agent and representative 
of this company. He testified he was not a me--
page 240 ~ chanic by trade but that he was a service man. 
He testified he had settled claim after claim 
amounting to many per month, and that was bis job to do it. 
He tried then, although having held himself out as an agent of 
the company and adjuster, and having sent these claims in, then 
he tried to limit his authority by his own testimony, after hold-
ing himself out and dealing with this man for weeks as an ad-
juster of the .company, and, as far as the record goes, the only 
1,nan this side of New York who had any right to deal with 
him at all. He, a~ a matter of fact, has in this record an affi-
davit signed by himself. 
(This instruction was argued at length.) 
The Court: 
I am afraid it will confuse the jury, and I believe I will 




We now offer an Instruction ma,rked "B-2". 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION B-2 (Refused). 
The Court instructs the jury that 1.f you believe from the-
evidence that the plaintiff, after the car turned over on its side. 
in the exerdse of .reasonable care had the opportunity to pre-
vent other or further damage to said car and negligently failed 
to do so, then he .cannot recover. 
The Court: 
That is very much like the instruction we had 
page 24 I ~ awhile ago here. I don't believe that is the test. 
I think it is a question of good· faith in this case. 
If the jury believe that man wanted the car to burn, and if they 
think he was lying about being afraid, why they would have a. 
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right to allow him nothing, I think, or give a verdict for him. 
Mr. Hutton: 
We object to that instruction for all the reasons stated in 
our objections to the other instructions in the Class "B" cate-· 
gory, and also because it is coyered by an instruction for the 
plaintiff. 
The Court: 




If the Court please, it has just come to the attention of 
counsel for the defendant that while the Court and counsel in 
the case have been in the Judge's chambers considering the in-
structions, that one of the jurors has been in conference or sit-
ting by and in conference with the plaintiff in the case; that the 
juror talked with the plaintiff for awhile and then left the 
plaintiff and talked to one or two other· jurors and then again 
came back and talked to the plaintiff, while the jury were wait-
ing for the Court to give them its instructions. The jury was· 
in the courtroom and the Court and counsel were in the Judge's 
chambers. 
We, therefore, move your Honor to decla.re a mis-
page 242 ~ trial for the reasons stated, and would like to of-
fer the evidence of Mr. Rauh in support of this 
motion . 
. E. F. RAUH was thereupon examined and testified as fol-
lows in Chambe.rs: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Thompson: 
Q. I Mr. Rauh, you have heretofore been sworn and 
testified in this case, have you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. 2 Were you in the courtroom while counsel and the 
Court were considering the instructions in the Judge's cham-
bers? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 3 You know the plaintiff, Mr. Greene, in this case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 4 Did you see the jury that is trying the case in the 
courtroom? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 5 I will ask you to state just what you saw, if any-
thing, that happened between the plaintiff and any one of the 
jurors in the absence of the Court and counsel. 
A. One of the jurors, whose name I do not know, but can 
identify, moved over to Mr. Greene and engaged him in con-
versation. He talked to him for a short time and 
page 24 3 ~ then rejoined several of the other jurors and had a 
conversation with them. Later on he returned 
and had quite a lengthy .conversation with Mr. Greene, and 
then returned to his seat at the end of the bench, where, as I 
recall, he w:as speaking to some of the othe.r jurors at the time 
the Court came in session. 
Q. 6 Where were you sitting, Mr. Rauh, in the court-
room? 
A. The last row, the last bench on the lefthand side. 
Q. 7 Of course you know nothing about what was: 
said in the conversation? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 8 And you are not undertaking to say what was 
said.? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Widener: 
Of course we want the record to show that, as the Judge-
and all counsel know, Mr. Rouse, Mr. Hutton and myself were: 
not out of this room during any of the alleged conference. 
Mr. Stant: 
We ·stated all counsel were in here. 
The Court: 
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I think he should give us some way of identifying the 
Juror. 
Q. 9 Describe as best you can the juror you saw do 
that. 
A. There are two men on the jury wearing 
page 244 ~ glasses·, and the man in question was the younger 
of the two. Is that sufficient? 
Q. r o Did you point out to me the man or juror you 
saw talking to Mr. Greene? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. r I And I informed you that was Mr. Shupe, is that 
right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1 2 I told you who he was? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Widener: 
X. 1 Mr. Rauh, have you talked to any of the jurors 
since this trial started? · 
A. No, sir, not that I am aware of. 
X. 2 Do you know any of them? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 3 You have been sitting in front of them all the 
time, haven't you? 
A. I am not acquainted with a one of them. 
X. 4 I want to ask you if out in the hall during the 
progress of this trial you haven't talked to one ot these jurors 
yourself, Mr. Homer McFadden? 
A. A man talked to me in the hall by rhe name 
page 245 r of Mr. McFadden. but if he is on the jury I don't 
know it. 
X. 5 If he was you know you talked to him, out in the 
hall? 





6 How did you learn ;his name was McFadden? 
He told me it was. 
7 In the .conversation? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
X. 8 When was that conversation you had with Mr. 
McFadden? 
A. Some time this morning. 
X. 9 How long did_ you engage him in conversation? 
A. I don't think we talked very long. He just told me 
about having to .run a telephone exchange in a power plant he 
had. 
X. 1 o Is that the man you were talking to, and you sat 
there in front of that jury all day yesterday, didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 1 1 You have described this man that talked to Mr. 
Greene. ·can you now describe the man you talked to this 
morning in the hall? 
A. I am afraid I can't. There were quite a few 
page 246 ~ people in the lobby and I didn't pay any atten-
tion. 
X. 12 In other words, your conversation with a juror 
didn't make as much impression on you as Mr. Greene's did? 
A. I am sorry, but I don't get your question on that. 
X. I 3 You are the representative of the insurance com-
pany ·in this case, aren't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 14 You signed the pleadings in it and swore to themh 
You swore to the plea in abatement in ~his case, didn't you? 
Mr. Stant: 
The record shows that. 
Mr. Widener: 
I want this record to show it. 
A. I don't know. You are talking about something r 
don't know about. 
The Court: 
I think you ought to ask him if this case was mentioned tc> 
the gentleman to whom he was talking? 
The Witness: 
Is that a. question. 
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The Court: 
I suggested it to Mr. Widener. He may ask.that question. 
X. 15 Did you talk anything about this case? 
A. No, sir. 
X. 1 6 How did you happen to be talking to him? . 
A. May I ask a question? 
page 247 r X. I 7 Answer mine first. How did you hap-
pen to be talking to him? 
A. He said something about the weather, as I recall. 
X. 1 8 How did you get on to the telephone company 
and power company? 
The Court: 
I don't believe we need to go any further into that. 
The Witness: 
May I ask a question? 
The Court: 
No, I think that has gone far enough. You have answer-
ed my question, that this case was not mentioned in your talk 
with Mr. McFadden. 
The Witness: 
No, sir, it wasn't. What I want to say is off the record. 
The Court:· 
I don't want to hear anything more about this right now, 
unless counsel have something further to say. 
Mr. Thompson: 
I don't think we have anything further. 
(Witness excused.) 
The Court: 
Now, gentleman, frankly I don't know what to do, but my 
belief is the best thing to do is to let the case go to the jury, and 
if there should be a motion by either side to set 
page 248 r aside the verdict, why this matter that has been 
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raised can be brought up, and I reserve the right to 
examine the jurors and Mr. Greene, and I will say frankly, if 
there is a verdict for the plaintiff and it looks to me there is any 
probability whatever of any conversation between a juror and 
M.r. Greene having affected the verdict, I will set it aside, and 
will probably offer some rebuke to the parties who caused it. 
THEREUPON, the instructions were read to the jury by 
the Court, the case was argued by counsel, and the jury retired 
and, after due deliberation, returned the following verdict: · 
"We, the jury, find for the complainant $800.00 less 
$ 125.00 for salvage and deduction, balance $675~00. H. C. 
McFadden, Foreman.'' 
The Court: 
The verdict is for $675.00. 
Juror McFadden: 
Yes, sir. 
THEREUPON, the Court, Counsel and Court Reporter 
went into Chambers, where the following proceedings wen" 
had, to-wit: 
page 249 ~ The Court: 
Do you want to make a motion now, Mr. Stant~ 
Mr. Stant: 
Yes, your Honor. In view of what has happened, we· 
want to renew the motion that was made here in Chambers be-
fore the case was submitted to the jury. That is, to declare a 
mistrial and to make the suggestion, if the Court agrees, that it 
will be appropriate to call the juror before the Court at this 
time, before he knows anything at all about what has taken 
place, and before any"body talks with him about it. That 
would apply to the plaintiff too, although I assume by this 
time he knows it, and we cannot.help that. 
The Court: 
I was wondering if your motion ought to be in writing 
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and supported by affidavits or anything of that kind. I have 
never had a situation exactly like this before. 
Mr. Stant: 
You have the statement under oath of Mr. Rauh. 
The Cou.rt: 
We would not only have to talk to this juror but we 
would have to talk to the plaintiff and possibly have to sound 
out the whole jury, wouldn't we? 
Mr. Stant: 
It would probably depend on what the juror in question 
said. 
Mr. Hutton: 
Is the form of the verdict all right. Hadn't we better cor: 
rect it to read $675.00? 
The Court: 
It amounts to giving a verdict .for the plaintiff for 
page 250 ~ $675.00. 
I don't know just how to proceed in this case, and 
I wish rhe attorneys on both sides would be frank with me and 
help me out with it. Mr. Rauh was sworn and he said this 
juror talked to the plaintiff and then came back and talked to 
some of ·the other jurors. I think the matter ought to be in-
vestigated. 
Mr. Widene.r: 
We purposely haven't said anything, because I did think it 
was the other side's move. inasmuch as they seemed to be com-
_plaining, and I want to say now we are in favor and won't 
oppose calling in the jury and investigating the whole thing 
right now before they are discharged, as far as we are concern-
ed. If anything wrong happened, I think we all ought to 
know it. 
·Mr.Hutton: 
I have no objection to that whatsoever. 








Do you think they ought to be called in here? 
Mr. Widener: 
One at a time or all in, and it will be very surprising to me: 
if anything wr:ong has happened, but if it has we all want to 
know it. 
The Cou.rt: 
What do you suggest about it, Mr. Stant: 
Mr. Stant: 
. 
Your Honor, it seems to me the starting point would be 
with the juror about whom the report has come, and then the 
Court could determine after that, it seems to me .. 
page 2 5 1 ~ whether to call anyone else or not. 
The Court: 
Suppose I call in Mr. Shupe. 
Mr. Widener: 
I think we are all agreed on this, your Honor, on the tech--
nicalities fo this very procedure itself regarding this juror, we 
certainly don't want to allow, as far as we are conce.rned, any 
error to creep in on this. 
The status of the case is this: A verdict has been returned 
in the case and~ as I understand it, it ought to be distinctly 
unde.rstood this investigation is being made following the ver-
dict and before the discharge of the jury, and without prejudice 
to the right of anyone, unless their rights should be shown to be 
affected in the proceedings about which you ar·e about to enter 
upon. We don't want er.ror in the record over this proceeding, 
if there is no error up to now. 
Mr. Stant: 
I don't follow that. I don't see what we have to complain 
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about, when we are making the motion by which it is to be 
done. 
Mr. Widener: 
I don't want you to complain if anybody's right might be 
affected. 
The Court: 
I don't understand it. 
Mr. Widener: 
The technicalities of the form which you say is new to 
your Honor, and is new to me, should not in any way influence 
the verity of this verdict which ·has been rendered 
page 25 2 ~ unless something has happened which is wrong 
in the case preceding the verdict. 
The Court: 
I think I will ask Mr. Shupe to .come in and tell him the 
statement that has been made and ask him about it. 
Mr. Hutton: 
There is one implication I want to clear up, made by Mr. 
· Stant, before we start into this. He s~id he couldn't help it if 
the plaintiff knew about it. I don't know wh~t the pl~intiff 
knows. I haven't opened my mouth to the plaintiff and I 
don't want Mr. Stant to infer that counsel in the case ha.ve 
made any statement to him. 
Mr. Widener: 
I haven't spoken to him. 
Mr. Rouse: 
Neither have I. 
Mr. Stant: 
All I meant was, I assumed his counsel had told him what 
happened ha.ck here, and if you had we couldn't help it. 
Mr. Widener: 
We had a. right to, but didn't. 
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Mr. Rouse: 
I will say I asked him if he dscussed the case with any juror 
and he said no. That was the context of it. I didn't tell him 
anything. 
The Cou.rt: 
I think this thing started by my question if I should send 
for the plaintiff before I sent for the juror~ 
M.r. Rouse: 
It is all right, bring him in. 
page 2 5 3 ~ Mr. Widener: 
It is the juror about whom the complaint is being 
made. 
Mr. Stant: 
You will direct that inquiry your Honor, yourself. I think 
that would be appropriate. 
The Court: 
Yes, sir, but it is on your motion. I think I will just ask 
Mr. Shupe to come in here. 
W. B. SHUPE was thereupon called into chambers and 
examined as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By the Court: 
Q. 1 Mr. Shupe, a question has come up here that may 
have some effect upon this verdict, and I believe it is incumbent 
upon the Court to find out just what the situation is. 
A statement has been maqe to the Court that while the 
Court and counsel were in here considering the instructions 
you had something to say to the plaintiff, · and that then later 
you seemed to be saying something about it to some of the 
other jurors. 
A. Yes, sir. This boy in here, that Greene' boy, I asked 
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him what part of Bristol he lived, whether Virginia or Ten-
nessee, and he said on the Virginia side,_ and I asked him in 
what part of the Virginia side did he live, and he wanted to 
know if I knowed where the old fairground was, and I said I 
knowed where the old ball pa.rk was, and he said it wasn't that, 
it was out at the old hospital, and later I asked if 
page 2 s 4 r he knew a fellow named Bill Dunn~ the foreman 
of the shops of the Yellow Cab. My object for 
asking him that, Bill Dunn married a cousin of my wife, and my 
wife's cousin's grandmother has been low and I 'lowed if he 
knowed them he would know how she was. 
Q. 2 Was that all that was said? 
A. Yes~ sir. 
Q. 3 This case was not mentioned at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 4 Did you mention him at all to the other jurors? 
A. Not the boy. I talked to them all along. 
Q. 5 I mean, did you say anything to them about hav-
ing said anything to him or him having said anything to you? 
A. No, sir. 
The Court: 




By Mr. Stant: 
X I Did I understand, Mr. Shupe, you went to Mr. 
Greene, or where he was sitting, or that he came to you? , 
A. When we come back at one-thirty we come on the in-
side of the bar, inside that railing, and sit down on those chairs, 
and one chair between Mr. Greene and myself, and 
page 255 r I set down and left one chair betwe~n Mr. Greene 
and myself. 
X. 2 And after part of that conversation was had, I 
believe you said you moved? 
A. No, I didn't move. The other juror sitting on the 
other side of me, one of the jurors, come in, and I looked over, 
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I 
turned around and looked over, and said something to the juror · 
sitting on the other side of me about a man that was coming 
m. 
X. 3 Did you mean you asked Mr. Greene all you have 
testified in one conversation or two separate conversations? 
A. Two separate ones. 
X. 4 With some time in between? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X. 5 Did he say anything about the .case? 
A. No, sir. 
The Court: 
You did not say anything to any of the other jurors and 
none of them said anything to you about your having had som~ 




page 256 r The Court: 
Does counsel care to say anything further to the 
Court about this? 
Mr. Stant: 




I was ch~cking up on what the understanding was, when 
we started. 
Mr. Widener: 
We are not opposed to calling him, but I don't see the use-
of it. 
The Court: 
This juror said he asked him the question. 
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Mr. Hutton: 
The plaintiff hasn't done anything wrong. 
Mr. Widener: 
He hasn't done anything except sit there where he be-
longed. 
The Court: 
If he had taken up the conversation with the juror it would 
be different but the juror· said he did. 
Mr. Stant: 
I just asked if the Court was going to call the plaintiff. 
The Court: 
I believe you are going to make a motion to set aside the 
verdict on other grounds anyhow, and I will overrule the 
motion to declare a mistrial because of this incident. I will hear 
you at any time you all see fit, on your general motion to set 
aside the verdict. · 
·Mr.Stant: 
We move to set aside the verdict of the jury and to 
page 2 5 7 r enter final judgment in favor of defendant. or 
failing therein, to grant a new trial on grounds to 
be assigned in writing. 
THIS WAS ALL THE EVIDENCE INTRODUCED 
AND PROCEEDINGS HAD IN THE TRIAL OF THIS 
CASE. 
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